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PREFACE

This volume should be seen as the- second one in a series
on rural water supply in East .̂ frica. It contains the Proceedings
of the Conference' on Rural '..'.?.ter Supply in East i£rica held 578
April 1971 at the University of Bar es S.alaau. The earlier
volume contains the Proceedings of the Workshop held 17-19 December
19,69, also at the University. Although the workshop was intended
to be preparatory to the- conference, the1 papers• which were
presented at the 1969 ,6rkshop hardly overlap with those of the
recent conference. The 1969 workshop" was held soon after the
governments of Kenya and Tanzania had committed themselves to
vastly accelerated water supply programmes, and the meetings
concentrated mainly on reports on field research, health, and the
work of the different governmental, international, and volunteer
0 rgani zations•

The developments which took place between the holding
of the 1969 workshop and the 1971 conference shifted the attention
to other topics. The following might b'c seen as some of the
principal advances. ¥he role of the water development depart-
ments of the respective governments increased to such an
extent that the efforts of other agencies, although important .
in their own right, have receded into the background; the need
to take health factors into account when designing water supplies
has been recognized in principle, with a corresponding adjustment
ill design of newer projects; ways and moans are now being worked
out in the attempt to como to grips with the enormous task of
implementing the gigantic water supply programmes; the preparation
of maste.r plans for water development has begun.

The conference concentrated therefore primarily on planning
and policy issues, c-xiC. on studios in hydrcaotoorology and hydrology
as the most funda.ient:•! one of the required inputs for water
development plans.

Y/e wiah to ac'ziiov.O.cdgc the help received from many people
in the University of Sar 00 Saiasm and the Llinistry of Y/atcr
Development and Power, bot.'i before and daring the conference.
Special thanks 30 to Lea: JJerry, tho former Director of BEALUP,
to Ulf Riise for tokiir; on a sizeable shc.ro cf the organizing
v:ork, and Pu-Chin \ialC.c for serving as administrative assistant
to the Conference. Y;c also wish to acknowledge the generous grant
received from the Ford foundation which covered most of the
costs of the conference, including this volume.

G» Tschannerl
August, 1971
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Largely because of the topography and geology of East
Africa, water is not readily- available from traditional sources
in the rural areas. It must often be fetched fron several miles
away; a 3 to 5 mile distance fron the house to the water sourco
is not uncommon. 3von then the quantity of water available
in the dug hole or well slight be very low, and in some areas
there- is a severe water quality proble.1.

As a consequence, the quantity of water used for domestic
purposes is relatively snail; the per capita daily consumption
In Tanzania averages only about 15 litres01 There is strong
evidence to suggest that this is inadequate from the health stand-
point. The long distance which has to be covered to fetch the
water takes up a lot of tine - adding to the'already heavy burden
on the wonen - and consumes a lot of physical energy,, The
generally low quality of the water itself, due to bactereolo.',ical
and chemical pollution, has an adverse effect on healtho

Conparing the water availability in th-a three countries
of the East African Co^xiunity, the situation appears to be siziilar
in Tanzania and Kenya, v.v.ere -the whole range of problens - quantity,
quality, and convenience of location of sources for domestic water
supply - is present, but not necessarily always cccuring together, .
Uganda is by and large more fortunate with quantity and location,
but has to deal with severe quality problens„

Recognizing that the welfare of the rural population urgently
requires the provision of improved water supplies, and hoping that
the provision of these supplies will be a driving force for eeononic
and social development, the countries of East Africa have given
rural water supply a high priority in their national developaent
plans.

The Kenyan government aims at providing water supplies
through communal outlets in all parts of Kenya within the next 20
years, and at installing house connections for the entire population
in the 10 years after that .To achieve this, the 'Five-Year Develop^
aent Plan provides for an increase of available funds for capital
outlay .from 10 million shillings in 1969 to 33 million shillings
la 1974.

The 'Jater Development Department, of the Ministry of
Agriculture is .in charge of all aspects of rural water develop7
ment, including the design of schones and the preparation of
a master plan for the 30-year period- As a further boost to
water development, an Intorministerial Committee on Rural 7/ater
Development was set up in 1959c

Tanzania has recently shortened its period within which
to provide an improved water supply to all the people in the
country from 40 to 20 yoarrj. The budget allocation in the
Second Five-Year Plan :?or water development and irrigation is
187 million shillings, or 6.8 percent of total development expenditure,

Thi3 figure is appreciate?/ the average of t'.ie results from
several water supply ctucViou. -hey are listed in "Y/ater Development
Tanzania", BRALUP Research Paper Wo. 12;, In comparison, the per
capita daily domestic water use in USA is about 300 litres, QCf,j
of which, is disposed of a.;-; waste watero



The investment in rural water supply during fiscal 1970/71 reached
19.1 nillion shillings, wlrLch represents a 35$ increase over <
fiscal 1969/70. (j

i
The inportance attached to water supply ini Tanzania found

expression in the beginning of 1971 by the creatibn of the now
Llinistry of water Developnent and Irrigation Division (Ministry
of Agriculture) and the Jeter and Drainage Division (Ministry of
Lands) and will to souc extent regulate the Tanzania Electric
Supply Conpany. One o~ the tasks to be undertaken by the new
Ministry is the preparation of water master plans for each of
the Regions.

Research on "fater Developnent has been one of the nain
activities of the Bureau of Resource Assessment and Land Use
Planning (BRALUP), University of Dar es Salaan, ever since its
inception in 1967. Closely cooperating first with WE&ID and
now with the Ministry of V,rater Developnent, BRALUP has conducted
and sponsored a number of short-range and long-range research
projects on rural water supply. This includes research on (i)
design criteria, quantity and quality of water to be supplied,
location and frequency of standpipes, and population forecasts;
(2) hydrologic atudies (flow simulation, snail catchuent
characteristics, sediner.t transport); (3) project selection and
planning (standardization of procedures, cost curves, conputer
use); and (4) the role of water in integrated planning (regional
developnent plans, settlement patterns, land use, soil erosion,
transportation, etc.)

In liae with BRALUP1s interest in water studies, a
Workshop on Rural tfater Supply in East Africa was held in
December 1969 at the University of Dar es Salaan; it was organized
jointly with the 3conor.iic3 Research Bureau, University of Dcjv-
es Salaan.

The Objectives of the V/orkshop were as follows:

(1) to acquaint the participants with the various existing
programmes of research and implementation on rural water
supplies in East Africa}

(2) to identify connon problens faced by the participants;

(3). to conpare ideev'j and experiences dealing with those
problens; and

(4) to set out the aajor issues for deliberation at the 1970
East African Conference on Rural ".Tator Supply.

A number of pr.pô :: were presented at the 1969 workshop
and a list of recommendations drawn up, which have been published
as BRALUP Research Paper Ho.11. The topics of the workshop
wero: field research, health, technical aspects, implementation,
co;x.iunity development, end planning. One of the roconnendations
arising out of the workshop was that a follow-up conference bo
hold because a number of unsolved questions had been raised
which, needed further attention.

1.A l i s t of BRALUP publications i s ;;£ven in the back of this volume.
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Consequently -the Conference on Rural Water Supply in
was called for 5-8 April 1971 under the jo int sponsor—

sliip of the University of 33 ar es Salc.au and the I/tLnistry of
Y/ater Developnent and Power. Soiue 120 delegates par t i c ipa ted ,
yiost of whon caae fron Tanzania. They were a f f i l i a t ed with a
variety of governnentalj acadeuic, i n t e rna t iona l , and pr ivate
institutions.f

The diversity of institutions which were represented was
perhaps one of the nost fruitful aspects of the conference, as
delegates discussed each topic fron a variety of viewpoints
depending on their background and the kind .of institution they
served. That led to a better understanding of the different
roles that institutions had to plan in regard.to water research
planning, design, inplei.ientation, and operation. Such discussions
tool; place, for example, between regional water engineers who

•night be keenly aware of day-to-day problens, university
researches who might bo enthusiastic about what long-tern research
can offer, and consultant engineers who night concentrate on
bringing in the experience gained fron other, not always partincnt,
situations.

The conference was divided into four nain thenes: planning
and policy, health, hydrology and neteorology, design and izrplorient-
ation. Because of a greater nunber of papers subnitted and the
considerable interest in the subject, the thene called
was sub—divided into nas te r plans, planning procedures, and the
broader context of planning. The prograuae of the conference
called for the presentat ion and discussion.of papers under the
different thenes, followed by several workshop sessions for
closer discussion i n i n t e r e s t groups. The discussion groups
also drafted recomenclationa which wero approved at the l a s t
session by the conference as .a whole.

The renainder of t h i s introduction i s an a t tenpt to
highlight sone of tho nain points ra ised during the conference.
Any such sunnary i s na tura l ly biased towards what i t s author
finds the nost s t r ik ing and iaportant in t lw context of h i s own
work and background, and cannot do jus t i ce to the various
contr ibut ions nado by the pa r t i c i pan t s . As a p a r t i a l renody,
the papers which were presented at the conference are pr inted
in -this volune in the i r ent iretyj? ^ 4 s o a e o f t h e p o i n t g
raised during discussions found t h e i r way into, the f ina l
reooiiuendations of the conference.

Planning - M a s t e r Pirns

'Thile the decision of the sovcrrcients of Tanzania and
Kenya to prepare nas te r plans for water devclopncnt found
wholehearted support, tone words of caution were raised as to
the nature and notliod of preparation of such plans .

1"3ee the. l i s t of delegates

o
Three out of twenty—tliree papers presented at the conference

could not be included in this voluue,.for the reason either
that the author had withdrawn i t or that i t was not available
by tho tine the proceeding3 wont to print.



The principal advice WCUJ .j.'oout thb provisi
choice in the plans. I-Zc/bes gave k number
how present estimates, aims, and jprojectior:
•the next 20 years, and how the master plan'
to periodic revisions to take acoount of tl;

process of arriving at those plants also nus*
that the important choices be naue by thos'
tlioa. This point was also strefssed by th<
Developnent and Power in his operning addre
further to say "that nost decisions, even i
in the realxi of engineering or icononics,
content which nust be dealt with, by poli t i

onea responsible for policy matters.

exibilalty and
couples to.! show
.night change witiiin

lend i l se l f
changes. 8The

i t possible
wh# should make

r of V/ater
,-• who v/ent e|ren
they seen entirely

a pol i t ical
ions because they are the

Data needs and how they
by Berry and Conyers. They
planning, whereby water develo;
approach to planning, whereby
nany develbpnent aspects, a l l
Agriculture, settlement progrs
influence the deaand for wa
'tuna closely affected by watej

night be fvdjfilled are discussed
stress an integrated approach to
inert t i s onlf
vater develof
)f which aus|
nes, cattle*

an integrated
lent i s only one of
bo considered toc'e
•.Marketing, all

with different uses, and are in
schemes. Plans should therefore

be drawn up for all of these jointly, rather '-than for each of
the activities in isolation.

In the course of the discussion, tnti Principal Secretary
of the .oinistry of Jatcr Development and Ifiwer-, Government of
Tanzania, explained that; the) f i r s t task ofi the. teams preparing
master plans i s to assess thp quantity, quality and location.
of the available water, as \ |cll as the liljbly water demand
for the different u&c.'i, Taams fron othcK countries will be
invited to prepare the cc pi pis (except fo^Dodona Region which
the Llinistry i t se l f has already'taken up) J but. their work
should be limited to factorjs which can be measured and studied
in some systematic wpy, he (continued. Socio-economic -and
pol i t ica l factors should no'ft bo decided by the teams, whose
task in that respect would jbe to provide the relevant information
with which such decisions chn be Liade by the right persons in
accordance with national policy, |,

Planning; - Policy

Burton offered COUQ
investnent in water supply,
presently in the first phase

reflections on>the desirable level of
He su^gestedfthat Tanzania i s
of a long-tejEr.i progranae, during

wiiich the provision of ..iinii'..al water requirei.ients, prinarily
for reasons of health and aoicial welfare,fis the nain objective
and requires heavy govciir.icnib expenditraref ^o naintains that in
the next phase the increase 1 incoue of the beneficiaries will

enable them to finance further investment,s in improved water
supply thenselvos, so tliat givermuent expenditure for this
inveotnent v/ill diminish, Burton's analV'Si^ brings the old

|argiu.iei-it of ;lwator sup;0.y aa a social se-|"/ice to bo provided
people ^Tanzania's policy)" versus "wate

isked to pay
froo of charge to the
a3 an economic good for. v/iiichl people shoufd po
(Kenya's policy)" in a new perspective,

1 1
Impact studies of rural! water 3upi|Ly provide vital

information for the establishment of
item, about''which not enough i s known,
from rural' water supply. Heiinon and C
of categories of benefits- \vhic4 are gem
from rural water supplier: with it he evidc
caue, and found supporter.... ovidencc for S
of supposed benefit3,

,-cer

One ir.ipo rt ant
the actual benefits

yer'g compared a l i f t
lip assumed to ari.-je
0 available for oach
ly a few categories



- Procedures

Harlaut presented a functional division of the planning
anil design process acco-ding to the nature of the work involved
and according to what body (local or central) should carry it
out. Tiiis gave rise to a lively discussion, which emphasized
that maintenance, of schencs must be an integral p-.rt of that
process and nuct be considered already at the different design
stages of a project. Another point emphasized was tho inportruico
of feeding the re suit a from the schene back into the design
process. There was disagreement about whether design engineers
should take tho time to carry out that lengthy task,

J* project selection procedure which differs from that
advanced by Kates was presented by Tschannerl. It relies
on expressing the characteristics of a project in the fora
of a mathematical no del ? and on some special properties of
such a formulation in order to arrive at a preliminary selection
of projects to be implemented in one time period for which a
specific budget allocation has been aade. The Bpeed of that
computation allows the exploration of nany alternative policies
and alternative projections for the inputs (such as future
population or crop specialization}

Health

One of the hi'jhlights of the conference was Bradley !s
brief sugary of what ic Lmown about the effects of water supply
on health. He outlined the relationship between water quantity
aim quality on the one hand, and the occurrence of different
diseases on the other. The supporting evidence that he presented
suggests that a significant improvement in health can be reached
only through the provision of household connections. Questions
were raised fron the floor about the cost of carrying out tha
studies which would i'urniah more conclusive ovidence on that
relationship and whether this expenditure would be- justified.
Questions were also raised about the cost of house connections
as compared to communal taps.

Hydrology, and Meteorology

The long dist,?.ucc between rain gauges makes it difficult
to study rain showers. Based on some previous experiments,
Morth coaputed several liyclrological measures of storms in Tanga
Region: intensity, frequency of occurrence, and spatial distribution,
IJiouwolt analysed tho co.uaos for rainfall variability in Zambia.
Tho nodd for nore precise and reliable data for meaningful hydro-
metorologic studies was strongly emphasized in the course of the
discussion.

Project plans .rust often be made on tho basis of scarce
data. Bear, Issar, and Litqin gave a detailed description of

how they dealt with such a situation in their work on tho
preparation of water development plans. They give a method
for supplementing scarce data with other, related, data, which
is an example of hew existing data of various description can
be used optimally for the analysis of a particular water
resource problea.

Hasan discussed different forma of artificial groundwatcr
/been recharge which have/successful in"the Sudan, and suggested that

recharge should bo more clocely considered in East .Ifrica.



The successful design of
groundwater recharge was-
structure, he maintained,
Tapani a where jstoms r.ro
duration.

Design and Inpjcaent.-.tion

Design Criteria Zo
at soae length! Harlaut

2irneablc dan -for flood control
cussed by Hailtes, This kind of
ideally suited for countries li!:

of high'intensity and short

,ter supply projects were discussed
posed specific design criteria

i as design horizon, water
id storage capacity. It was

ssion that soae of these criteria
scale) of projects and their

„--...,-_, .. . ^b need for farther research,
especially into const'-iptilmdata, was raised. Manpower training,
and specifically procedures., for recruitment and promotion of
certain levelp of wo risers v_g/as discussed at some length.

for soue project inputs, |is
quantity per ckpita per d;gj
pointed out duping tho di
should vary worth the type £J
geographical location

Two spfecific desi;>i
proposed a low-cost actuo*

ggestions were nade. Batenan
building rainwater catchr^ent ,

based dn exi3e-riiicntS(fe.n Botswana and Swaziland, and 7an
de Laak introduced a Y/iiid ĵpv/erod puap as suitable way of
lifting water under certai-Ji wind conditions. The lat ter also
stressed thel need for better wind data as a prerequisite for
feasibility /studies on ohsmae of v/ind power,

Self-jhelp for buillfeg schcaes is important to reduce
government expenditure m£%"or the mobilization of the people,
Llatan.-̂ a andiMayerle rcportjtd on the experience with self-help
scheaes in Lushoto District,, Having achieved a good degree of
success in the construetioi-f of schemes with self-help labour,
they analy&
sono reaedi
criteria, ii
standard fo
experiments.
\7erc report

Conclusion

3d the roaoor-3 .for possible failures and suggested
Similar to the earlier discussion on design

t was again pointed out that no generally applicable
? self-help covJid be established, Sesults of
on the friction? coefficient in SMBi» plastic pipes
id by Todorov, , |

I
The donforenco, tojjct&hor with the 1969 workshop, had a

rather uniqiie character, l|e|.ng focussed on the very specific
topic of rurkl water suyolyjjin East *'J?rica, and bringing
together peotile froa all soVts of institutions. It fulfilled
a groat needlin that regard! and has perhaps provided the
push to continue- this intdpsehange, "»7ith developments in

happening at such a rapid pace,
soon shift to other topics froa

water supply tin East
the focus of attention i
the ones emphasized in thcUltanferonce, buta g s the 19C9 work~
shop made an iuiportcait corftl'ibution at the time i t took place,
the 1971 conference dealtfwith soae of the key issues in water
development inl East Africa at this tirie, .
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Ok' THE OPENING *l)u^^ GlVxJil 3Y T i i i Hlii

WATEI-1 DEVELOPMENT AKD POWii-i, Dlt. v/.K. CHAGULA, AT THE

CONPiiiiENCE ON iiURAL Y/ATExl SUPPLY III EAST AFRICA AT

TIDE UNIVERSITY OP DA2 ES_SALAAi;I ON 5Tii APRIL, 1 9 7 1

od Mr. Cliairman, Your Excellencies, scholars, ladies and gentlemen:

It gives me much pleasure to have been given this privilege
of addressing you at this opening session of this international
Conference on Rural Water Supply in East Africa.

First of all, I should like, on behalf of the Government of
the United Republic of Tanzania to extend to you all a very warm
welcome to Tanzania. It is my sincere hope that the exchange of
views and ideas among yourselves during the Conference, while you
are also enjoying the intellectually stimulating atmosphere of
this beautiful Campus of the University of Dar es Salaam, will
make this Conference the success that we all believe it should be.

In most developing countries which are really serious about
the development of their peoples, the vast majority of whom live
in the rural areas, rural development, in all its various aspects,
is being implemented very energetically within the limitations of
manpower and material resources which are usually some of the
constraints which developing countries encounter in the implementa-
tion of their development programmes. One very essential aspect
of rural development in East Africa, including Tanzania, is the
provision of water to rural areas. In fact, without the provision
of adequate and wholesome water supply to our rural areas there
can hardly be any rural darelopment in East Africa. This, apart
from causing a stagnation in our rate of economic growth, would
undoubtedly aggravate many of tne problems of rapid and unplanned
urban development, particularly unemployment and crime. Stated
positively, the provision of safe and sufficient water to our
people in the rural areas will lead to greater productivity through:

(i) the resulting reduction in illness and general
• debility;

(ii) the saving of effort and time previously expended
on non-productive transport of water;

(iii) the reduction in the medical bill facing each family
and Jjhe nation as a whole;

(iv) the possibility of stabilization of settlements in
which small industries and such social services as
schools and health centres could be established;

(v) the use of irrigation for agricultural purposes;

(vi) the availability of water for livestock.

Thus the provision of water i'or our rural population should
be regarded as a 3ocial service whose main objective is the
improvement of thpir standard oi living, health, and general produ-
ctivity and is a prerequisite to economic and social development.

I



One of the factors which" must a.
programme of providing water to rural
Mr. Chairman, as most of the participai
Tanzania has decided that an many peop
and work in Ujamaa Villages. Apart :r
instrument of economic, social, and po!
people, it also aims at minimising the
adequate water to our rural areas in Tanzania. Por, it is obviou
that it is mucn cheaper to supply watei
compact village than to the same number of people living in home-

ways be considered in any
reas io the cost involved.
ts at this Conference know,
e as possible should live
m this policy being an
itical development of the
cost of providing safe and

to people living in a

steads scattered over a large rural are
Mr. Chairman, that the rural populatioi
are actively and practically supporting

I am very glad to report,
of Tanzania, in general,
this TAMJ's and Government

call urging them to live in Ujamaa Vill'ages and which is already
paying dividends. ?

The Government of tne United Bephblic of Tanzania has recently
decided that within the next 20 years a«Ll Tanzanians living in
rural areas should be provided with saf'e and adequate water supplies
which should also be within reasonable (reach of everyone all the
year round. As at present only about it2 million out of 12 million
Tanzanians living in rural areas are prpvided with adequate and
wholesome water, the magnitude of the tpsk remaining to be done is
staggering. However, the Government of| Tanzania is determined to
accomplish this task within the next 2cj-year period. To this end,
Mr. Chairman, participants at this Conference will be interested
to know that a new iuinistry of Water Development and Power has been
established in the Government of Tanzania and is being organised
on a functional basis so that it could effectively implement this
ambitious rural water supply development programme. To prepare the
grourid lor the design and execution of |he thousands of rural water
projects that will be constructed during the next twenty years, the
Ministry will, in the next 3 to 5 years, complete the preparation
of a Water Master Plan ior the whole of mainland Tanzania. "This
will be done largely with the technical assistance of a number of
friendly countries. .

Mr. Chairman, I notice from the programme of the Conference
that among the themes xor discussion atjthe Conference are such
topics as "water policy", "design standards and criteria", "equipment
innovation", "construction and operation of water supplies" and the
public health aspect of rural water supplies. ..ith the exception
of the first, most of tnese sound innocuous and appear of interest
only to professional engineers and hydrologists. But, in my
experience, the implementation of the recommendations of professionals
and academics on such topics will always depend on political decisions,
i'or instance, in Tanzania the decision that all water supplied from a
public domestic point or kiosk, whether1, in town or in rural areas,
snail be free of charge was a political; decision. The purchase
or importation of equipment for rural water supplies, including
its innovation, must also ultimately be the result of a political
decision as will also be the provision of the necessary finance
by governments for the manpower which will be needed for the construct-

ion, operation, and maintenance of a comprehensive rural water supply
programme, finally, L!r. Chairman, even tne public health criteria
of rural water supply must ultimately be influenced by political
decisions based, of course, largely on the advice and recommendations
ox a country's public health autiiorities. A case in point in Tanzania

01
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is the disturbing fact tnat the water from a large number of our
rural borenoles has an undesireably high content of fluoride. The
question which immediately laces us is whether we should discard all
water boreholes with a high fluoride content inspite of tue fact that
the average cost o± a water borehole is around shs. 60,000/= to
sns. 100,000/= Tanzania shillings! Obviously a compromise will have
to be struck. Conference participants will be interested to know
that we in Tanzania have recently establisned an inter-i',linisterial
Committee known as water oupply rfealtu otanuard Jommittee which will
be recommending on tue establishment of a loccl water safety standards.
It is more than likely that wxien t.riis Committee nas completed its task,
Tanzania may be forced by circumstances to accept a higher ceiling
of water fluoride content than that currently accepted by the World
Health Organisation (l.5 parts of xluoride per million parts of water).

Mr. Cnairman, I have laboured the importance of political
decisions in rural water supplies because, much too often, engineers,
economists, academics, and professionals in general fail to
communicate or explain their ideas or advice to policy makers.
Alternatively, policy makers sometimes base their decisions on
insufficiently understood information from engineers and professi-
onals in general. Both defects are undesirable in the East Africa
of to-day. I am very glad to note tnat at this Conference Keynote
Papers will be submitted from various experts in the field of water.
In addition, I am glad that my Ministry nas enabled our Regional
v/ater oJngine&rs and hydrologists to come and participate at this
important Conference. Both these groups of persons should inject
realism and a practical approach into your discussions. It is from
them also that you should expect statements regarding the effective-
ness or otherwise of policy makers in each Country as regards trie
implementation of our respective rural water supply programmes. For
example, one question which v/ill have to be discussed at this
Conference is whether the procurement of equipment (P.V.C. pipes and
pumps) for our rural water supplies is as efficient and fast as
Regional V/ater Engineers would like it to be ! A related question
will be whether we policy makers are tackling this serious problem
sufficiently energetically.

At this juncture, Mr. Chairman, allow me a brief digression so
that I ccm, on behalf of the Government of Tanzania, express" our deep
gratitude to the Government and people of Sweden, for tue vexy generous
soft loans they nave made available to us, through the Swedish
International Development Agency (SIDA), for our rural water supply
programme during the last seven years. This generous Swedish credit
up to date amounts to 88 million Swedish. Kroners, sns. 123,000,000/=
and symbolises, in practical terms, Swedish resolve to assist
Tanzania in as many aspects oi her development as possible for which
Tanzania is very grateful.

Finally, ray Ministry would also like to extend special gratitude
to the Bureau of Resource Assessment and Land Use Planning (BHALUP)
of the University of Dar es Salaam wnich, in addition to co-sponsoring
this Conference, ueis made a major contribution to the implementation
of our rural water supply programme "through studies the results oi"
which will greatly improve tha effectiveness of tiio distribution
system from Bulenya hills and iiwamapuli Dams in Worth iast Nzegn and
from otiier rural water sources. As those projects will cost many
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millions of Tanzania Shillings wxien completed,
is an example of the many ways in which the Ka
in a practical way, assist the Government to d
most effectively utilise its scarece resources

Mr. Chairman, as a layman in xae area o

BRALUp's contribution
• ion's-University can,
itermine now it could

rural water supply
development, I can do no better than simply introduce the subject
to the various experts, engineers and economists who are participating
in tnis Conference. As I nov* feel I have accomplished my task, on •
behalf of the Government of 'Tanzania, I have mucu pleasure in
declaring open this ''Conference on Rural "water-̂ Supply in East Africa",
Mr.. Chaiz%man, ladies and gentlemen, I wish your Conference every
success and it is my sincere hope that the results of your delibera-
tions will serve to advance East Africa further along the long and
difficult path of development.
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FLEXIBILITY, COORDINATION AND CHOICE IN >7ATi3xt xiiiloOUiiCE PLANNING;

THE UTILITY OP KECENT PLANNING INNOVATIONS TOR WATiMt

DEVELOPMENT IN TANZANIA

Robert ./. Kates
Clark University, vtorcester, Mass., U.S.A.

Two years has brought marked change in the commitment, organization
and knowledge of Tanzanian water resource planners. The returning scholar
finds: a major national commitment for the provision of improved water
supply to every Tanzanian, a good consultant review of the potential
for a massive rural water supply programme, a ministerial reorganization
providing for greater administrative unity in tne development of this
critical resource, an applied research programme yielding data and
understanding unique for developing countries, and the launching of a
series of water master plan stiidies which are to provide the perspective
for regional wa,ter development over a twenty year period.

Upon these master plans rest the critical needs for improved
hydrological and geophysical data, for the orderly programming of the
massive national objective for rural water supply, for the identification
of new opportunities for water based development, and for bringing the
entire programme Within the investment capacity of Tanzania. Indeed
viewed in the context of the overall planning effort in Tanzania, the
water master plans may be the most ambitiolis planning effort, to-date.
Only one otner comparable exercise, that oi high level manpower planning,
had a long-term goal; other planning efforts being limited to the five
year development plans. And planning for improved water supply for all
Tansanians twenty years hence, appears to be a more complex and
difficult exercise, tnan the impressive and successful effort at long-term
manpower planning. Thus, "because of'their key role in extending the
planning horizon to longer-term perspectives, themaster plans should in
tiieir design benefit from the widest experience of "comprehensive water
resource planning.

Some recent innovations in coTnpreliensive water resource
planning, particularly in North America, seem to be relevant. Not that
the experience is simply transferrable, ior the differences in levels of
resource development, available data, manpower and investment capability,
and criteria of social choice are well known. And the opportunities
for socialist planning .ind choice in Tanzania make unnecessary some of
the peculiar games water lesource planners play when they try to plan
social investment by the rules and standard of the private enterprise
capitalist system. But what does appear relevant.are some of the
experience and innovations related to tnree apparently universal
problems of longer-term comprehensive regional planning exercises;
problems of flexibility, coordination, and choice. This paper identifies
these problems from the viewpoint of one knowledgeable about water and
planning in Tanzania but lacking the intimate knowledge of those with
day-to-day responsibility in this field, i'he paper then suggests
some adaptations of new techniques that could b* realistically applied
in the Tanzanian context to help meet these problems.
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Problems of Longer-Term Comprehensive Water Kgsource Planning

To plan is to anticipate and to guide cha;
Tanzania is ten years old, the master plan is x'o:

.ge. Independent
a period twice that
past ten years andlife. Reflect on the tremendeous changes of t.

try to project -those twice that distance into the" future. How can
that unusual vision be incorporated into the master plans? And at
the same time how can. the flexibility to provide1^xor unforseen
changes be made part of thn plan? '[

To plan is to coordinate, but now will the master plans, each
a' regional study carried out by teams of differing national origin and
make-up, be coordinated? How will they relate to the ongoing economic
and social effort and the growing need and capability for regional and
district planning and development?

And finally ''to plan is to choose", but consultant reports
should not pre-empt the choices to be made by Tanzanians as to how,
where and when their critical water resource developments should take
place. And over twenty years, choices made now,': snould not pre-empt
choices required in. the future under differing conditions and needs.
How can the master plans present in understandable, non-technical form
information xor such critical choices?

.. The problems, although posed in the Tanzanian context, are
Universal and a variety of techniques and innovations, many still
under development, have been evolved to deal with them. To guide and
anticipate cnahge, the use of data banks, perspective planning,
computer modeling and simulation, and the neo-science of futurology, have
been advanced. To provide for coordination, water planners increasingly
use standard techniques, assumptions, and projections. These are
frequently prepared by specialist agencies witn advanced knowledge of
economic and demographic trends or by such specialists WHO are part of
interdisciplinary or interministerial teams. To provide ior choice,
programme budgeting, cost-effectiveness and multiple-«bjective-cost-
benefit tecnniques nave been developed. At the same time simpler, more
readily understood m»des of public presentation and discussion have
been sought.

On.reflection, tnis armory »f techniques and innovations
appears to be a mixture of tools and toys, science and fad, complexity
prompted by necessity and complexity designed to conceal the critical
choices of post-industrial societies. Waat, if any, oi these
techniques might be useful in the Tanzanian context and now saould they
be applied?

The Development of a Set of National Perspectives

Over twenty years very significant changes will or could take
place in Tanzania afiecting the planning of water development and
the provision oi improved rural water supply. Changes over twenty
years in income and population distribution, available investment,
social .̂nd political needs and organization, technological change and
industrial development, as well as changes in the standards of what are
considered improvedwater supplies; will seriously affect plans designed
over the next two to four years.
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To chart such changes it n>i.s been found useful to develop a
sat of perspectives, broad statements of direction :.nd possibility, as
contrasted to more specific projections of future trends. In the
present context they are needed as a framework within.which to fit the
regional master plans. And such perspectives need not be fuzzy
extensions o± present direction. Rather, ior a planned society, they
siiould include visions of what ougi.t to occur, wiiat is needed, and wnat
is socially desirable.

Consider some examples of perspective cnanges and tne questions
these pose: Among the initial master plans, will be studies of Dodoma
and Shinyanga .Regions, areas of highly contrasting patterns of popula-
tion and water availability. Yet by tne end of the plan period, Dodoma
district is likely to have a population density equivalent to that found
today in Shinyanga district, and bhinyanga, a population density
equivalent to sucii densely-populated areas as Arusha or Lushoto district.
Should the approaches to water supply adopted in these regions be
expected to markedly change by txie end of the plan period?

Present allocations of regional development funds are on the
basis of parity for all regions; the allocation of water development
funds is proportional to the regional human and cattle population;
more recently Devplan has suggested for discussion tne desirability of
adopting a compensatory formula - more aid for the lesser-developed
regions. What assumption as to regional investment capability snould
govern the' programming of project?

The number of Ujamaa Villages has about doubled each year since
the end of 1968. The impact of such villages on water development is
considerable as they lead to great concentration of population and they
are given preference in the development o£ water supplies. But such a
growth rate as a yearxy doubling obviously cannot be maintained. What
perspective as to tne rate of growtn, distribution and character of
tne Ujamaa village Programme should govern the master plans?

The next twenty years will contain major advances in technology related
to water development, can any of these be expected to alter tue present
practices for providing rural water supply? Fox example, would a low-
cost plastic material with the durability characteristics of butyl rubber
shift the cost-curve away from pumps and gravity schemes in favour of
tiie now, relatively high-cost, rain catchments and charcos schemes?
Or would low-eos-t power associated with major hydro-electric schemes
make feasible rural electrification in selected areas and make available
low-cost, low-maintenance electric pumps, tube-wells and sprinkler
systems?

Water planners assume a rising level oi water demand over the plan
period, an assumption well in accord with most experience. But not
only will total water demand change over twenty years but the standards
of quality and delvery will change as well. Bu the end of the planning
period, will supplies without chlorination and filtration be as accept-
able as they are today? And will a distance of 400 metres to a water
Point be adequate as a measure of improvement? -/ill a movement develop
in more iavoured economic and climatic areas for household self-supply
by roof cisterns, nand pumps and wells, or house connection from piped
supplies?
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Hot all perspectives deal with external factcj
or technology that affect plans for water developmeri;
important !ibackwardi; linkages as well. For example:-

rs of population
, tnere are

A twenty year plan opens up fresh possibilities for a
specialized internal market for industrial gojpds. Bought as
they are now in small quantities on an annual-' or project
basis, they are with few exceptions (plastic pipe, concrete
products) 'the products of ioreign manufacture!. But if one
considers the entire plan period, a base market
on which to' build local industry can be assurfed,
Providing water for 20,000,000 people might
require 50,000,000 feet of plastic pipe, 100/000
taps, 50,000 hand pumps and 5,000 diesel pump sets.
Indeed, even water supply techniques might change
to accommodate industrial development possibilities,
as for example, if butly rubber could be produced
cheaply in a.petrc-chemical complex. Water development
commands between six and twelve percent of development
spending, how can crucial supporting linkages to other
sectors of the economy be identified and strngthened?

National perspectives of long-term trends and desired
direction, such as thu- foregoing, can be developed by a study group or
seminar representing the various ministries, tneir planning units,
thvi University and otuer locally available experts. These national
perspectives, in turn, can serve as a basis for the preparation of
region-by-region projections to guide the master plans.

Consistency. Between Regions: Projections, Areas and Design- standards

Uome common problems oi coordination are found in systematic
water planning. The areal unit favoured by v/ater planners, frequently
river basins, do not coincide with either the administrative regions
or the economic regions .iinployed in development planning. Seldom is
the water plan well-coordinated with the overall planning-effort, and
t:ie comparability between regions or river basins is difficult to
insure- especially when the planning teams vary- in background and skills.
Various stratagems xiave beun developed to minimize thi--se problems.
Increasingly, tiio river basin, an area of water supply, have given way
to areas of water demand, these service areas conforming more; readily
to administrative and economic considerations. Liaison with the
overall development planners: to prepare the specific projection of
expected and desired growth and development that serve as the basis
for deriving water demand. And comparability between plans naa been
enhanced waen the terms-of-reference suggest a standard set of sub-
regional units, wnen major economic and deuiograpaic projections' are
centrally provided, aad wnen a conimon set oi design standards and
assumptions are adopted. Building-in consistency this way seems more
effective than the use of coordinating or liaison committees wnich in
practice seldom seem to function well.

In the Tanzanian context, consistency between regional plans,
coordination with development planning, and with the regional and
district administration can be enhanced in similar ways. A set of
sub-regional areal units are now available for over half the country.
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These agro-economic zones, being prepared by BliALUP lor genei-al
planning use, conform to district, regional and census enumeration
area boundary lines, are relatively homogeneous with respect to
agriculture, ecology and economy, and include a basic set of prepared
data. An example of tneae dc-.ta lor the zone of Eastern Kahama,
is given in Appendix A along \.itii a map oi the zones ior Sukumaland.
If tnese zones v;ere adopted for water planning a master plan for
Jhinyanga region would contain fifteen sub-regional units.

A standard set oi regional projections can be prepared ior
each region in a consistent manner by a specialist group such as the
ixegional Planning Division of Bevplan. This gpup, with Regional
lJconomic Secretaries and District Planning Assistant in most regions,
could construct the set oi regional projections that should serve as
a basis for deriving water demand* Ten and twenty year projections
might include: .

Regional population and its distribution

Regional Income

Available investment trends

i.lajor economic activity

Urban growth and empnasis

.Requirements for social, educational and health services.

These projections will probably be required ior regional planning
purposes in any event aud can be prepared region-by-regiou on a rolling
basis as arrangements for master plan studies are made. Preparing these
projections externally would free the master plan team to concentrate
on its major field of expertise - water development". It would also
use this existing knowledge ox social and economic conditions currently
available and provide automatic liaison with Devplan and the regional
planners.

New standards for de3ign and assumptions oi v/ater demand are,
from current reports, apparently being developed. The responsibility
for providing comparable assumptions and standards for each master plan
would seem to rest best with the Ministry, pernapsj witn the iorthcoming
planning unit. In all, a healthy division ox labour can envisaged vith
the Regional Planning Division of Devplan providing specific regional
projections oi" major demographic and economic variables, BRALUP
providing a set oi' viable sub-regional planning units, and this Ministry
offering guidelines tis to v/at̂ r demand assumptions and design standards.
These, if followed by the master plan teams, would encourage a
considerable atandaru of comparability for a minimum eifort oi central
control.

.Information for Choice

That "to plan is to choose" has been widely recognized, that
the planners should not necessarily be tue ciiooaeuo is also well-known,
but th-.it tnu planned - for the people themselves might help to make
choices, ha a only received belated recognition. Nonetheless, undur a
wide spectrum of social systems, planners are. seeking to find ways of
public participation in the planning process, some seeking meaningful
ways, v/iiilo others unxortunately seek to erect only the facade of
participation.
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One critical problem ia how to provide information on projects
in such, foiiii that tue choosers» whether they are planners, designers,
representatives of the people, or the people themselves, can make
judgements. I'he problem nas been compounded by tne fact tacit experts and
professionals of all typos frequently make judgements by experience,
skill, intuition or even prejudice, witnout specifying to themselves or
others the b^sis for the judgement. In most cases tiiis may be adequate,
for example, one goes to a doctor precisely to obtain his judgement.
But in the case of wator' development, the critical choices may well be
non-technical, such as a decision to favour Ujamaa villages in providing
water supply. Thus it is now increasingly realized that projects
serve many purposes and nave many possible scales. Emphasizing one
purpose or scale may mean foregoing others. ways, hopefully understandable;]
should be devised to make such comparisons possible. The need to formally
set out sucu information is not obviated fcy the master plans, for most of
tuose vv.iO prepare or approve ths master plan's today will not participate
in the many revisions and updating of the plans that the iutur'e will
require. .........

< •

11

In one current effort seeking to specify the varying objectives
of water development and trade-ofts between these objectives, the effects
of eacn project on national economic growtn, regional economic growth,
and environmental quality are estimated. In another proposed system, a
fourth broad factor would be added, the well-being of people. In such
exercises, a specific project, ior example a uydro-electric dam, is
seen to aave varying impacts from each point oi view and even thouga
these impacts are hot lully quantifiable or even known, tney do
provide .a sounder basis ior choice than tnat ox ignorance.
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;.<; These criteria, of course, are not sensibly applicable in
tne 1'anzanian context. Criteria :oi choice in Tanzania should .be
related to the actual caoices being made. Apart from the important •*
choices of ''engineering design, most projects of a specific scale and .
phasing nave tnree critical aspects: the project has some service
potential - to provide health and convenience ior peopled some develop-
ment potential - to increase the productivity ox the population! and a
differing.cost structure - money, time,, supervision, and other scarce
resources. .To balance tiiê e .qualities ox servioe, development, and cosi;
is desirable - more service for loss cost, service with development
where -possible, etc. But the possibilities are not always intuitively
obvi.ous. x;'or example, the service potential oi a given project c7.1v .
vary with the degree oi population density, but this need not be taken
as given but can be changed as through the Ujamaa Village Programme,
Or the development potential can vary greatly depending whether
ancillary investment, planning, and coordination takes place as has been
shown in studies oi North-East Uzega. The cost-exxectiveness of a
project differs not only-in total and unit cost, but in requirement
for foreign exchange, mechanical equipment, technical supervision or
the potential to employ self-help.

Can taese many possibilities be evaluated in a sensible and
comparable way? Tables 1 and 2 set out such on analysis, for a project .'
which ha3 received study roughly comparable to that of the master plan.
The format can be used in the design process to analyse different
alternatives, scales and phasing o:. the same project or to display
the qualities 01 preierued or recommended projects. oimple indicators
are used to measure service potential: population served by distance
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zones, potential consumption, reliability, water quality, and th« number
of iacilities served. Indicators of development potential include:
Ujamaa villages, cultivable land made accessible, irrigated land,
livestock watered, fishponds, and rural industry. Cost-effectiveness
indicators include: money, time, and the various constrants of scarce
resources.

The example given in 'fables la, b, c, 2a, b, c, the Upango
Water Supply .Project, illustr .tes one use of tnese indicators. The
project is in two phases and Table la, b, c, preseats d-ata on
Phase 1 to be compared with 'fable 2a, b, c, wiiich gives similar
infox"iiiation for the two phases combined. One possible comparison,
therefore, is between building the project only to tiie scale of
Phase I as against building tne entire project (phase 1 plus 2).

J?rom the Tables we learn that the smaller project is
considerably cheaper. Its total cost is but a third of the combined
project, and the capital cost p^r capita or per liter is two-thirds that
ol the larger project. Furthermore, tne operating costs oi the smaller
scale project are mucu smaller; while the demands on scarce resources
are only sligntly more modest.

In service potential, the larger project will serve irom
two to three tizaes -s many people v/ith similar quality and reliability.
Kore facilities will be served by the larger project. And in development
potential tne larger project will nave considerable scope as it
apparently provides water to those areas moat in tiie need for new
iacilitiets aad with greater potentia.1 for development.

V/hat should be the choice between these projects? There is,
of course, no simple answer as it depends on the available resources,
other alternatiyes, regional and national priorities at tne time tne
choice needs to b{; made But the decision will not be made in total
ignorance oi tfcu consequences if tueae indicators .~re readily available

J
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TABLE

PROJECT TITLE: MPANGQ WATER oUPPLY j . PHASE 1

I
DESCRIPTION: Water Intake on perennial stream: gravity main 30 km.

35 km., distribution line, domestic outlets in valleys

REGIONAL/DISTRICT DEVELOPMENT PRIORITY: very high priority

A. COST/ Ei-'lTECTIVENESS

H
2 .

CAPITAL COST

TOTAL COuT:

AVERAGE:

OPERATION &

Ai'TER CONSTRUCTION

5 YEARS

10 YEARS

20 YEARS

Ai'TER CONSTRUCTION K

10 YEARo

20 YEARS

JsiA.IiITMA.HCE: AtiiiUAL

2,200,000

|

<M C A P I T A
"S2 sjif .̂

14,000

SIIS." "

SHS.

SHS.

PER M5

Shs .

ShS.

3 . CAPITAL COJT COHTE1?T:

EXCHANGE 25/c

EQUIPliENT CONSTRUCTION 68%

TECHNICAL SUPERVISION CONSTRUCTION

LABOUR POTENTIAL %

4 . ESTIMATED TIME i-OIl COiviPL'iilf ION: j YEARo

1.7 Shs.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
f
1
I
I
I
I
I
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TABLE lc.

'KOJECT TITLE: MPANGO WATER uUPPLY PHASE 1

C. DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL

TYPE WITHOUT ADDITIONAL
INVEST iiEiTT

1.

2 .

3.

UJAMAA VILLi.GEo

NUTIBER

POPULATION

RELEASED LABOUR

HOURS/ADULT/DAY

CULTIVABLE LAND

AVAILABLE IN

TOTAL-SERVICE AREA

5
4000

0 .7

(ha.)

0

0

12,080

WITH-ADDITIONAL INVESTMENT,
PLANNING, OR COORDINATION

NUMBER NUMBER TYPE Pi-' INVESTMENT ESTIMATED
COST 01? ADD'L

(SHS)

0 i>hs.

CULTIVABLE, BU'l1 NOW

UNCULTIVATED ( h a . )

SUBSISTENCE CA

CAPACITY UNCULTIVATED

4 . IRiilGAiSLi^ LAND
POTENTIAL ( h a . )

10,900

38,000 0

0

5 . PRODUCE
CO-OP BUYING POINTS

LOCAL

6. LIVESTOCK ANIIvIAL
UNITS V/ATEHED

DIPS

7.
SUIii-'ACE AuEA (ilh.)

0

0

0

0

0

0

8. iiUiLrvL INDUoTrlY
El^LOYEEti

0

0

0

Shs.

_p̂  Shs

0 Shs

0 Shs

J3 Shs

0 Shs.

J) Shs.

0 Shs

0Shs

0 0
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TABLE 2 a .

PROJECT TITL,.,: MPANGO WATER SUPi/LY PHAoE 1 AND 2

i
i
i

fl: Water intake on perennial stream, gravity main 30 km. » •
pump and rising main 35 km., earth dam reservoir "'

• 75 km. distribution lino, domestic taps and cattle
troughs M

REGIONAL/DISTRICT DEVELOPMENT PRIORITY very high priority

A. COoT/El^CT

I 1. CAPITAL COoT: w

! " '- - I
' - -TOTAL COoTr AiTliR CONSTRUCTION 7 .000 ,000 SflS. ^

5 YEARS

10 YEARS - olio.

tLU XAH.RO — b i i b .

I
I

P^Ii CAPITA PER H3 PEIi LITEB/DAY

AVEiiAGE: AFTER COKSIMUCTIOK 7 8 S h s . S h s . 2 . 6 o h s .

10 YEARS - -

20 YEARS - .__ -

2 . ' OPERATION AN:G IvlAINTENANCE: AliNUAL ' 9 0 , 0 0 0 SHo.

3 . CAPITAL COoT CONTENT:

% FOREIGN EACtiAllGE 27/Q

EwUIPi'.IEiJT CONSTRUCTION 12' /a

TECiiNICAL oUPiJicVIoION CONSTRUCTION 8/u

bELi?-HEilP LABOUR POTENTIAL . 10>,

4 . iiiiTII-.iA.TED T I i . ^ iOi( COMPLETION: 2 j Y E A R S B

I
I
I
I

I



Table 2b

PROJECT T I T L E : i.iPANGO WAT EH bUPPLY

B . SERVICE

PHASJ3 1 AND 2

SERVICE A R E A C ' ^ ™ 2

BEFORE - COiioTRUCTION

500

: , . • . AFTER AFTER AFTI
• ' - WET -SEASON DRY' SEASON" -CONSTRUCTION 1 0 YEARS 20YEA

1 . ESTIlViATED POPULATION : •--.:- - . -1-
IN SERVICE AriEA - "31,700 "

SERVICE POPULATION

BY DISTANCE: 40Q.I<iETR£o . _J5jo .

800 METRES 20

1600 iWETREs 2j3__

1600 METRES 50

2. POTENTIAL CONSUMPTION' ' • -:

AVAILABLE 1/DAY/CAPITA :.". -40 1

A C T U A L OR ANTICIPATED "' '

'/i> 10 I/day " 'T.0/0

y0 10-20 l / d a y 45/Q
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The indicators based in tho analysis might be expected to
improve as our understanding of the dynamics of rural water development
increases. For ti.e present, we do not know whether released labour is
in practice productively-used or to what degree is disease reduced by
increased water use. Tnas \.e can only state tht possibilities and
speculate on ttJe effects. But current research now underway promises -
to strungthen our knowledge ox tuese effects.

Mastering tne Master ±-lan

A master plan is a document, planning is a continuing process.
Increasingly, the concern oi planners is shifting iron the production
of documents to the piovision of planning services. In trie content of
Tanzanian resources, consultant assistance in preparing the plans seem
necessary. But long aiter th>s master plan teams depart v tae planning
unit of the Ministry will be called upon to revise, update, and reschedule!
the programmed efiort. V/ill tue volumes of plans, many oi tr.em attracti-
vely printed and illustrated, lend themselves to this treatment? If the
usual experience v/itti sucn reports holds in the future, it is indeed
unlikely. LVen as good and competent a report as "'1'anzania Rural
Water supply Development" does not lend itseli easily to reprogramming
its suggested twenty year programme for rural water supply. It should
seem reasonable to demand oi eacii master plan the quality of easy
revision and review. The use ox consistent projections, unit areas,
and design standards will encourage these qualities but the iormat
oi presentation needs to be scrutinized as well with the view that
the plans strngthen and reinforce the iuture planning capability of
the ministry's own unit.

Conclusion

A n essential skill in s^ort supply in developing countries is the
ability to wisely use, guide, and direct consultants. Unfortunatly,
this skill is not included in most iormal education^ rather it is
acquired by experience, some ox it painful. It is furthered by a
comparative and current knovvledgc' of the applicable techniques ox
analysis. And it is maintained by the constant strengthening of the
nation's ov/n internal planning and technical services.

The deeply - held desire of Tanzanians to provide improved
water for all deserves the vux-y best of consultant work. And tne
high costs ox such work, coinp^rabl^- to building major dams or
construcing irrigation works, ai;gue for exercising th« same care in
the design oi consultant eixort as in tut- desyn of a. major engineering
structure. A small exiort now by thu existing- planning and technical
services can insure that the water mastur plans are flexible to meet
the- changes of tho future, are consistent witn development policy,
and. are helpful in making needed and sometimes difficult ciioicus.
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KAKA.MA DIoTklCT (l3l) Zone 131.1; Eastern Kahama

LOCATION;

The zone includes all oi Kahama Division, Ngongv/a Sub-Division of
isalala Division and tht nrth-easturn. part ox Da.kama Division.
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This is a.flat to undulating zone with large artas oi mbuga,
^specially in the east. It is an area oi' fairly long Nyamwezi
'settlement and the desity of population (wnich is medium-̂ -) is much
.igher than in any otuer part of the district. Most people live in
lie west and central part oi the zone, while the mbuga areas are used
jnainly for grazing. Paddy, wnien is becoming increasingly important,
,s the main casn crop, followed by cotton. Other important crops
nclude maize, cassava, groundnuts and other legumes. As in all parts
i the district, ridging is tne normal form of tilling but, in this
rea, many farmers use ox-ploughs. There are more livestock than in

Hhe western zones but less tnan in Zone 2. Unlike most of Sukumaland,
Si-^livestock owners use manure ior cultivation.

| C. PKYSICAL

; The area is flat to undulating with a few granite outcrops
'•and, especially in the eastern part, large areas of mbuga, On the
£ elopes the soils are well drained, dark red loamy and sandy clay loams
£ while in tne valleys and the ilatter aroae poorly drained> dark brown
> or very dark grey to black s-ndy clays and clays predominate. The
:-average annual rainfall ±a probably 950-1000 mms. ••
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L. Land availability and tunare; Host land suitablu for cultivation
is already in use but l^nd shortage is not a problem as in much of
Sukumaland. Land rignts are neld on an individual basis and the normal
means of obtaining land is by inneritance; land is occasionally sold but
not normally rented or loaned.

2. ffarm size: The average area cultivated per household is medium ,
although taore are some v<̂ ry large farms. On the smaller farms most of
the land claimed is cultivated every year but tuose who own a large
area may luavu much or it fallow. In most farms the plots are scattered.

3. Crops; Paddy the main cash crop, ±a grown by most farmers and
is becoming increasingly important. It is grown in tne valleys and
otaer low-lying areas. Cotton is c.lso a major cash crop but it is less
important tnan in zones 2 and 3. tiaizc --nd cassava are t/ie main food
crops wiiile other crops include groundnuts, cnick peas and otner
legumes, millet, sorgiium and sweet potatoes.

See Introduction for scale of population density used throughout this
report.

e introduction for scale oi farm size used thoughout thi3 report.

-li|* T
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4. Planting: Most crops except paddy and cotton are intcrplanted
or planted in succession. The times ox planting and Harvesting trie
major crops are as follows:-

harvesting

paddy
cotton
maize
groundnuts
millet/sorghum

planting

Dec.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

- Mar
- Dec
- Jan
- Dec
- Dec

May - Aug.
June - Aug.
Apr. - June
March
June - July

5. Tillage:
and chick-peas.

Ridges are normally used for all crops except paddy

6. Seed; Improved seed is used for cotton (supplied free by the
Lint and £>eed Marketing Board and distributed through the Cooperatives)
and occasionally for maize.

7i Soil erosion and conservation: There is some soil erosion but
it is not serious as in many part of Sukumaland. Conseration measures
(other than- ridging) are seldom practised, altnougii sisal hedges are
occassionally planted.

8» Soil.ferility; Since this area has been cultivated for a long
period oi time measures to restore soil fertility are required. Those
farmers with livestock use manure, particularly for. maize and cotton,
and a number ox people use artificial fertilizers. Other measures '
include intercropping (practised throughout ijukumaland) ridging and,
where enough land is available, tilt use oi fallow.

9- water control: Apart iron the construction of bunds in
paddy,fields to conserve water, there is usually no form of water
control. .

10. Mechanization; Most cultivation is probably done by narid
but a considerably number offarmers use ox-ploughs.

11. Crop protection: Trie uprooting and burning of cotton plants
after harvesting as a, precaution against disej.se In compulsory and
most oi tnose people wrio use artiiical fertilizers also use insecticides
The other main means oi protection is individual or group sccring and
hunting ox birds and animals.

12. Labour: Hired labour is not widely used but co-opsrative labour
between neighbours is very 'common. It is used lor many agricultural
operations and other activities and payment is in the form ol1 food,
beer or reciprocal labour.

13. Marketing: All cotton and much of marketed ricu, maize
and goundnuts are sold through the Co-operatives.
sold on local market3 (including black m u r k )

Other produce i
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ANIMAL HUSBANDRY

fl. Cattle: The proportion of farmers owning cattlo is medium/low.^
The average herd is fairly small (probably under 20 head) but there are
some large ones oi several hundred head. Cattle are an important
indicator of wealth and are used for dowry, milk, majure and work
but are seldom sold unless cash is urgently required. They are
Zebus and b:iere are no improved stock.

2. Small stock; Tiie number of households owning goats and sheep
is somewnct less tuan those with c-ttle. They are used mainly for meat
and for religious purposes.

3. Donkeys: A few farmers keep donkeys xor transport
purposes.

4. Poultry: Almost everyone has a number ox poultry, used lor
meat and eggs.

5. Husbandrry: V/hen chere are no crops in the fields livestock
are grazed anywnere, irrespective ox ownership of the fields. At
other times tney are grazed on' permanent pasture (land unsuitable for
cultivation) or fallow ]and. The low lying, poorly drained areas
(particularly in the eastern part of the zone) are used mainly in tne
dry season and there is considerable seasonal migration, especially
of larger herds. Permanent pasture ia owned communally and animals are
often herded communally among neighbours, tended by youths and men.
Herders are not iiired but tu.e tending of cattle owned by others
in return for milt;, manure or the use oi ozen ia common.

POPULATION AND

1. People: The main in zone are the ilyamweai, but there are
also a number of Bukuma, Tusi and ijumbwa.

2. Settlement: kost settlement is in the form of clusters
of homesteads (housenold units) scattered through the zone,
although larger nucleated settlements form a long rocd or around
features sucu as shops and Co-operative buying posts. A homestead
consists oj one or more buildings, often surrounded by a fence or hedge.
The whoie ar«a is divided into ''villages1' but a "village" ia a unit for
administrative and identification purposes rather than a nucleated
settlement.
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PLri-HITING FOR uUIkiL V/A'Î U P^ I IT
TANZANIA

L. Berry arid
D. Conyers

BiiALUi?, University of Bar es Salaam

INTRODUCTION

Hural water supply has been a priority of tne Tanzanian
development programme since Independence and in some areas even '
before that, but it is only in the last two or three years that
comprehensive steps have been taken to reappraise tne whole problem
of providing an adequate supply to rural areas and to establish a
detailed plan for meeting national objectives in this field*

We now have a policy "decision vmich aims in the next two •
decades to achieve this very considerable goal. To tackle this •••;

ta3k we have to define our priorities in rural water supply and plan
to meet tnem in the most economical way. The engineering task in
bringing water to millions of rural dwellers is immense and the
planning task i& no less daunting.. However some clear guidelines
are being laid down and from trie beginning it has been agreed that
the first focus of planning should be at tne regional level with
work beginning almost immediately on the preparation of plans in
some priority regions. Such plane are essential'if the great .
investments to be made in the provision of water .during this period
are to yield maximum returns and if they are to be fully integrated
into tne country's development. However, to aid their success it
will be important to have a carefully designed general format within
wnich all the plan3 would be drawn up, particularly since tney are
to be prepared by a variety oi different teams, most of whom are
from overseas and so are relatively uniamiliar witn Tanzanian con-
ditions. '

In tnis paper we put forward as a bayis for discussion some
suggestions for the lorui-t oi a standard master plan. ie consider
tne factors oh wnich we tnink tne plan could be based, the typetj
of data required and their sources, tne formation of the plan and
its integration into other development programmes for the region
and, finally, we consider briefly the coordination of the plans
for all regions at the national level.

The basis for a master plan

The aim of national water developnient policy is to supply
the whole of the country with adequate writer by 1990. however,
"to plan means to choose" ;md, in the context of water development,
this means cnoosing wnich areas or projects snould receive priority
and cnoosing between alternative ways of supplying them. The
purpose oi a water master plan xo to aid those decisions.
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The first stage in tno preparation ox vne plan is to identify
the factors wuich will determine trie choices. These may be divided
into iour main groups:

(i) the quality of existing, supplies;

(ii) the development potential and programmes for
development j

(iii) nydrologicai conditions and potential;

(iv) manpower and financial resources.
The first two may be considered "demand" factors and the second
two "supply" factors.

On the demand side, the quality of existing water supplies
in an area determines the basic need tor improved conditions.
Thus, on these grounds priority would be given to areas where
the traditional water resources are most inadequate and on
improved sources have yet been provided. However, one must also
take into account the development potential of an area and
programmes for its development, partly because one must obtain
the maximum economic as well as social benefits from investment
in water supplies and partly because adequate water supplies
essential for the success of any development project. For
example, given an equal need, a densely populated, highly
productive area mijjht be given priority over onu wijbJx a sparse
population and low productivity. The most diificult priority
decisions arc when the choice is between a project with a
lower need but a higher roturn and oriv; with a real social need
but no major economic return. However, in practice the issues
are rarely so clearly defined.

The priorities in terms ox the demand for v/ater have,
however, to be reconciled against trie factors affecting its
supply. The possibility of meeting any demand and the most
feasible way of doing it are determined by, on the one hand,
hydrological conditions and, on the other hand, the availability
of manpower and financial resources.

These are the four factors which must be taken into account
if the master plan is to meet the greatest needs for water
development in the region and to be implementable with the
resources available. The next stage, therefore, is to collect
the relevant information about these factors.

• ' - t t

f

«:: .'

Data collection

(i) Existing water supplies •
It is necessary to understand existing patterns of water

use in the region ao a basis for evaluating future needs.
For tula purpose various categories of water use can be
distinguished:

(a) rural

(b) urban

(i) domestic
(ii) livestock . .

(iii) irrigation
(iv) otiier (incl. mining, rural

industry, etc )

(i) domestic
(ii) industry, commerce

(iii) oth^r

A summary of the daUi required and itft sources i3
Appendix I.

m
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j.'or each category one requires information on the sources of
water, the area and approximate population served, the capacity
and reliability, tue quality ox the Water and the perons or autho-
rities responsible for maintenance (j,.f any). The data will thus
include both traditional sources andfany form of improved supply.
In many cases, particularly rural domestic use and livestock watering,
it will also be necessary to distinguish between dry and wet season
sources. a

The information on improved supplies can be obtained from
local records oi tiie Ministry of Water and Power, District Councils
and other bodies (for example, missions) which may be responsible
for their construction or maintenance. Data on traditional sources
is less readily available. however, a general picture of conditions
in dixxerent parts ox the region could be obtained xrorn discussions
with local oixicials at the regional, district -nd divisional levels.
This could be supplemented by simple sample surveys of water use
(similar to those used in the bureau of ilesource Assessment and Land
Use Planning studies in Geiro and Handeni)! in selected, represe-
ntative areas or in areas where more detailed information is required.

(ii) Development potential and programmes

The relationship between investment in water and other forms
of development is twofold. .Pirotly, the provision of adequate
water supplies is essential for the success of any development
scheme, whether it be an Ujamaa village, a state farm, an extension
programme, an industrial project or an urban housing sciieme. Secondly,
it is important that significant retunns are obtained from the large
investments made in water development. There will be many casus
where the returns from particular small schemes cannot be quantified
easily and trie social and health benefits will be the major returns
to the nation. ..But in major investments, projects which involve
their own infrastructure and st&dies, returns are to be expected
and worked for. It is likely that in most cases substantial and
visible economic returns from investment in water supply will only
occur when such investment is accompanied by complementary inputs
into otner infrastructure, extension 'prograiuiues and so on. It is,
therefore, essential that the water plan be related to the develop-
ment potential of the region and the plans and programmes which
exist ior other sectors. Moreover, equally important is the need
for planning in other sectors to-take into account trie water
development programme. In other words, the plan cannot be made
in .isolation but must be an integral part oi an overall develop-
ment plan ior the region. This is consistent witn the increasing
emphasis now being placed on regional planning.

In preparing tne Water plan it will tuus be necessary to
collect a variety ox information related to the general development
potential and prospecto ox the region during "cue plan period. The
first need will be to xoiMulate some broad perspectives for overall
development, which would fora tae iraiatv/ork noo only ior the water
plan but ior all foriiS of planning in and for the region raid, in
particular, ior the Third i(1ive Year Plan. This would involve the
identification or:

BliALUP, Hesearch i'teporta ifoa. 15 and 22.
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(i) the potential ior development 'f

(ii) the main constraints;

(iii) thw major policy goals or objectives, including
the activities on which attention would be locussed
(e.g. ranching, dairying, a particular crop or
industry, etc.); and

(iv) the types of strategy to be adopted to achieve
these goals.

A large part (or possibly all) of this work could be done not by
the water team but by local personnel, especially trie Regional
iiconouiic secretary and otner members of the fiegional development
Committee, the .Regional Planning Division of Devplan and perhaps
BRALUP.

all i

obtai

1967

V/ituin tnia framework it will t:ien be necessary to obtain
more specific material relating to individual sectors, including
population, agriculture, urban and industrial development and infra-
structure other tiaan water.

As water supply projects have a long design peaod, probably
20 years in most cases, the current and design population is a
most important factor. A vital component ox the plan data base
will consist ox iniormation on the present population and its distri-
bution aad estimates 01 its growth ratus and £uture distribution.
Settlement patterns - booh existing ones and the hoped - ior future
pattern - will also be important design iniormation.

Agricultural data may be divided into two types. First
there is information on the existing agricultural systems and
the general development potential of each part of the reginn.
This will indicate the most productive agricultural areas -
eitner at present or in the future - which should receive high
priority for water development because tney will yield the
greatest returns to investment. Second, data i3 required on
proposals for specific agricultural or related rural development
projects during the plan period, so that the water programme
can be designed to support them. Examples of such projects
include major extension programmes (suc.i a3 the tea schemes or
dairy extension projects), irrigation scuemes, state farms,
ranching associations and, in particular, Ujamaa villages.'
In .Hach case it will be necessary to know the timing, location
and water requirements of the proposed projects.

For the planning of urban water supplies ons needs to know
the present and Estimated future demand ior domestic, industrial,
commercial or other purposes. One will therefore require information
on present population, expected growth rates, existing and
planned industrial and commercial development and any other
major activities. These will be related to any plans whicii exist
for the overal development of the urban centre, especially in
the case of the nine "'growth'1 towns. Connected to this is the
need for iniormation on rural industries and any other major
users of water outside tue main towns, sucli as mines. Finally one
requires data on infrastructure otuer than wator,including
communications, marketing facilities, power, education, health
and otner social services.
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If the maximum benefit is to be obtained froa all investment,
including that in water> it is essential that the plannigg of
all forms of infrastructure be coordinated and related to other
development programmes.

Information on development potential and programmes can be
obtained from a variety of sources (see Appendix i). Data on
present population size and distribution is available J:rom the
1967 Population Census -nd some simple metnodsj are available ior
making projections of future growth, as used, ior example, by
BRALUP in Handeni.-*-

dome information on settlement patterns can be provided by
local officials wnile local agricultural o±iicers nave considerable
knowledge; ox tne existing agricultural conditions and potential of
different parts of the region. ,Much of this data nas already been
collected by BKALUP for about half tne country and plans are in
progress to cover remaining areas in the near future. In consu-
ltation with local Kilimo staff, districts have been divided into
"agro-economic zones" and for each zone a brief description of the
existing agricultural system and settlement pattern is given.2
As well as supplying some of the d_:ta required for the master plan
the zones could also provide a basis for defining planning areas
within the region and a framework for the collection of other data.

Most of the information on existing urban and industrial
development and on t.ie location of infrastructure can be obtained
from the relevant ministries or from the Regional Economic Secretary,
although it may be necessary to carry out a few special surveys,
particularly in connection with urban facilities. Much of this
material will be required ior planning the nine ''growth1' towns and
part ox it has already been gathered by BluUjUP.

Details of development proposals in all sectors can be
obtained through discussion with the ministries or other bodies
responsible for their planning and implementation. The discussions
should be a two-way process so that the other sectoral programmes
are related to water development as well as the reverse. It is
here that coordination between the various bodies is most important
and tne Regional Development Committee could act as a forum for
tne presentation and discussion of all planning proposals.

iiuch of the information considered above is relevant not only
to water development but aioO to the planning of other sectors
cind to regional planning in general. Considerable time and effort
could therefore be saved if at least part of tho date, collection
for all forms of planning in trie region was organised centrally.
This could be done by the Regional Economic secretary, assisted
by the District Planning Assistants and coordinated by the Regional
Development UoMnittee. The emphasis throughout should be on low
cost metiiods of collection, making maximum use oi secondary sources
of material - 3uch as local officials - and only undertaking new
surveys wnen absolutely necessary.

See BicALUP, Research Report No. 22.

bee BRALUP, Researcu Reports iTos. 1}, 16 and 23.
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. The information needs to be collects .ior t^e w.iole ox the
plan period but obviously only very rough estimates will be
available ior tiie latter part. The period could be divided into
four five-year phases, ior which detailed information will be
available only ior the iirst. i'or the remaining phases tne aim
will be to obtain a broad outline ox the direction which develop-
ment will take and to identify the main factors which will affect
the planning ox water development in the future, so that additions
and adjustments can easily be made as more <k.ta becomes available.

(iii) Hydrological conditions and potential

The possibility of providing any area with adequate water
and the most feasible way of doing it are determined, to a large
extent, by the hydrological conditions oi th« area. Knowledge of
the existing resources and their development potential is, therefore,
required. As it is liicely that a large part 01 the skills of any
planning team will be centred on trie hydrological and engineering
conditions it is necessary only to summarise a few points here.
A recent BIULUP publication^ outlines in Chapter I some of tne
prevailing conditions in meteorological and hydrological data col-
lection and tne bibliography provides adequate supporting material.

While it is easy to get general rainfall data from the longer
established precipitation stations^ problems oiten arise in the
interpolation of these results into other areas with shorter term
and less efficiently collected data. In brief the rainfall data
is less comprehensive than it appears at iirst sight.

Tanzania has an admirable gauging network on many o£ ite
major streams and for some ot these there is a substantial period
of data. Information on tne cnaracteristics of small basins is
naturally more scarce and this can be a problem as many rural
water supply projects (especially those whic'a could be undertaken
largely on a selx-help basis) involve small basin hydrology. It
might be worthwhile in some areas and as part o£ the planning
process to obtain date, on representative small basins which then
might serve as models ior the region.

The greatest deficiency in hydrological data is at the moment
the lack of any overall information on the potential of sub-surface
water ior the rural water development programme. Steps have been
taken towards a better data base but at the regional level special
studies arejJLikely to be needed.

While we have suggested some investigations which need to
accompany tiu plan proposals it In important in our view to make
maximum use of the data already available. The iirst stage in
the survey oi hydrological conditions will thus be a study of the
existing information, including published, unpublished ...nd oral
records and reports. Much 01 this c:»n be obtained., froin. the publi-
cations and files oi tue East African meteorological Department
and the Ministry of water and iJower, from surveys carried out by
consultant firms and various other groups or individuals and
through discussions with local officials. The ao:-:t stage will be by
making comparisons with similar areas in other parts of the country
for which dat<- is available.

vVater Development in x'anzania: a critical review of research.
Wo. 12, 1971.

See BJTLALUP, Research Notes Mo. 5
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oome aaditional surveys will inevitably be required. However,
since they will consume a great deal of time end resources, they
should not be considered until the lirst two stages have been
completed, thus revealing the major gaps in formation needs * How-
ever, they should be integrated into an overall national programme
ior tne improvement of iiydrologiu:.l records.

(iv) Manpower and financial resources

The other iactor affecting the feasibility of alternative
methods oi meeting water requirements is the availability of the
necessary manpower (especially technical) and financial resources
for the planning, construction and maintenance of the schemes. One
therefore requires information on the expected costs in term of
manpower and finance oi all proposed projects and the availability
oi these resources. In the early stages ox evaluation detailed
costing ox the projects will not be necessary. In most cases it
should be adequate to classify them into three levels - these which
could be carried out by seli-help througu local agencies, those
handled by the regional water development department or other section
of government at tne regional level, and those which would require
national or international assistance. These can taen be compared
with the availability oi resources at e_.ch level. However, more
detailed costing will be required when cnoosing between alternative
projects of similar cost.

Plan formulation

It might be useful to discuss what kind of water development
plan we need and what processes of plan formulation will best fit
the particular Tanzanian circumstances.

It seems important to us tnat in eaca region tne 'broad
strategy of trie plan should be formulated in tiie context o:. the
overall development perspectives for t,:e region. Within such a
broad strategy it will be necessary to outline more speciiic
objectives and projects tentatively for the five-year plan periods
of the programme and more specifically for trie "first live, years.
It would se^m to be useful ii all projects were categorised into
self-help, regional and national levels of implementation with
appropri-te combinations of these where necessary. At least in the
first phase of the programme one would need specific data on costs,
benefit implications and timing of v=acn major project or important
set oi small projects.

The first step in the formulation of such a programme will
be to rank areas or projects in order of priority in terms of their
demand for improved water supplies. 1'iiis will involve comparing
the areas wnich have priority because of the poor quality of existing
resources with those wnere improvements will be of greatest benefit
to otner toxins oi development, -nd producing a satisfactory compro-
mise between tne two.

The ne^t step wix.1 be the identification oi alternative ways
oi supplying eacii of the priority areas or projects on the basis
of the hydrolo£ic:.l conditions and potential. Preliminary costings
should oe made ior each feasible alternative and tne projects then
divided into the;-three; possible levels oi . implementation (self-help,
regional and national). These may be compared with the availability
of manpower •-•.nd iinancial resources at each level.
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finally, a revised priority ranking ox projects can be drawn
up, teking into account both the demand for water and the feasility
and costs of supplying it and allowing for alternative projects
or combinations oi projects, especially in the later phases. The
projects would be subdivided according to the level of implementa-
tion and then grouped into live ye,:r phases to produce the final
development programme.

In many cases the cnoice and ranking of projects will be
fairly straigntforward but in others it will not be so obvious
and some form oi cost-benefit analysis will be required. In such
cases simple analytical techniques, along the lines discussed in
other papers at the conference, could be used.

Presentation and integration of the plans

v/e envisage that in most cases there will be close coordina-
tion between the planning teams and the various ministries at all
planning stages, so tnat as wide a group as possible are involved
in the planning process. In particular the Regional Development
Committees will hava been involved in many stages. However, it
will be important to present tutr draft plans both to the Regional
Development Committees and to the national Ministry oi 7ater and
Power for comment and amendment so that the plans are formally
approved by both the future implementing bodies.

At the national level a major task will be to establish the
right kinds of priorities and allocations between the regions.
There will obviously be a high demand for finance and manpower
resulting fxom the flurry ox planning and much resolution of prio-
rities between regions will be necessary. The regional allocation
of funds Sxiould be based on the same criteria used to determine
the choice of projeots within a region; using the data presented
in the plans, the needs and development potential oi each region
should be compared with the feasibility fnd costs of the proposed
schemes.

At tiie regional level the Hegional Development Committees
will consider the feasibility oi the plans in terms of regional
resources and overall regional development proposals. They will
also be responsible ior ensuring that any action required by other
ministries to support thr; water programme is taken. . The need for
this was illustrated in the case of north-east Nzega,-1- where it
has become obvious that considerable investment in otuer infrastru-
cture, agricultural extension programmes and so on will be required
to support the investment in water supplies if maximum benefits
are to obtained. It would bu advisable if, wherever a major water
project - like that in Wzega - ia proposed, a mechanism were
established to ensure that suca integrated development takes place.

Manpower requirements

It appears that most of the regional master plans will be
prepared lax-gely by outside teams. However, if the final plans
are to be feasible in terms of national and regional resources and
if they are to form an integral part oi overall development plans,
as outlined above, it is essential that, through the Regional Deve-
lopment Committee, they maintain very close contact with local
officials, especially the Hegional Water Engineer and trio Regional
Economic oecretary.
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See BriALUP, Hesearch lieport Ho. 6/10.
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In terms of the composition oi these planning teams it seems
to us tuat tiiuy should be as broad-based as possible. This dows
not refer to the need for travelling many miles in a landrover
but to tiic need lor a careful assessment of the economic and social
aspects as well as the more obvious engineering and hydro-logical
aspects of t/ie operation. Local conditions will determine some of
the orientution of skills; for example, in some ai.-«as a giound-water
hydrologist is essential and. in others possibly oi little use. In
fact the iinal composition of a team mig-it only be determined after
perhaps a three month period oi technical reconnaissance. In our
view the range of skills needed could be met by a team including
tJriu following specialisations: hydrology, engineering economics,
geography or land use studies and regional planning. Any ota&r
skills - xor example, those of a demograpner - could be coopted for
short periods as and when necess-'.ry, probably from within the country.

Conclusion

»7e have attempted here to put forward some ideas on the role,
content and metuodology of water master plans and, at the same time,
to provide a guide to the sources o± some of thy data likely to be
required in preparing the plans. We ̂ ope tnat this will form a
iocus - if a focus i& in fact needed - for a discussion of the new
problems of planning ior rural v/at̂ r supply which uuve arisen as a
result of thu firm and ambitious programme which has been launched.
It may be that viewpoints raised in our paper and' the reactions to
it from the various delegates to the conference may be helpful
to the Tanzania G-overmaent in its definition oi the planning process
in this field.
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Appendix : Sources oi' Data

1. Maps and air Photographs

1. Base maps: Topographical maps at scales ox

1:50,000 and l:25O,OOu for a considerable pert

of the country .,na district baue maps at varying

scales for eacii district are available irom the

ourveys and Iviappin̂  Division, Ministry of Lands

and Urban Development.

2. Geological maps at a scale oi 1:125,000 are available

part of the country Iroii th« mineral Resources

Division, Ministry oi Commerce and Industries,

Dodoma* . .

'3- Air photographs are available ior all ar^asbut at

varying scales and dates; details may be obtained

from the Surveys and .Lapping Division. . .

4< Population Census 19o7 district Enumeration Area

maps, from Census Office, Bureau oi Statistics.

2» .Published data

(a). BRAX/UP publications

Agro-economic zones of north-eastern '-Tanzania,

Research lieport No. 13, 1970

Agro-uconomic zon^s ot aukumaland. Research iieport

•No. lo,.1970

Agro-economic zones of oouthern Highlands, Hescarch

Report Wo 23, 1971

iixtension oi the Kisitwi-Rubwho pipeline, a planning

Study. Research Report No. 15, 1970

handoni water supply - preliminary repoit on design

criteria, Reuucrch iceport No. 22, 1971'

tieiinen, J. , Tne river basino in Tanzania: a biblio-

graphy, Hesearcu Hufĉ s 'Jo. 5e, 1970

Jackson, I.J., Rainfall at:.itions in Tanzania,

Res*sarcn Notes Ho. 5a, 1968.
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Nortn-east Nzepa planning project: jj'inal report,

Research Report Wo. 6/10, 1970

Water development in Tanzania: a_ critical review

of research, Researcn Paper Ho. 12, 1971 (especially

Ch. I and bibliographies)

(b) Qtner publications

Bureau oi. statistics, 1967 Population Census- Vol. 1

Statistics ior Enumeration Are.'.s 1969; Vol. 2

Bureau ox Statistics, Recorded Population Changes

1948-67, Tanzania

Bureau of Statistics, Directory of Industries, 1967

East African Meteorological Department, Various

publications.

Ministry of Water and Power, Hydrological Year Book

Unpublished data

1. Ministry ol Y/ater and Pow^r (Ubungo and regional offices):

records of existing improved supplies; hydrolo'gical data.

2. Regional, district and divisional oiiicials (especially

Regional Economic Secretaries), District Councils, etc:

miscellaneous data on existing conditions, activities

and infrastructure and proposals for iuture development.

3. Inxrastructure: Data on tn^ location of a wide variety

of infrastructure - including administrative and political

facilities, road and telecommunications, commerce,

social services and cconoiaic facilities - has been

collected by A. de oouza, University oi Dar es oalaani,

aad will be published by BRALUP in the near future.

4. Urban data: Data on land use, population and numan

characteristics has been collected m r 15 towns by

A.de uouza, University oi Dar es S.'.laam, and

be available in trie near iuturo.
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TOWARDS A RATIONALE FOR WATER

SUPPLY POLICY III DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Ian Burton

University of Toronto
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The economic development literature gives only veiled hints
regarding the desirable levels of expenditure on community water
supply at different periods in the economic growth of nations, and
sone of the hints are flatly contradictory. Writers such as W.
Arthur Lewis and W.W. Rostow2 have asserted the need for high
levels of social overhead investment at an early stage of develop-
nent. Others, notably Albert 0. Hirschanan, have argued the case
for "development by shortage" as a safer way to avoid overinvestment.
It seems clear that economic development theory provides little
guidance for those who would make rational resource allocation
decisions in the community water supply field. The way is left open
for some to assert the primary importance of water supply in eco-
nomic developnent and for others to downgrade its significance.
In neither case do the proponents have very convincing arguments.

A Policy Rationale

It is not the purpose of this paper to try to resolve a
o omplex and Intractable issue, but rather to present a possible
rationale for water supply policy and to suggest seme of its
merits.

The first proposition is that all people have certain minimal
mter requirements for survival, health and livelihood^and tfltit "±b-
"is the responsibility of the whole society, usually at the national
level, to insure that these needs are met, A government charged
with the task of bringing its population more firmly and securely
into the nodern world might therefore well accept as high priority
item the provision of a safe njrnrrini supply of. water to all its
citizens. In many countries this implies a significant allocation
of resources' to community water supply at an early stage in the
development process.

The criteria for investment at this stage are primarily in
the engineering design and health fields. The question is how a
water supply system can best be designed at low cost to provide
such a quantity and quality of v/ater to the consumer that a substa-
ntial improvement in health can be realized. One danger here, at
least in the East African area, is pointed out'by David Bradley
elsewhere in this collection of papers. If the improved community

water supply is adequate either in quality or quantity to achieve
the expected health benefits then the expenditures will be largely
in vain. Granted the extremely limited availability of capital
there is strong pressure to design systems at low cost.

1 V/.A. Lewis, Theory of Economic Growth. London: Unwin, 1955
2 W.W. Rostov/,The stages of Economic Growth. Cambridge: Cambridge

University Press, I960
3 A.O. Hirsch- nan, The Strategy of Economic Developnent. New Haven

and London: Yale University Press, 1066
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Nevertheless, many low cost systems can add up to substantial
suns of noney and if no significant ihprovenent in health occurs
the noney will have been wasted. ;

There is still very inadequate understanding of the relation-
ship of water supply to health. In general it seems that in large
dLties where the danger of tjiphcidj cholera and other epidemic
diseases is present the key factor is water quality. In sone
rural areas where population density is less and the nunber served
by a single systen is nu.cn snailer the diseases prevalent are more
often associated with quantity of water use. At the present tine
the Government of Tanzania has embarked upon a substantial rural
iw&fcer supply programme largely upon the basis of the first propo-
sition described above. It is vitally important for the success
of the programme to gain better understandings of the relationship
of engineering design to health and some further research and
possibly experimental work in this direction seens highly desirable.

Proposition two is that as the level of income rises and as
the requirements of proposition one are met, then the basis for
.investment in community y/ater supply must swittoh from engineering
and health criteria to more strict financial criteria. At this
stage additions to the water supply system would be based directly
on.a community's ability and willingness to pay. Thus the water
supply operation would cone to function on the basis of raising
its own capital and paying off the debts by raising revenue fron
those served. ; . . . .

Acceptance of propositions one and two should produce over tine
a growth of per capita water supply investment as shown' in Figure.
1. At Phase 1 a rather sharp rise in investment is needed to meet
basic requirenentSo This is the Phase now represented in Tanzania
by the rural water supply programme. Phase 1 may last for a
considerable period of years and ends only when basic requirements
have bean net. By this tine the substantial majority of the
potential health benefits will have feeen realized. The outstanding
questions during Phase 1 center around the design of water supply
systems in relation to health benefitSc

Further expansion and improvements in the quality and quantity
of supply are required as inputs to productive activities and for
convenience. At this point the criteria become financial. Can a
community afford an improved water supply? Will the revenue raised
from productive activities cover the goats? or will the consumers ' v
be willing to pay? As standards of living improve the demand for
better quality water in greater quantities may be expected to grow
and per capita investment will slowly rise. he key questions
during Phase 2 center around efficienty water' utility management.
During.Phase 2 investment in water supply is likely to rise very .-.•:..
slowly, however, as more pressing needs are dealth with. As
the economy approaches a no::e affluent standard the rise may eve-
ntually accelerate as shown in Stage 3>

Consequences of Deviation?

It is a natter for research bo fix the values and levels
illustrated diagranatically in figure 1, As shown in Figure 2
there is a wide variety of standards at present applied and no clear
pattern emerges. In some countries much higher levels of consu-
mption are found at similar levels of econonic development than at
others. Without knowing where'the proposed curve in Figure 1
actually lies it seernn that it is not being generally followed.'

4:
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What are the consequences oi
1 some countries have not yet
in community water supply that i£
A consequence is that health star
that national development is hanc
death rates remain relatively
being generated are not as great

Another possible deviation :
Phase 1 will continue on up resu]
at Phase 2 than would otherwise 1
overinvestment in water supply tc

Rural and Urban Differences

started

1 -

deviation? In the case of Phase
the substantial investment

needed for basic requirements,
dards remain relatively low and
icapped. It may also be that
and that the population pressures

as would otherwise be the case.

s that the trend established in
ting in higher levels of investment
e the case. This implies an
the detriment of other needs.

The curve in Figure 1 does n*t refleet rural and urban diffe-
lt is perhaps usually tl .e case that cities are further

along the curve than small towns or rural ©--communities. The
greater -wealth accumulated in ci" iea may mean that there is a gre-
ater tendency to continue Phase ' trends into Phase. 2» Certainly
the plans, proposed for urban •watir supply systems in some large-cities-•
in the. developing countries suggest that a tendency to
is n»t unknown* |

The allocation of considerable sua» t© urban ssater-
b« a sound rationale. Cities are the growing points of the economy,
where new industries are being established and where the better edu-
cated concentrations of population demand higher quality services*
In the design of urban water supply systems, therefore, ..it s&em&
particularly important that the financial constraints of Phase. 2
be applied and be reflected in tie designs. Not to- do so may
depriv* fluch of a nation's population in the rural areas of basi*
water needs. . 2
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Idana Conyers
BilALUP, University oi Dar s Balaam.

LISTING STUDIO

Impact studies are designed to examine the effect of new
and improved domestic water supplies in the rur^l area. Ideally,
therefore, they snould be conducted over a number of years. A
''base line" study ought to establish the relevant facts before the
construction Ox the. improves, supply, wnile further investigations,
after the construction, suould measure the impact. Preferably
these cnanges should be-traced over at least several y

Applying these criteria, it should be admitted tnat very
few-if any - true impact studies nave been done in Tanzania.
During tiie psiot xew years, nowever, some attempts have neen made
in this direction, although the results are available only in a
preliminary i'ornu IVe main studies are as follows:

(i) The most comprehensive study aas been undertaken
by D. V/arner o±" tno Economic iiesearch Bureau. He
conducted a survey in 26 villages in 10 different
districts. In 10 of t^ese villages an improved
supply was installed during the study, so that
observation could be u.ade before and aft-r
improvement, i\io fieldwork is now completed and
preliminary reports nave b^en issued.

(ii) Another study of this kind is being conducted in
Ismani (iring.-. District) by J.D. iieijnen ox
BRALUP, in cooperation with Mr. and urs. D.
i'eldm̂ n (Elffi) and the Max Planck Nutrition Unit.
The baseline study, which attempts to measure water
use before the construction oi tho- pipeline, is
complete. «. first evaluation ox the changes in
witer consumption has bet=n done, and a follow-up
study is now in progress.

(iii) BKALUP has undertaken a comprenensivc survey in
North~East Nzegr. District, comianing an evaluation
of th« existing Bulenya Hills pipeline aad a
planning study oi tiie art- to be; Served by pipelines
from the new uwamapuli Dam. i'nis does not constitute
a true ''bciore-after'1 study and oaly some oi the effects
oi thu Bulenya hills pipeline were measured,
however, soau conclusions can be drawn ~md the dat:.
could be used as a batse-lin^ study, to be i ollowed
up alter tiie construction ox the new pipelines.

(ivj A ahort questionnaire 1̂:10 been given by J.D. Ueijnen
to 100 respondents in mlola, Lualioto District,
where an improved v̂ -ter supply nas just been
completed.
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In addition, some inioniic.tion can be gained from otner
studies although these wero not design'ed primarily as impact
studies. The most comprehensive of' trfese is that by G.F. Wnite,
Bradlc-y and A.U. Y/hite. They studied water use in twelve sites
in East Africa, including two in .Tanzania, together witn an
analysis of health statistics and the existing literature. Another
example is the planning study carried out by BRALUP for the exte-
nsion of the Kisitwi - Rubeho pipeline in the Gairo Area ox Kilosa
District. Tuis included a survey ox water use - both around the
pipeline and in the area of the proposed extension.

Other sources of information are reports on the progress
of certain rural development projects, which included improved
water supply. One example of this is the project of the Max Planck
Nutrition Research Unit in Mayo village (Lusnoto District). l('rom
a research point of view, however, the problem is that, in these
cases, water is only one of a wnole package of development inputs
into the area. .

• PROBLEMS 01? EVALUATION

The main problem in evaluating the Effects of improved
"water supply is that they are so manifold, and often present
great problems to the researcher. This is particularly true since
proper impact studies need a number of years, during which the
situation in the area may change due to other inputs ... etc..

imrthermore, impacts need not necessarily be "positive";
for example, it can easily be imagined th-t an influx of cattle
as a result ox improved water supplies in North-East Nzega could
have a serious effect on the rate of soil erosion. Thus in
each case, depending on the type oi improvement and tn« area,
one needs to set out with a number oi presumed effects and these
hypotheses must txiun be tested.

BiiNl^TIS OF IfaPIiOV^P SUPPLIES

In Tanzania the view is taken that rural water supply if
basically a social service although with some economic benefits.
Thus it becomes inpsartant to register what the social benefits are.
This does not mean, however, that the economic side can be neglect
Indeed, unless the economic ramifications are substantial, the
question could be asked whether, at the present stage of its deve-
lopment, Tanzania can afford to invest heavily in (largely) non-
productive projects. Moat of the present projects are financed
with Swedish aid. Even though the terms are very liberal, sooner
or later the loans and interest will have to be paid back. Thus
the present policy objective, to supply the whole of rural
Tanzania with improved water supplies during the next twenty
years, will place a great financial burden on the ne;:t generation.

An additional problem in evaluating the effecta is that
few of the3e are purely social or economic. Thus improved health
leads to a feeling, ox' greater Well-being (social) as well as to
greater capacity to' produce (economic)..
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we shall now proceed to oxaminj the most important hypotheses
related to the social and acoaomic benefits of improved rural
supplies. The benefit.-* which we consider are those which are most
important in terms of national gor.i.s and aspirations and they
therefore form the basis ior justifying the rural water supply
programme..

Hypothesis 1: The distance travelled co obatin water
decreases

It is generally assumed that improved supplies reduce the
distances which people have to travel to fetch water. In part,
the problem appears to be one of comparison. The improved supply
will provide water all the year round (so that the distance travelled
remains the same). Under the traditional regime, however, in many
areas there is a significant difference between the distance
travelled in the wet and ir. tha clrsy- ssasoc. Prom the economic
point of view often the distance travelled in the wet season
(which is the fencing season) would-be•the most important measure. •
tfrozi the social angle, a doc.i'aso in the dry season, especially
as walking distances of one hour r-.nd more are frequently involved,
is also an important beaofj.::, Another consideration is that, in
some cases, the distance travelled T.ay actually increase because
more trips are made,. To nemo extent evidence is contradictory.
Warner's preliminary figures, using averages for the whole year,
indicate a significant decrease. The first Ismani results show
(in so- far as the people used the supply) a decrease in the dry
season, but an increase in tae wot season.

Obviously, the situat.Lo:j v.ould change by improving the
distribution system. But bringing the water to wnere the people
are now might clash with another government policy objective, namely
villagisation. v/hers the people are already living in villages',
however, substantial benefits can often be gained. Unfortunately,
dispersed settlement is rule, rather than the exception, in

Tanzania. The cost o:" a ore per distribution system would, moreover,
often be extremely high.

Lastly we would want to mention our strong impression that
many schemes are constructed in settlements v/here' people are already
better oif than others in tiie saipe area, who are not served at all
by the new supply. The data collected in Ismani and kilola appear
to support this thesis. The explanation might be, that relatively
dense settlement patterns will only occur in those areas where
water is obtainable at a reasonable; distance. • •

Hypothesis 2: The quali.yi; ox water used improves:

At first sight, this appears; aliaost a truism, yet the
findings oi resea.rch done ao far indicate that uniortunately it is
not. A S for the notion of "quality", we must distinguish between
(i) chemical content (amount of Tolxo ooliua, etc.) and (ii) the
degree of pollution- Not only does t.ie chemical content- of the
water iniluence the taste, but it migat r.lso have an important
effect on nealth (ior Gj..auple, if certain, elements are present in
excessive amounts) * Naturally, the l! improvement'' as far''as the
cuemical content is concerned, ifj oasi.ly nea.surabie and new water
supplies are normally cample.'.1 tc sec whether the water is acceptable
in this respect. The W.lLo. Citr.û arJis- are not applied in Tanzania as
it is felt that these i^tos are too rigid. As yet, no definite
standards have been set in Tavriar.ia itself,
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Bacteriological pollution, mainly oi animal origin, gives
rise to some further comments. In cases where surface water is
used, this water is generally heavily polluted. In order not to
make the supplies too expensive« a filtration plant is oiten omitted
(as in Ismani and jBulenya Hills).' In Ismani, where Xruysler cou-
nted colif orms, tae purity of the< supply at the taps v/as reasonably
good, at any rate presumably much; better than that of traditional
surface water resources. However', the waiter taken jjroin the over-
flows (which was also used by the people) was very heavily polluted,
koreover, after tae wcter from tne taps was carried home (in debes)
the coliloim counts indicated a significant increase, furthermore,
untreated water may spread ot^er diseases e.&. Bilharzia
(c.f. hypothesis 3).

Observations are as yet too few in number to make any difinite
statement. Yet it is clear that research cannot overlook this
hypothesis.

Hypothesis 3: Time and energy expended decreases

The time and energy expended on obtaining water is at least
partly a function of the distance travelled, yet other factors
may be important, such as the nature of the journey, the conditions
of obtaining water, and otuer activities, such as queueing and
talking.

White et al undertook a complex analysis p± energy expended
by estimating distances, speed of travel and time taken and con-
verted into energy requirements, in terms ox calories and costs.

A much simpler metnod was adopted by V7arner and Heijnen and
in Nzega, when merely tho time spent was recorded. As might be
expected there is a fairly close correlation with the distance.
However, in both Nzega dnd Ismani an important new factor was the
time spent in queueing for water. Furthermore, in iilola it was
found that people living less than live minutes from the tap, in
a number of cases spent more time collecting water than before
owing to increased consumption.

Hypothesis 4: The quanity of water used increases

White et al did a detailed study of the various factors
affecting the quantities used. Thus the size oi the household,
wealth, cost.(purchasing), season, distance and energy spent, type
of source etc., may affect the quantity as might also the quality
in certain extreme conditions.

I,;

iv

The results obtained in the various impact studies vary
considerably. Warner's study shows an increase in the quantities
used. But in Iaruani (after one dry season) the.,.increase per head
per day was statistically not significant, and in Ivilola the
increase was significant only for those living within 5 minutes
of the tap. finally, in Gairo people usin^ the taps claim to
use lees water tnan those using only traditional sources.

The question of quantities used is an important one. Apart
from, the health aspect (hypothesis 8), the expected rate of consu-
mption is obviously directly relevant ^or the design of the supply.
In Ismani, for instance, it was found th..t tho average quantity
taken home amounted to just over 10 litres per day end 3imilar
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quantities were recorded ior people using the taps in both Gairo
and Nzega. Yet,' trie design in Ismarii is based on 22.5 litres',
i.e. more tnan twice "that amount, and this standard estimate used
by the Ministry oi ,/ater and iJower is 30 litres per head.

Again, more work needs to be done in order to establish
proper criteria in tais respect. Presumably, however, a fairly .
large sample would be required. Before ana alter measurements have
for practical reasons to be done with a relatively short period.
Furthermore, the consumption per h^ad tends to vary tremendously
between individual families (in Ismani between 1 and 54 litres per
person p«r day), so that large standard deviations must be expected,
which will make it difficult to come up with statistically meaning-
ful cuanges.

Hypothesis 5• Improved supplies are more reliable

When the improved supply draws its water from underground
water (boreholes), the availability becomes lass dependent on ,'
ariations in climate. The same probably holds true ior the larger
surface reservoirs and perennial streams. The problem, however,
is the distribution system. .Joth-in Nzega and in Ismani the new
supply is often interrupted because of pipe breakage and maintenance;
(cleaning of pipes and tanks). Also at times the pressure is insu-
fficient to fill the storage tanks. In the case of boreholes the
major problem is connected with maintenance. The pumps are freque-
ntly out of order and apparently it is oiten a long time before
they are repaired due to the shortage of technically qualifified
personnel arid, especially in the past when the District Councils
were responsible for maintenance of the supplies, lack of finance.

Hypothesis 6: All people who do not live too far from
the improved supply will make use of it

In Ismani this undoubtedly holds true, although the full
distribution network is not yet complete in this area. The
"critical11 distance appears to be somewhere between 1-g-' and 2 hours
walking. But here the improvement in the water (taste, smell,
turbidity, etc.)is very noticeable and appreciated by everyone.
Data obtained in Naega prove, however, taat this hypothesis is not
an axiom. Some people at least travelling distances to traditional
sources, when taps have bt,en installed much nearer. Similar results
are reported by oilman in iia.nang-'-. Warner does not mention this ..
phenomenon in hiŝ  3ample villages.

White et al suggest tuat the reasons ior u&inc a particular,
source are complex, but based on rational criteria such as smell
and taste; while many other factors, such as social relationships
and expected rate of pollution also play an important part.. If
people are convinced th-t the new supply is be'tt-_r, they will use
it. Thio is supported by evidence from tfzega, where the frequency
with which che pipeline breaks down is probably the main reason
why it is not always used.

Clearly, the evideiice obtained so far is insufficient
and in tr.is field also muoa remains to be donu.

LI

Personal communications.



Hypothesis 7- The additional tinej made available through
improved water supjjly may be put to
productive use. 1

There is a great problem her|e, namely now to examine the
hypothesis in practice. It is easy enough to compare the time used,
to obtain water "before" and "aftepr". But to investigate how the
time saved (if any) is used, is quite a different matter. At a
minimum it would require two separate time expenditure studies.

Warner attempted to evaluate this impact, by taking down
statements of the respondents. The question is, however, how much
reliance can be placed on this. Tae results for (i) domestic work
and (ii) shamba work could easily be biased in view of the prevalent |
positive attitudes of respondents in interview situations.

Obviously, there is a big gap in our knowledge here. Another
matter is whether White et al have, taken the right approach by
simply assuming that the extra time is used productively. It is
somewhat simplistic to contend that tne time spent on certain acti-
vities _is_ and on certain others is not productive. .For example,
how does ane classify more tijne spent on cooking and cleaning the
house? furthermore, assuming ttut there are health benefits, it
would be reasonable to expect tiiat less time would be lost by visi-
ting dispensaries, through illness. These "secondary eifects1' also
have to be taken into account, iuaking the problems of measurement
even more complex.

"' We would.here venture the thesis that any time saved,
especially by.women, has social and economic benefits at the
present stage of Tanzania's development, since at least the energy
saved will make it easier to maintain the often, precarious balance
between health and disease, ..threatening undernourishment, etc.

Hypothesis 8: Improved supply aeans better health

In so far as the quality of tne improved supply is signifi-
cantly better, it could easily be imagined that this would bo the
case. As we noted-earlier, however, particularly if the water is
left untreated the numbers of coliforms may still be very high by
the -timo the water is actually consumed at home. Furthermore,
it snould be noted that many more consumers will now use the same
source. If the surface water supply is not treated, the dangers of
sudden epidemics (e.g. typhoid) are thus very much greater. Watering
points may become contaminated with hookworm etc. , while- diseases
like- bilnarzia can be ''distributed" with the water.

If the amount of water used increases, especially the quantity
used for washing clothes and bathing, the incidence of other dise-
ases, such as lice born diseases, may decrease. Other possible-
benefits, such i.s the time saved, may lead to improved nutrition
and health.

The problem i3 then, how to measure tha dunging He
conditions. Obviously two surveys - one "bexore'; and on« :ia£terM-
will be required, furthermore, again the sample will have to be
rather large - because ox the likely observational errors - so the
costs will be high.
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Even then, however, laboratory conditions cannot even be
approached. Thus one cannot very well examine a thousand people
without also treating the diseases found (bilharzia, hookworm,
malaria etc.). These diseases would not disappear anyway, no
matter how significant trie improvement. Therefore, at least one
other sample - outside the sphere oi influence of the pipeline but
• otherwise similar - will have to be included.

The only attempt in Tanzania so far has been in Ismani where
Kreysler of the i.ax Planck Research Unit conducted a baseline survey,
comprising both villages supplied by the new pipeline and a-reas
further away from it. This survey will hopefully oe repeated in
1971.

Dispensary records have been used both in Ismani and Kzega,
but their value is limited because of the fairly broad categories
of diseases used and tne possible diagnostic errors. Lastly it
should be mentioned that several studies of factors affecting
specific diseases (e.g. bilharzia in Mwanza) may contribute evidence
indirectly. .

The limited evidence available so far nevertheless allows
one to draw some tentative conclusions:

(i) It is not sufficient to supply ''improved1'
water unless health education on aspects such
as treatment of water, is also provided. The
people in the rural area tend to think that
if the new supply is clean, it is safe to
drink etc. without boiling.
7 * ?."' '•-

(ii) Presumably, in order to reap the maximum benefit
in this sector it would be worthwhile to consider
•treating the populations for existing water
related diseases..

(iii) The contention that any "improved11 supply has
a positive impact - even if the water is not
treated - does not seem to be true. While
the incidence of certain diseases may decrease,
other health hazards like epidemics, hookworm
and perhaps bilharzia may outweigh this
benefit.

Hypothesis 9- By providing aore and better water for
livestock an improved water supply increases
the returns -from animal husbandry.

Since lack of water is one of the main obstacles to livestock
production in most parts ol the country there 'is a tendency to
assume that the provision of better water ior livestock is desi-
rable, because it will improve the condition of existing animals
and u.llow larger numbers to be kept. Thia is reflected in the
fact that one of the criteria used by the Linistry of -/ater and
.tower to justify a project is trie nuuiber of livestock which it will
serve, two livestock units being equivalent to one human.

f
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However, when the question is examined ih moi-e detai'l;, it
becomes apparent tnat this hypothesis is not ajlways true, j In the
first place,, although more irequent watering improves the [quality
of animals, improvements in other aspects o± iusbandry, especially
disease control, are equally if not more important. Secondly in
many areas which already suffer from ovex^stocking an increase in
livestock numbers is not desirable since it will only result in a
shortage of grazing (and, therefore, deterioration in the quality of
animals) and erosion. Erosion is particularity likely wheije animals
concentrate around the new water points. Thirdly, even ix improved
water produces more and better livestock, this will have little
economic value unless it is also accompanied[by higher sales of
animals or animal products. j

There is very little evidence available to either co-nfirm
or refute t^ese hypothesis. No direct studiies have been made and,,
in any case, the effects are likely to vary/greatly from one area
to another, depending on the existing livestock situation.* The •'
main source of information is observation in north-east Nzega. This
area is already overgrazed and an increase in livestock is definitely
undesirable. The effect of introducing watjer on livestock numbers
seems to depend on the part of the area concerned. In arefas where
cultivation is possible, the increase in cultivation is forcing
livestock out but in grazing areas there is likely to be an increase
in livestock numbers. In both cases, the pressure on grazing will
increase and there is already evidence of greater erosion, parti-
cularly around water points. Very little information is available
on the exxect of water on the quality of animals or livestock sales
in the area.

Hypothesis 10: The economic benefits o:L water supply-
pro .jects may be increased by using
excess water for small scale irrigation.

Where an improved water supply is constructed primarily for
domestic or other (such as flood control) purposes there is often
excess water.available ana it may be argued that, this can be used
for irrigation, thereby increasing agricultural productivity and
perhaps also improving nutrition.

The main impact studies do not consider this aspect. However,
BBAIJOP made a study of .three such villages lin Dodoma and Singida
Kegions to examine the way in which water was used for irrigation.
It was found that in none of the villages wqis the full potential
for irrigation developed. The main reason ior this was th'at the
inhabitants, w-no are unfamiliar with irrgatdd agriculture,* received
inadequate assistance in the form of organisation, supervision and
extension. Connected with this w-.s the fact! that irrigation is a
form.of intensification of agriculture and ax present there is no
population pressure in these areas to act as Ian incentive 'to inte-
nsification. Other important reasons include^ inadequate, marketing
and other infrastructure, poor 'soils and the SLaek of drainage
facilities. ' \ .'

-. One may, therefore, conclude that, when ̂ considering Jtae use
of excess water • forr irrigation, allowance siioutLd be made ijor the
variety of other inputs wuica will be requir^d| it\ order to! obtain
benefits in tî e form of increased productivity^
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Hypothesis 11; The economic beinefjts of surface water
resources may be increased by using
them for fishing.

This hypothesis is very similar to that relating to the
use of water ior irrigation, being based on tae assumption that
subsidiary benefits from surface water projects m^y be gained by
using them for fishing. Ho systematic studies have been aade but
some evidence is available irom the Bii-vLUP survey of irrigation
villages and from experience in otiier reservoirs. Three conclusions
may be arawn irom tiiis. Firstly? some spontaneous fisning is
likely to develop in most reservoirs but, in areas where fishing
is not a traditional occupation, the fishermen will usually be
immigrants wnile the local inhabitants will show little interest
in either catching or buying fish, unless there is a major
campaign of education and extension. Secondly, infrastructure in
the form of transport and marketing facilities is required. Thirdly,
if a reservoir is to be used ior fishing the vegetation should be
cleared before tiie land is flooded to avoid both pollution of water
and damage to nets.

Hypothesis 12; An improved water supply provides a
stimulus for the development of secondary
economic activities.

One of the supposed benefits of a new water supply is that
it encourages the growth of economic activities other than
agriculture and fishing, especially water-using industries and
commerce, and the acquisition of new sialls. The only impact
study to include this hypothesis in its initial terms' of reference
is that by Warner, for which results are not yet available. How-
ever, some evidence can be gained from observations made by BtfALUP
in north-east JMzega and by the Max Planck Unit in Mayo village,
Lushoto. '

In Nzega the introduction of water has been accompanied by
a marked increase in both water-using industries (notably brick-
making) and commercial activity. As the wnole area is already
experiencing rapid economic development it is impossible to say
how much of this is directly attributable to water, but it appears
that at least part of it is since tuose villages wid.cn have water
pointa are growing more rapidly than others. In Mayo village the
provision of w^ter, combined with a campaign to build better
houses, encouraged an increase in bricks-making, while the pipe
installation provided training in the fitting and maintenance of
water pipes.

Hypothesis 13: A new water supply will encour.-ge the
clustering of settlement around the
water point.

This is a hypothesis wnich is particularly important in
Tanzania at present because of tine effort being made to bring people
together into villages, A major policy itjsue with regard to the
provision of water is whether waterpoints should be located v/nere
people live at present or where one would like them to live. This
issue cannot be resolved unless one is able to predict the effect
of water points on settlement pattern and tat- information required
to do this is not yet available.
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In order to test the hypothesis properly repeated observ;
tions for a considerable length of time are required end no su h
study has been made. >̂ome evidence can be gained from observe ion
of settlement patterns in north-east Hzega and from studies by
V/hi oe et al of factors affecting the location of existing sett e-
ments. These results tend to refute the hypothesis In Uzega
rapid growth of settlement seems to have occurred around water.
points located in existing villages, and more moderate growth
around those located not in a village but on a road, the corabii a-
tibn of road and water providing a nucleus. However, those points
located elsewhere nave not yet attracted any noticeable settlei ent.
These observations were supported by farmer interviews in Nzeg£ and
by the conclusions made by White et al, both of whicn suggest -Jhat
water is not the main factor determining the location of settlement.

However, the evidence is at present very meagre and further
impact studies of this important aspect are urgently required. ;

Hypothesis The input of improved water acts as an
incentive to overall rural development.

One of tiie ..hypotheses often used to justify the. installation
of an improved water supply is that it will encourage other aspects
of rural development, such as better living conditions, new agri-
cultural practices, education, Ujawaa and so on.

Evidence on this topiccan be obtained from various sources.
In the BRALUP study of irrigation villages and of settlements along
the Bulenya iiills pipeline in Wzega a number of criteria were used
to measure the degree of "Community of the villages. < Y/arner is
using these ^nd other criteria in his studies but the results are
not yet available. Other information is available from the observa-
tion ofvarious projects in which water has been installed, including
the pipelines in north-east Nzega and Ismani, the Shinyanga lift
pump in Bukumaland and various Ujaniaa village which have been
supplied with water. The othtr major study in this field is t^at
in Mayo village, Lushoto District, where the circumstances were
rather different. Here water was only one of a number of inputs,
including improvements in health, nutrition and education, which
were introducted as a ''package deal'1, and the villagers were involved
in the planning and implementation of the project from the start.

The results of these studies suggest that water alone is
not enough to stimulate rural development. Various resaons have
been suggested for this. i''or exauple, Duffy attributes the ;
failure oi the Shinyanga pump to encourage development, to the '
lack of community feeling among the Sukuma, while;Cunningham :
maintains that .the.key . to successiul .Ujauaa is the quality of , •
local leadership.. However, .the most valuable re'sults are those
from Mayo village, where the combination of water and other inputs
has resulted in a definite increa.e in the level of overall deve-
lopment. It appears, therefore, that water must be provided as
part of a "package deal'' and that the - local people should parti-
cipate fully in the project from its inception. i

m
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In discussing each of the above hypothese it has only-
been possible to draw very tentative conclusions with regard
to the impact of new or improved water supplies, because of the
lack of" information. Consequently, large sums ox money are at
present' being invested in rural water supplies on t lie basis of
inadequate inioiination on impact benefits. vVe have seen that
genuine impact studies are difficult and costly to plan and
implement, but in viav/ ox tnt size and long term nature of the
rural water development programme, the r_te of return on such
studies will be high.
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by.
George Irvin

Institute of Development Studies
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r is concerned wl;;u some of the problems
and the professional planner in planning invest-
sion for domestic use. Hot the le.?.st of these
has been written on the economics of rural water
is, of course, a voluminous literature on water
irrigation and flood control, power generations,
;fore, more a collection of analytical and practi-
xttempt to define a rigorous theoretical framework
nee. In particular, some of the more esoteric
analysis, notably problems of shadow price deri-

[vation, thb estimation otf social time preference, etc. , are not dealt
[with. Ratjher, the discjpsion is confined to problems in the identifica-
tion, and Ito a lesser degree, the measurement of net welfare in a context
where the scope for alternative'design choices facing the planner is
[complex, dnd the planner^ must weigh up a number of objectives of policy
j simultaneously. It hasJal3o been attempted to set the discussion in the
context of a planning framework, in which cost benefit analysis is seen
fas only ope contributory^ element in improving the effectiveness of the
overall planning process^. '

The section wnicisfollows (section II) looks at some of the
problems, of evaluating benefits and costs of rural water supply. Section
III considers rural wateir supply in the context of a policy of income
redistribution as well ajj that of the growth of rural incomes. Section
IV deals with investmun{|, choice within a planning framework, and section
V summarises our main conclusions.

II (l) Coat and Bensf itlf of Rural Water Supply

Given the distinction drawn between the provision of rural water
3uPply for I domestic usefjf ond its provision for agriculture, it is appa-
rent that part of the difficulty in drawing up a precise analytical
framework dor empirical?{investigation in the former case arises from the

that tpe distinction itself is unsatisfactory. It is hardly ever
t village wfster supply schemes make no contribution whatever
iculture. typically, some part of the benefits associated
accessible! supplies of clean water.,- notably better health
d leisure -| jhave an impact on productive potential, and in

eome cases ci part of ttfe total supply will be used for watering stock, or
even small scale irrigation of subsistence plots. Indeed, some of the
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a receni survey oik Literature pertaining to the East African context,
see "Water development^'
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i empirical work carried out suggests that a substantial portion of the
, benefits derived from such schemes arises from the use of water as a
I direct agricultural input. Nevertheless, let us maintain the disti- r*"L

notions, even only as one of degree, and consider a number of headings J'T\
•J under which benefits and costs might be placed.

t

J II (2) 3enefits of Rural Domestic Water Supply flU"

The first heading under which benefits of water supply schemes are
, . usually considered is that of health. Where existing water supplies are

•"I polluted, or simply unreliable, provision of extra water will have impo-
• . - ifant implications with respect to the number of man days lost through

illness, the incidence of disease - or what may be more important, the
rj relative incidence of different types of disease - and more generally on
[., infant mortality rates, life expectancy, and ultimately the size and -,
i ; structure of village populations. Where we come to measuring such
'.•• benefits, it is clear that starting from the question "what is the value

[j ; of a life saved?" is unlikely to be helpful. Immediate benefits - those r.̂
'' arising from the often dramatic short-term improvement in village health

may be measured in. a number of ways. Firstly, in the form of increased
i!' output, though, of course, there are often multiple factors at work here.
Hi. More water may mean more man days available - and this will be particu-

larly important where drought or contamination of existing water supplies
.. coincides with peak labour requirements for subsistence agricuUure •» but I
j ! it v/ill also...mean an increased capacity to make use of otaer inputs '
"i-j complimentary to labour. Even in the short term, therefore, the increase.
j . • in output arising from a change in the health and size of the work force .)
J may be only partly attributable to increased water supplies. Moreover,-
!> there are the usual dynamic effects - e.g. a first round of increased :

food output and consumption per capita will have further impact-on labour I
I| ; availability in the second round, and so on. Useful measurements of I h

') • what we might call "health induced" benefits will therefore turn
: ' virtually on the ability of the investigator to relate changes in the ,
:\ village production possibility boundary to changes in the availability
i\ of time-dated inputs, and to identify the sorts of input complimenta-
X\ rities which may be at work, both in a static and dynamic sense. ~
j.\ • • r
'i i An important component of total health related benefits may

equally accrue as a saving in resources. Firstly, to the extent that
| lack of adequate water can be related to a serious shortfall in local

,' | production, investment in rural water may be a partial substitute for
I.1 Government famine relief programmes. Better rural health will also v

ease the pressure on skilled medical resources, which in the short term |
•j. may be extremely important given the differential gestation lags in
i" • the production of more wells as opposed to more doctors. While this
''' j sort of saving is extremely difficult to measure on an individual

project basis, it can hardly be ignored when speaking of a national
it • programme. We are, of course, not arguing that these resources can
'% or 3hould be thought of as fully substitutable. More doctors and health

;" workers will remain a priority item on the agenda of most national
plans for a good many years. But for those who argue that rural water

i ! schemes are particularly costly in terms of foreign,exchange, it is well
"' | to remember that doctors, and the drugs they administer, are almost

pure foreign exchange costs.

'*••• I The second heading under which we mc.y consider the returns to
rj rural domestic wat^r provision is that of labour saving and leisure.
. j It is often, argued th<.-t the labour freed from tne inefficient and cu-
7 j mbersome task of water-carrying would, with the provision, of an iniaie-
'. diately accessible water source, be released for aore productive activity,
j.' Again, this is one ox those hypotheses whicn is intuitively satisfying
"! ' while apparently'immune to empirical validation. The short answer is

that one can say little without reference to particular cases, and that
tne variety of experience encountered makes any generalisation difficult.
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,7ater-carrying is in many African countries a sex-specific task - the
range of alternative productive activities for which labour released
from water-carrying can be put is itself therefore likely to be
delineated by social" custom. While th« labour released from water-
carrying may amount to as much as several labour hours per day which
multiplied over the year and by the number of village families may be
substantial, the key question is usually one of timing. Ii, say, the
shortage of harvest labour is serious and all members of the village
participate, then the returns to marginal labour released from water-
carrying may at this time of year be very significant. This is typically
the case in an agricultural setting where peak .labour demands are set
by highly time specific operations - e.g. where the harvest must be got
in and new ground prepared before the first rain falls. More labour
may mean not only bigger harvest; it may mean the possibility of later
planting and higher yields, and a change in the cropping pattern and
cropping calender will in turn have implications for the im.rgin.al
returns to labour released at other times of the year. The point- may
sound unnecessarily esoteric for the general purposes of our argument -
nevertheless, it is precisely such dynamic effects whicn are crucial
to evaluation and which tend to be ignored.

Even in those situations where the use of labour lor water-
carrying may have insignificant opportunity cost, some gain in total
welfare will result from the provision of rural water supplies even if
time-saving is translated wholly into extra leisure. Quantifying the
benefits arising from extra leisure time is, of course, difficult,
though certainly not impossible. A rough guide to benefit estimation
in such a case is often best obtained where the family or village group
is confronted with a choice of marginal investments - the Government'
will provide either more x (where x is a new well) or more y_ but :iot
both! Assume that v is a project whose net benefits are mora readily
measurable than those of x. If x is caosen, net returns from x can
be assumed to have a lower bound set'by the net returns'on y_. If some
new choice option, ẑ , is now presented, and proves to be preferred to /
x or _v, an upper bond for x can be established. And so on until net
returns from x can be assessed to lie within a reasonable interval.
Although the use of such a roundabout procedure for measuring intangible
benefits by questions of the form "how much would you pay for x if you
could buy it?1' is usually highly misleading where provision of the
service in question is thought to b.e a natural responsibility of Govern-
ment. Nor can benefits accruing in the form of leisure be ignored simply
because they are difficult to measure; while it may not be possible to
devise a standard procedure for quantification of leisure benefitsy some
guide is provided by reference to other iields of economic analysis
where time-aavings is a critical factor - viz., transport economics.

I
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In addition to the types of benefits we have discussed so far,
the provision of rural water, even if primarily intended for household
consumption, will usually have some use as a direct input into tradi-
tional farming. Typical examples are the use of a village well or
standpipe for the watering of domestic animals, and where the installa-
tion permits, for providing a direct supply of irrigation wator to nearby«
fields or garden plots, iiiven with the provision of quite modest installa-H
tion, daily flow capacity is likely to be in excess of daily drinking
requirements.l Moreover, with few exceptions, the technology of water
provision is such that fixed investment cannot be treated as coninuous^ I
divisible, and marginal costs of water will tall in the range between I
each new lump of required capital. In .snort, it will often be economical
to provide capacity iln excess of domestic requirements, even where the
marginal return to water in non-driafcLng use is falling.

1
This is usually the caae for gravity schemes.

I
I
I



i Where existing water supplies are not only distant but unreliable
i.e. subject to periodic "drying up", the impact upon the livestock

I economy of assured water supply may be quite striking. Providing other
complementary resources are available, not only are jaelds per head likelyL „ _

,' to increase, but the size and composition of the herd may change,
'-. Existing grazing practices, previously limited by tht- need to lead cattle]
I ' to a distant source, can now benefit from a more rational rotation of L
,' | existing pasture and potential access to new pa&ture.l Water reliabi- ^
'. •' lity may mean a gradual change in nerd composition and the introduction
: . of less hardy but higher-yielding breeds. So, too, the provision of
;,i an immediately accessible source may have repercussions on the communal

organisation of stock rearing, it now being possible to water - and
therefore to keep - stock individually. Such changes are unlikely to

)• be observed in the short-term, given the complex nature of economic and
•; social constraints governing the livestock economy.

- i Use of water for small-scale irrigation is an equally critical
i ' consideration in the planning of water supply, ilven in rainfed areas
:: • where total seasonal rainfall is relatively high, the key problem is

often trie timing of crop moisture requirements and the confidence which
V can be placed on rainfall at certain specific times of the year. The I "1
$(i provision of small-scale supplementary irrigation facilities - e.g. °

designed to meet temporary moisture deficits, not the total seasonal
moisture requirements of the crop - can be of decisive importance,

411: particularly where local population pressure is starting to be felt
»j in relation to land, and where food yields per acre are at a premium.
'; The critical effects on yields of moisture deficits at particular I ?".
":•; times in the growing season for certain types of high-yielding staples
'•'•; is well known - particularly in passing from coarse food grains (sorghum,
-! millet) to those of higher nutritive value (wheat, maize, rice).
,,-il koreover, water reliability is critical to be effective use of comple-
i ! mentary inputs sucn. ac fertiliser which high yielding varieties require. C

.-•I In such cases, the return to assured water at tho margin, will be extremely.
*•!. high. Moreover, if water, even in small quantities, c.-n be assured at
,| key times of year, not only- yields, but the entire cropping pattern may
j be affectet Jtaggered planting of subsistence crops a phenomenon which
;;l for years has dified the reasoned arguments of extension workers that
];l highest yields are obtained by planting as close to a particular date
*| as possible, is a typical response to the vagaries of intra-year rainfall
*,-i patterns. So, too, the mixing of low-yMd drought resistent varieties
..:>• with higher-yielding varieties, even where cultivation takes place on
•;;' a very small scale. With the advent of reliable , water supplies, the
:!;• rationale for. these traditional forms of crop insurance is weakened,
i:[: and a series oi practices which make more efficient use of land ranging
,:• : from the selection of optional varieties, and the use of complementary
i'j inputs, to major changes in the cropping pattern become possible.

,„. : ' As with the case of tht livestock economy, changes in th<= crop
ii. economy typically take some time to vork themselves out. Indeed,, the
;. whole notion of adjustment paths between equilibrium positions is

misleading in an agricultural environment where small changes can set
H off a cumulative series of reactions which in turn alter the environment
"~"\ in very dramatic ways. -What ia important to recognise in any analysis

i|: 1An interesting example is cited in tnt C:IGI= of the Ambaseli Basin in
i Kenya. Thia region ha3 an eyccwllent tourist potential foi- g.-iime viev/ing
j but is also used for seasonal stock watering by the Lasai. By investing

' ! in an assured water source for 3tock outside the region, thus breaking
" ' the migratory pattern, the tourist potential of the- region could be more
,i fully developed, bee I. Carruther^, "Issues in Selection and Design of

il: Rural Water rrojects", JJiecusolon Paper 88, ID6 University College.
r^ . Nairobi, December 1969. '
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of this kinfi is that reaping the large potential benefits from a
change apparently so innocuous as the provision of single village well
or watering'} point will turn critically on the planners' ability to
identify the complex nature of tho constraints system governing present
production, and to include v/ater as one element in a package of com-
plementary resources. To take a simple example, while the return on
an extra unit of water taken above may be x, and the return on an
extra unit of fertiliser taken above may be 2x, the return on both
togetner may be 5x« icecognising such complementarities will be cri-
tical if full value is to be had for the resources invested. So, too,
the planner must sense the agricultural environment as a carefully
balanced set of inter-relationships in which small changes can have
large cumulative repercussions. This is why the business of predicting
responses in anything but the very short-term is so difficult, and in
agriculture the very snort-term can be a notoriously misleading guide
to policy.

II (3) Costs of fiural Water Supply

While estimating costs of rural water supply is less difficult
than estimating benefits, the decisions which determine the cost stru-
cture require careful appraisal. The complex nature of policy alter-
natives facing the planner such as rate of build-up, scale of provision,
input mix, andimport content makes for a situation in which whether
or not the project is socially beneficial depends as much on how it is
done as on how farmers respond to. it. While very elaborate models
can be worked out to determine such matters as optimal scale and
timing of investment and optimal technology on a regional or even
village-by-village level, this sort of perfectionist approach has a
significant cost in terms of skilled manpower, and even more important,
in terms of delay. Not only is it important that the planner should ;

carefully consider the alternatives open to him, it is equally impo-
rtant that he should fairly quickly be able to reduce ths choice set
to manageable proportions, even at the risk of making mistakes.

A first choice in the provision of rural water is usually an
engineering type decision concerning how best to capture available
water resources. Where the water table is not too deep, a well or
borehole may be perfectly adequate, estimated peak flow requirements
determining the number of holes sunk and depth required size of pump
at each. Even within this limited area of consideration, there may
be significant alternatives. Several hand or draught powered wells
may be preferable to a single diesel or electric pump set where the
water table is close to the surface, and hence digging costs per m3 low.
In other cases, however, where the location of the v/ater table makes
individual village boreholes relatively expensive, it may be preferable
to dig a centrally-located high capacity well and pipe water to several
villages from a single point. Again, there may be situations where
domestic v/ater can best be provided as an adjunct of a multi-purpose
river basin scheme by building suitable conduits. To some extent,
these options will be determined by purely technical considerations.
But where several options are technically feasible, choice of system
will usually then mainly depend on envisaged scale of operation; e.g.
if a high capacity system is envisaged, it may be more sensible- to
provide a central pumping station than a large number of individual
boreholes regardless ox the average depth of the water table. In
some countries, wnere water is very scarce in relation to land, high
cost centralised systems are justiiied purely on tne grounds of long-
term water table management, but this is unlikely to apply in the East
Airican case.l

In Israel, for instance, v^ry elaborate investment in underground pipes,
water metering equipment, and personnel to supervise and enforce a com-
plex system of water quotas is thought to be necessary because of the
critically limiting nature of water as a natural resource.
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Another area of choice facing the planner is the level of sophi-
stication of prevision to be adopted. Is there a cr.se for piped water
to individual dwellings? Or is not, for adopting standards of mains
design which will make such provision possible at a future date without
having to dig up tiie whole sysiea? Or snoiild a policy of minimum basic
provision be pursued - i.e. the universal adoption of rudimentary com-
munal watering points. in order to spread benex"its over as large number
of villages as possible.

In addition to delimiting th^ area oi choice with, respect to
what we might call the engineering-hydrological aspects of rural water
supply, the planner will also want to have a clear idea of the impli-
cations of using alternative imput mixes in the construction of a parti-
cular project. A familiar argument for this type of scheme is that,
given the general shortage of capital and foreign exchange which is
thought to characterise the situation of most developing countries,
wherever possible, local labour should be substituted to the limit for
these resources. Of course, it is true that where a pool of unemployed
labour exists, or whore the timing of construction can be organised
to coincide with labour slacks, every opportunity must be taken to
employ the low cost resource. But it must not be assumed th,it highly
labour-intensive methods are always best. It may be the case that, for
instance, the indiscrijiiiaaLvs adoption of a labour-intensive construction
programme will lead to sub-optimal design of delivery systems which in
the long term will prove more expensive. Shallow draught powered wells,
earthen- conduits, small barrages, etc. , are not always preferable to
more sophisticated systems, particularly where water is in short supply
and efficiency of water use is at a premium. It is generally the case
that the higher the delivery-capacity per capita envisaged, the higher
the real labour costs per nP water at the margin - not only in constru-
ction, but in maintenance over the years. Moreover, large labour
projects take time, and tend to t:3 up skilled engineering and.super-

I vision resources - these costs5 too, must be considered.. Since the

economic life of a rudimentary construction may be assumed shorter than
that of a more sophisticated design, the former alternative may simply
be a way of deferring capital and foreign exchange costs which will
eventually iiave to be incurred. This should not be. taken as an argument

' against using self-help schemes ;s c basis for rural, water provision -
the point is rather that what is at issue is not some simple process .
of substitution of labour ior capital at one point in time, but a rather
T~~? .^dfficult question of estimating the relative present values of
alternative time profiles of resource costs.

II (4) She Costs and Returpo of Integrated ftural Domestic Z/ater Supply
. and Irrigation

1

! So far, the argument has proceeded on the assumption that the
i. irrigation component of a rural water supply scheme can be taken UH

small or negligible. There is some evidence to suggest, however, that
|- ' really significant returns from water supply only begin where a portion
;.-• of the flow is used as tx direct input into agriculture. We have already
;f. : argued that water reliability - and therefore supplementary irrigation -
I may be a critical question even in apparently rain-abundant regions.
;; Where returns to supplementary irrigation are large, it obviously pays -
j> ; indeed it may be crucial to thy scheme's economic viability - to design
/ ' systems of high enough capacity to meet 3uch needs.. Under these condi-
'*••'• tions, design becomes very much more critical.. The seasonally peaked
(, nature of irrigation requirements often means a substantial investment
"'' '. in capacity which at many times of year will be under-utilised, or
"• 'i else provision of elaborate storage facilities. Where an irrigation

component is explicitly included <n tho scheme, it is no longer possible
i simply to estimate total water ccrcuEiption and provide low cost well

to meet it.' Bather, one must judge the potential for supplementary
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irrigation at those times of year wnen a Miortfall in water will be
most critical, and .the likelihood that faSifcrs will in fact make use
of this potential if it is provided. oho||ld enough capacity be provided
to allow all farmers to irx-ig^te simultaneously? Can some system of
water rationing bo enforced? Can simple stater storage systems be de-
signed at an acceptable cost? How far wiML an irrigation component
set off changes in the local economy whicsp alter the. time profile'
of local water use, and how far is it necessary to plan ior this
in designing highly flexible systems? All? of these are questions which
have obvious bearing on how the configuropion of technical and economic
is perceived at the start, ouch questions can, of course, be ignored
if the terras of reference of the study arfe confined strictly to small-
scale water provision, but to do so may result in an overall programme
which, though relatively inexpensive in segregate, will fall short of
realising the very much greater returns wjhich could be had for a slightly
greater cost.

Ill Distribution of Costs and Benefits of Rural V7ater Supply

One of the important retunns to investment in rural water supply
arises 'from the apparently redistributional nature of such investment.
Since the basic investment is small-scale, a given lump of resources
can be'spread to the benefit of many people, with consequent gains in
the credibility of Government's claims t<3 be helping. tnt worse-off
members of the community. Whether or not the prograiume really is
redistributive is another matter, As with most agricultural invest-
ment , the operative question about redistribution is more likely to
be "Kpw are investment resources divided*amongst different classes of
farmers?" than simply that of whether orinot transfer of resources
takes place from town to country, fiural water supply schemes, dis-
regarding the irrigation component they may have, tend to do well by
such a criterion if 3imply because rich and poor farmers alike have
equal access to the benefits conferred; irrigation schemes, on the
other hand, tend to benefit better-off farmers only because it is these
who can afford the complementary resources wnich make irrigation fully
profitable. Given the argument above for, making iullest use of
resources by linking rural water supply ihvestirent to meeting some
irrigation needs, there is an apparent, dilemma here. j?or a given
total of resources available nationally, an irrigation-linked approach
not only means greater investment ptr cajj'lta (and therefore a smaller
total population directly affected), butgdifferential ability amongst
those affected to make full use of irrigation potential.

This argument need not be telling,^however, if sufficient care
is taken in the first instance to place Jfigh per capita investment in
low per capita areas. Of course, irrigation investment is high per
capita not only because of the need for more water, more sophisticated
delivery systems, etc., but also because^it requires other elements
to be included in the "package'1 if the w|iolu thing is really to get
off the ground. For poor farmers particularly, it often means high
cost back-up services in th-j foru; oi goo'dl extension workers and
administrators as well as access to complementary agricultural inputs.
Moreover, even if the planner is successful in channelling tiie right
resources to those who oust need them, secondary onsets are sometimes
such ao to mitigate the primary redistri;butive gains. Where local
conditions facilitate tfiu development oigtLoncpoly conditions in distri-
butions, the private marketing of cash cispps by poor farmers enriches
middlemen; even where co-operatives exislf, the gains are not always
equitably distributed. Unless care is i||ken to assure the contrary,
it is almost always the case that a par the total benefits of the
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IV ftural Supply within a Planning

So, far, we h:we been concerned with, placing rural v/at̂ r supply
investment within a general analytical iram^work; e.g. raising some of
the questions associated with the identification and measurement: of
costs and benefits. Successful planning is, however, much more than
just a matter of predication and measurement. Not only must the
planner be able to ask the right questions, he must be in a position
to relate information flows to the sequence of decisions through time
which make up the planning and evaluation process.

In an investm-nt programme which both commands high priority,
and is likely to involve heavy resource commitments over a longnumber
of years - suci as is the case in Tanzania - the planner cannot afford
to await caiaplijte information upon every aspect ox the subject before
committing resources to investment. Rather, the planning process
itseli must be &eered to identification of the most urgent needs in
the initial phases, using, selection criteria information. As the
programme! gathers momentum, however, it will be possible to identify
alternatives more clearly, drawing upon previous experience and
more comprehensive data to improve decision-making. To some
extent, too, it will be an aim of policy-makers to ensure that as
the investment programme develops, its efficiency in terms of
skilled manpower use improves - that is to say, th^t decision-making
criteria can be simplified and standardised to an extent which will
stiff the burden of choice in all but the very broad areas of
pciicy .-towards the local level, thus fre>sing higher level manpower
for ether planaig tasks, or put another way, that the programme
will become increasingly routinised. These two characteristics
of what we might call a "mature" investment programme are not
always strictly compatible. Particular care is needed in making
sure that selection and design, criteria are not overly 'standardised
in the interst of efficiency, and tiir.t some review procedure is
adopted which makes it possible to periodically re-assess the overall
aims of the programme in the light of its achievements and failures.

What sorts of issues does this raise in. the context of thw
Tahzanian programme? The aims of the rural water supply programme
are laid out in the Second Five Year Plan; these are, broadly, to supply
communal watering points to the vast majority of the rural.population
over 'the next twenty years, a programme which will lay claim to some-
thing in the order of tea per cent or more of annual Ministerial
development expenditure,! and involve a very significant cost in terms
of skilled manpower. To further this aim, the Government has recently
launched a series of regional master plans for water resource develop-
ment, and steps have been taken to co-ordinate the various administra-
tive and technical services involved by bringing them togehter in a
new •Ministry. The impressive nature of this long-term commitment to
water resource devel'opment as a social as "well as an economic, priority
is backed by a.n air«^dy considerable collection of dc.ta on regional
hydrology, population concentration, resource endownents and economic

1 > • •
The. Second x'ive Year Plan allocates- Shs- 406m. to this sector, or
according to Denis V/arner,. about 12> of Ministerial Development expe-
nditure. At present, about 90% of tive rural population is estimated
to have inadequate..water provision.. See D. Warner, "The .ScuttaEics
of Rural Water Supply in Tanzania", BI-LB paper 70.19, The University
of Dar es Salaam.
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At the moment, [the goal of universal watof provision as a social
objective is sejen as overriding; limitations on resources dicate that
in order for the programmf' to be feasiblej investment will nave to be
spread thinly dver the riral population a! a whole, This means, pra-
ctically speaking, that per capita water consumption targets must be
set at a fairly low levei^ and that engineers will be asked to design
schemes which Lre low cost in terms of the use of presently limiting
resources, oftfen with soL$3 penalty in terms of economic life and
maintenance requirements?.* The political decision to provide rural
water - at loJst at commUnal watering points - free of charge, while
consistent wiljh a policy* which rightly streaseo tho v/elfare of the
need.iBst membra o£ -thv> community, does effectively eliminate the
possibility of income redistribution through the^.financial structure
of the scheme I itself, andf. reinforces the tendency towarde the adoption
of design criteria whichjipimply minimize present costs per capita.
The burden of)redistribution is thus thrown on selection criteria -
i.e. on evolvkng a set oil rules which will ensure that investment is
initially chajnnellfcd to "the neediest, as identified by existing data
on per capita income, population concentration, nature of existing
water provision, incident of pollution-related disease, etc. But,
given that priority is also accorded to the co-ordinated development
of rural water supply within the context of the Ujamaa village programme,
it is not clear that everv the redistributional aim of the programme can
bo followed with full consistency.

If it ILs the case, \ broadly speaking, that the terms in which
success of tjie programmejare presently defined bias design criteria
towards minijnum standardised water provision using a technology which,
while cheap in the short:term may be inefficient in the long term,
and if it is|also true to-say that the natural momentum in the programme
towards routinisation ofjdecision-making is likely to imbue initially
policies witli a certain sanctity, it remains fair to ask whether there
is any reasonable alternative. In principle, such an alternative would
bo the design of water delivery systems which maximised net social
benefits in &p.ch individual cr.ee rather than minimizing costs subject
to providing kinimum standard benefits across the board. This might
imply, for instance, the {provision of high capacity systems and of
individual house connections in certain casi?s where it could be shown
that really significant marginal returns to water weie only possible
far above the V'standard drinking requirement11 threshold. Distributional
problems could! then be scjiyted out by levying differential tariffs
between beneficiaries. Th'ere are two objections to this, however.j one
theoretical ana one practical, firstly, since we are considering the
social returns Ito a whole investment programme over a very long period,
it is not necessarily thej c:-.,se that present valui= of'the net benefit
stream of a hign-cost, discriminating provision programme over, say,
forty years - supposing this to be the time period necessary to effect
such a programme to cover';* the whole of thv rural population - would be
greater than than; of the Standardised ;;cost-minimisation" approach.
And the practical objectifoh is simply that, given all the difficulties
of measuring potential neri;.1 benefit3 associated-with each bit of invest-
ment in the programme - if, c., equating cuots with social benefit at
the margin in eaqh case -| s(:uch on approach is useless to the planner.
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While the strength of these objections is sufficient to dismiss
th« argument for totally recasting the terms in which the present rural
water supply programme is seen, certain points ?.re nevertheless worth
retaining, firstly, present design criteria cannot be derived solely
froia some notion of a universally valid target per capita water norm.
For one thing, it is not known with any degree of precision how
consumption standards adopted as the basis for present design will
change with rising incomes and a changing agricultural environment in
the next twenty years. And even if these norms can be set on a per
capita basis, population movements - themselves possibly arising from
the attraction of permanent wat^r supplies - will complicate the
business of forecasting total water demands xor each individual site.
Secondly, it is not clear to what extent a standardised minimum provi-
sion approach contributes towards the realisation of any of the alleged
benefits of rural water provision over and above that of simply having
a village standpipe. ±-'or example, it has recently been suggested that
real gains in rural health and hygiene may only come with individual
house connections. The same is true for 'benefits accruing in the form
of time-saving, not to mention benefits associated with such part of
water supplies as might be used as a direct agricultural input-

In short, even if a fully optimising policy is not practicable,
much more needs to be known about the impacx of small-scale rural water
provision before the selection and design criteria now in use can be
formalised or generalised with any degree of confidence. "Success" of
the programme needs to bo defined not merely in terms of the general
aim of providing adequate supplies of clean water to all or most of
the rural population over the next twenty years - success indicators
in the field of rural health, time-saving, and impact on agricultural
potential will have to be worked out in detail, and dn important role
allocated in the programme to a research and monitoring function which
has a feedback to the design and implementation function.

Generally speaking, then, while a certain portion of the nece-
ssary information for successful design and implementation of Tanzania's
rural water supply programme already exists, and while additional
research into such things as hydrology, population, health, etc., can
be initiated on a fairly standardised basis for regions not already
covered, research has not so lev been geared to tell the planner very
much about the impact of rural domestic water supplies or to link such
information to criteria of project design and a strategy of project
location. This state cf affairs reflects, in part, the inherently
difficult nature of devising adequate measurements of the phenomena
being investigated, More important, it reflects a problem in research
strategy. Assessing the impact of rural water supply investment,
both in terms of the categories of potential benefits enumerated
above and in terms of the problems of complementarity and dynamic
repercussions outlined in the early part of this paper is likely to
be, in the early stages at least, more of an exercise in gathering
new insights and formulating tentative hypotheses than a rigorous
quantitative exercise. To attempt to design a comprehensive survey
without sufficient attention to the complex nature of the interaction
between water supply and the local economy is liiely to result in a
situation where the observed variability of results is such that, even
within an apparently homogeneous population, no conclusions can be drawn.

1,
See V/arner, D. "A Preliminary Assessment of the Impact uf Rural V.'ater
Su-PPly upon Households and Villages" , Eiffi paper No. 70.12, The University,
Bar es Salaam. Also, ''V/ater Development - Tanzania; a critical revit;\; of
research", Research Paper No. 12, BiuVLUP, The University, Dar es Salaam.'



A practical ~nd not too costly way ox {providing such" a starting
point for research would be the establishment of a small resenrch
team including, say, an economist, a sociologist, a rural health
specialist, and a statistician. Such o. team; would initially select
a small number of villages and carry out a series of in depth studies
over a period of, say, six. months. The team; might initially be
linked to an academic establishment, though at a later stage should
have direct access to policy-makers in charge of the investment pro-S
gramme. The terms of reference of such a research team would be to
draw up a blueprint for establishing a permanent monitoring system
within the context of the investment programme, as well as providing
guidelines for further academic research which might be carried out.
The report on the former would include provisions with respect to the
size and location of a monitoring presence, the methodology and scope
of data collection, and the interpretation of results and their
relevance to specific questions of design and implementation of the
programme.

These suggestions are, of course, tentative, and serve, at best,
a partial function in providing, for the formalisation of an information
feedback system within an investment programme as large as that pre-
sently being carried out in rural domestic water supply in Tanzania.
Certain general points, however, need stressing. Design r.nd location
criteria cannot, by their very nature, be fully evolved before an
investment programme of this sort is set into motion, but must be al-
lowed to mature with the development of the programe. Identifica-
tion of actual and potential benefits of rural water supply, even
where a programme cannot be based on a comprehensive principle of
maximising net social returns, is still a key element in the develop-
ment of adequate criteria of investment design. 7/hile the present
emphasis on the formulation of regional master plans for long-term
water resource use is laudable, and will provide a general framework
in which regional resource structure and economic potential can be
related to priorities in the development of water resources with
respect to domestic water provision,' irrigation, power generation, etc.,
it is unrealistic to expect that detailed criteria can be laid down
in such plans. Such research as has already been carried out on the
economic and social impact of rural domestic water supplies, while
raising a number of interesting issues, has failed to relate conclu-
sions to location and design policy, in part because firm conclusions
have been hard to come by, and in part because no clear mechanism
exists for integrating research - particularly where carried out by
academic institutions - and policy-makers. If this state of affairs
is to be remedied, a research and monitoring function will have to be
built into the investment programme itself. The suggestions presented
.above represent on^ way of making a start in this direction at minimum
cost in manpower.

V Conclusions •

The economics of rural water supply is a field in which serious
work is only just beginning, though its implications for raising the
level of welfare in the countryside are obviously very great. While-
special problems exist in the identification and instruction of
benefits, thi=3e are not so insufferable as to make the exercise one
of pure guesswork. Indeed, what is known suggests that very substa-
ntial returns are possible, particularly in the field of health, and
in the direct and indirect contribution of assured and convenient
water supplies to- agriculture. The full estimation of such benefits,
particularly where such schemes have a supplementary irrigation compo-
nent, requires a sensitive awarenesu to problems of dynamic response
and complimentarity. Typically, the real source of benefit is not just
extra time or improved health, but thy set of cumulative changes which
these make possible.
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On the cost side, the area of choice in the provision of domestic
water, as with the provision of irrigation ».t-T, is typically very
complex. In the case of investment projects where substitutr.bility
exists between inputs at a given moment in time as well as between
inputs now and in the future, no simple guidelines exist. While
technical constraints.may severely limit the area of choice in parti-
cular cases, the temptation to evolve simple rules such as ''labour
intensive capital saving technology in all cases11 can sometimes result
in choices which in the long term are inefficient with respect to the
use of all limiting resources.

It is probably the case that the highest returns per unit of
investment resources is to be had from projects sufficiently sophisti-
cated and located in such a way as to have a supplementary irrigation
component. Nevertheless, if distribution of welfare as well as its
jnaximiaation is a consideration, an irrigation-linked strategy will not
always be optimal, lie-distributive effects are an important aspect of
rural water supply schemes, and the planner must ensure that consider-
able cere is taken in planning the financial side of the scheme if it
is to benefit those must in need.

In the case of Tanzania, where the provision of domestic water
supplies to the rural population is seen as an over-riding social
objective, emphasis has been placed on spreading resources thinly over
as large an area as possible, 'fhe scheme is not designed to be fina-
ncially self-supporting, though recipients are expected to make some
contribution towards resource costs, mainly in the form of labour
donations. Generally speaking, the risk involved in such a strategy
is that, given the emphasis on minimising costs per capita, provision
will be 3et at a level incompatible with the realisation of many of
the potential benefits associated with water provision. Before design
and location criteria can be formalised to effectively discriminate
between areas having vastly different needs, resources, and economic
potential, more research will be needed into the impact of domestic
water provision, and this research specifically geared to improving
decision-making in the programme.

finally, the planning of rural water supplies, because it touches
on the responsibilities and functions of a number of different depart-
ments of Government, raises a number of important issues with respect
to the co-ordination of sequence of decisions where there are multiple
decision-making centres. Benefit cost analysis of rural water supply,
while it can contribute to effective decision-making, is no substitute
for a planning process in which alternatives are identified fairly
early on, and the sequence of decisions leading to a final programme
is sufficiently well appreciated at the•outsot to allow planning to
proceed quickly and reasonably efficiently in relation to the resources
available.
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THE USE OP MATHEMATICAL MODELS IN WATER

SUPPLY PLANNING

Gerhard Tschannerl
University of De.r G Salaaa

Water development planning in Tanzania is now at a crucial
stage. Up to now projects have largely been conceived and designed
in the regional offices,where the selecxion of projects for
implementation also took place. ;The number of proposed projects
was small enough so that the regional water engineer, together
with the regional administration,-, could formulate a programme.
Projects were also fairly small in size and scattered throughout
the region, so that the possible'alternatives of water supply
strategy were limited by local conditions and engineering consi-
derations. '

Whether this planning procedure is in, fact the best one
to use under the circumstances which, prevailed up to now does
does not matter much at this stage. No doubt, some lessons
could be learned for future water planning and for development
planning in other sectors of thef economy. But we mast realize
that identifying past water development objectives and measuring
the degree to which these objectives have been fulfilled -
our means for judging past performance - are extremely difficult
tasks in the light of the intricate decision making process which
involves several ministries and 9}AHU on the district, regional
and national level.

i

Two observations should, nevertheless, be made about past
performance. One is that the decentralized nature of the decision
making.process allowed the incorporation of some objectives which
would otherwise have "been difficult to implement, such as local
economic and social development 'priorities and the extent of
self-help. The other point is -fehat this decentralization might
have retarded (a)' the evaluation of how effective the programme
has been in realizing anticipated benefits (such as the movement
of isolated homesteads to a village because a public water supply
has been provided there"!)

1. For an excellent discussion
benefits, see the v article
volume.

Sf presumed explicit and implicit
py Heijnen and Conyers in this



and (b) the exploration. o:. d'U'f err-it. strategr.es (such as
assessing the savins i-.x cost t'-ct would occur due to economies
of scale, if t>- ii'iir.y m a i l .p:;-cjc?tr: v/:ro consolidated into a
few bigger on.2̂ , ' ) , ' ~

The reason V.VJ
examined is i-lr.>.L tho
v/ater
picture. New in-;.t-:\;.;',;-'e
selection of prcjoot.;1; v."
expanded investment fcv-.ugt5

regional wa.ter nc:. :;or ,'l"
much more effort ?:vl ;nonc
projects will have to b?
alternative cssunptions..
be looked at^ altcr.ir.iiv
\ater supply, invEt r-ysxem
time of construction of
20 year period WLnrc be ̂

pl'-;.T.T':::g procedures must be critically
r..".?.j" •-...•'zc.Vi'J'jnp.C. accelerated pace of
O'i.'r-- hi.3 ' cr-voletely altered the planning
:''; b:.:i\i.7 t?ken in the formulation and
.f.cb :.;.;.ur.n. ir.ainly from a strongly
r. c:\-l i'ror: the decision to prepare
r? for 'i"ho entire country.- Suddenly

111-, be speno on planning: many more
invest:'.gated* the consequences of
for ej.:-rjple cf population growth, must

suoh f." ̂ roundvvater versus surface
.crJcally be explored; and the starting
rue different projects within, the

These nev: dcnuiAz cr. ĵ ic-r.iinp cs.12. for the rapid examination
and sorting of. n.lve.rra'cj.vp project aofj.Lgrs, The aim of this
paper is to show that the /j-.-.itsble formulation and use of
mathematical nod sic -a" gi-c.at'J',' âj3:'.,5o in this gigantic task. :

After some d is cue r: en o\ v!:? ci-iifcrent levels of decision making'
needed for th3 preparation of r. .mrEt^v plan, a simple model is
presented which. optJ.iii.z-er. Lh.a design r>f .:ch project according •
"b certain criteri?- r-.id "ohe.i ri:nkr the projects, for the purpose of
deciding which onzfj, should b.; bu.'.J.t vrilth the available budget,
and at what tims, • ' '

I :

1 'a

Cost-Benefit

In the broadest ?cr.-or 'r:::t'-.benefit analysis is nothing but'
the weighing of t1:;- c o ? t ; of r-r. acticn bgainst the anticipated

. gains from .itc By this (L:f:ci?.tiun; everybody uses cost-benefit
analysis; even in p::x:r?-:'c 1 1'i.fê  bec£.uoe the desire for efficiency
of some sort., is banic tr humin. endeavor c

The • • • ' • " / :.. o± c analysis as a planning tool
applies to its us3 under V>. uuch narrower definition, which usually
makes, among'cthers.f the ::O1Jo'vij^g two assumptions about costs
and benefits* The first i" that the 'costs and "benefits can be
measured in clearly defineable units 2, such as the reduction in
the number, of dc-al-.li'; dv.e to a'g:".yen improvement in water quality,
or the hours of rroduo+ive ij.bour gained. ;The second assumption
goes a step furth?:? P-:id J.eouircc that the units in which'"the costs

3and benefits are no:v.j.i\=o. must be the same so that the
difference between osts can be computed.

1. Studies baa eel on cost erticstea of implemented projects have
shown a conrj.rclercljlc d'-^ve^c in project cost per unit' of
capacity arj the rrojecc size increases* . '••.••-'

2. There is usually rryoe :-i problem with measuring the benefits.
Noiun>.ea&u;::-s.ble benefit:; are called intar.geable benefits.

3. Called .̂•oncie;-nc:i..irTb:i.';.:'.-.';yc
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Since the biggestf co^t component P is in monetory units (shillings)
the common measure that is usualljy sought is in those units.

The strict adhepance to thesb two requirementa - and most
analysts aim stt fulfilling them -Ioften leade to erroneous
and absurd re&ltsy because all the benefits and cofits which
cannot be directly attributed to the project in question and
measured in monet£iry[ units are simply neglected. Most analysts
have . suceeded ±h convincing themselves that the non-monetary
benefits ara unimporibant. To citel OID case, in a Ph.D* tlv?s±s
from a well-known* University, the Icjpact of a rural sanitation
probranne on healith I was measured mostly in terms of the reduction
in the wage loss »from sickness and (death, thereby leaving out
person*; not engagjed |in wage work - all the women in that cfcse.

Another consfequjence of the strict adherence to the two
assumptions is iflia insistence on measuring in monetary terjis th<|
benefits from goc ds pad services provided. This might be
appropriate for E • number of water u$es, such as irrigation and
power, but for dcmes|tic water supply the definition of benefits
as "the consumers willingness to gey" (Maass, 1966, p. 21) has
no practical d

The blame idgr this narrow appljOation of cost-benefit ana-
lysis is not entjsrely with economics; the most blatent misuse has
been made by people tin other professions who applied a standard
procedure without adequate appreciation of its limitations and
without knowing vfeysj of relaxing the! assumptions. There is
continued debate) in the economics literature about the appro-
priate forms of cbst-benefit analyaie to be used in various
areas of public decision making,2 I

Levels of Decision Making

I.

, • / •

Returning now to water plannir^ in Tanzania, the central
problem to be tre*ated in this paper iaiiov/ to rapidly sort
through a large number of alternative projects proposals with the
aim of arriving at a selection of/project to be implemented in
a specified time Ipe^iod. The question should also be taken a
step further to trie isystematic exploration of alternative stra-
tegies and assumptions about th/j]design inputs.'

I 1

i

The main costlcomponent coneiplje usually of construction
cost, and operation, maintenance, and replacement cost. Other
costs, not reijiiiy expressed pa\ monetary terms, could be, for
example, the Jisplacement of JpaopD.c or the deterioration of other

water source! through th^ installation of an additional well.

2. See especially tlae following
paper: FrfeeJanjand Haveman

MaJOB, L969
Havenman, 1967;

refarencee listed at the end of this
1970;
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Before discussing some techniques of analysis which would
be useful for water supply planning in Tanzania, it might be well
to identify the following levels of decision makings

1. Engineering decisions: groundwater versus surface water
utilization;1' the cheapest way of meeting a given set • ! ~
of objectives; etc. i /'<

2 . Design input decisions; medium, high and low population
projections; economic development potential; 'rainfall
probabilities; etc.

objectives): to&al expenditure level; degree of
preference for Ujamaa villages; desired quantity, quality
and distance to water; area, concentration or disptB?~
.sion of projects;etc.- ' "

s classification, v/hich in reality is never so clearly •
divided, suggests .that there has to be a division of labour in
decision making. It is necessary to clearly define responsibili-
ties for each level and to establish guidelines about the desired
interaction between them. The necessity to do this should be
obvious, but it happens almost as a rule that 1hosc who are
responsible for engineering decisions also, in fact, make
decisions about the other levels, bB it by default or for expe— •
diency. Unless those responsible for the first level can present :

the necessary choices to the other levels in an appropriate form
and accompanied by all relevant information, the decisions will '
not always be made by those who should make them. • Convenient ways
of presenting these alternatives are outlined below.

Two forms;of choice

The desired selection of.projects for implementation is
achieved, by ranking all proposed projects (for one region and one

time period) in their order of desirablity. The size of the avail -
.able budget will then determine for that ordered project list

the cut-off point which divides the projects to be implemented
from the ones not to be built. This ranking of proposed projects
can be achieved in basically two alternative ways, (l) by making
a list of all the inputs and outputs for each project 'and then
comparing lists for different projects visually with one another
with the aim of ordering .the projects by some cirterja.n of desira-
bility,'' and (2) by expressing the relationship between inputs
and outputs entirely in the fprm of a mathematical model and then
ranking projects according to the degree to v/hich each P?0?"^1^
fulfills the stated set of criteria in the model. The advantage
of the former procedure is that the lists are comprehensive and
flexible; its drawback is the, impossibility to keep track of all
the factors in/comparison between projects. The advantages af
the latter procedures lies int: the speed of computation, which can
be done on the computer; its disadvantages have already been ,
mentioned. • !!

I . 1 1
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For the planning situation discussed here, a combination
of the two approaches seems the most appropriate. Those important
relationships which can be explicitly stated should form a -
mathematical model. The remaining benefits (and costs) which
cannot be incorporated in the model under one unit of measurement
are simply listed for each project alongside the results from
the mathematical model.. •

The ranking of projects is then carried out in tv/o steps,
A preliminary ranking is first achieved by the mathematical model
alone, which is subsequently- refined on the basis of the
additional factors on the list.

The Method

In the preparation of a regional water master .plan, it is not
appropriate to analyze, at the start, projects that are so . . .-,.
small that they comprise only a few villages. It will be
helpful to delienate zones, which form fairly homogenious units
of water supply and demand characteristics- One such zone could .
be,for example, a large flat drainage basin with fairly evenly
scattered iLonesteods, limited grbundwa'ter availability and no
perennial streams. Another zone could be a igeggggi .of high-
land plateaus on which villages are located. The preparation
of the master plan • would then involve dividing .the region .-
into a number of such zones, based on initial field studies -of
the water supply and demand conditions. A separate zone should .•.-.
also be established for any area where there are major choices
about strategy to be made, be it the source of water (e.g.
pumping from the ground versus a pipeline from a nearbly
mountain range), or the overall development potential of the
area (future in or out migration, prospects for irrigation).

1. A single Zone "'"" .:-

Each zone could first of all be considered separately to
see which alternative means of providing water, thereafter
called water supply strategy,'' is the most advantageous for each
zone. Taking a certain population forecast and density
distribution for a zone, the minimum cost alternative for
providing.the water should be found.2 Additional considerations,
such as the- reliability of the water during the dry season
and its quality, should be recorded, and sometimes such
information might tie used to discard the minimum cost solution
in favour of one with more attractive other features.

1, The term project used in the beginning of this; paper is
synonymous with water supply strategy.
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The mathematical model which can be used for the simplest
possible case of cost minimization for one zone is shown in
Appendix A. The example consists of a cost curve, one for each
water supply strategy, as a function of the number of people
supplied, and of a constraint about the minimum number of people to be
served. In addition to finding the least-cost strategy, the
solution also finds the marginal value of water supplied to the
last person, which is implied by fixing the minimum number
of people to be provided with water. The marginal value of
water is equivalent to the previously mentioned unit benefit
(per person).1 This fact is of considerable importance, because
it is a way out of the narrow definition of cost-benefit analysis
which was critiaized in the beginning of this paper. Instead
of assigning a benefit, in shillings per person supplied, the
number of people to be served is fixed, which, as a property of
the mathematical model,implies a unit benefit.2

An obvious implication of this relationship is that the
planning procedure currently used in Tanzania does not neglebt
to consider the benefits from rural water supply, as is often
charged. It does not directly assign a value to the benefits,
but by setting appropriate constraints a benefit is in fact
implied. This gets around the futile endevour to assess
benefits from rural water supply through measuring the various
benefit components, such as better health, time reallocated to
production, and the boost to economic development of the area.

The numerical example presented here postulates a zone
with at least 12,000 people to be served. For simplicity only
one strategy (.i.e. one possible way of providing water) is
assumed, with a cost curve as given in Appendix A (cost curve
for zone 1 in Pig. l).' The solution is to supply the 12,000
people at a cost of 815,000 shs. The implied unit benefit (per
person) is 94.4 shs., and the average cost is 67.9shs. If there
were several alternative water supply strategies for this zone to
choose from, the one with the lowest total cost should be
selected, unless - for other reasons a different alternative is
preferable.

" • ; i

2. Budget Constraint and Phasing of Construction

In this manner, the minimum cost solution and the implied
unit benefit are computed for each zone. Adding up the cost for
all zones gives thetotal budgotrequirement for the region over the
entire plan period. If this exceeds the budget that has been
allocated to the region, it follows that the water supply for
some of the zones canndt be built in the plan period. Those
zones which are preferable must be singled out for implementation.
Because the previous calculations already found the least-cost
design for each zone, and there/no further cost saving can be
obtained, a reduction in cost could only be achieved by lowering
the water supply standards (water quality, quantity, per person
per day, distance of fetching, etc.).

This is demonstrated in Appendix A for the example considered.
Henderson & Quandt, 19 - show that this relationship is
true in . general.
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/to
It is, of course, possible approach to the problem of planning

under a budget constraint differently. One could require that
every needy person in the region must benefit from the water inves-t--.
TiGixt,. and that as a consequence the water supply standard must be
modified so that the total expenditure remains within the allocated
budget* This is again a decision which must be made by policy
makers and not by engineers or economists. The latter must
supply the information so that a choice can be made at the policy
level. Policy makers must be told that for a certain standard of
water supply the required budget is so much, but if another
standard is applied, the requirement is that much.

No matter which approach to planning under a budget constraint
for the entire plan period is chosen, a preference ranking for
zones must still be established. Not all the zones can have their
schemes built at one time. Some will be built earlier, some
later. fine ranking of projects according to their relative
desirability can help in making the selection of zones to be
supplied first.

The relative desirablity of each zone's scheme is also a
useful indicator of the overall development emphasis that should
be given to that zone; if the prospect for the development of a
zone is poor, people should not be encouraged to settle there in
the future. The water master plans would thereby establish zonal
priorities for overall development and settlement of people from
the water standpoint, which would be of great help to regional
planning because of the fact that water is serious problem for
most regions.

To decide the phasing of construction of the schemes for the
zones in a region, the total planning period must be divided into .
sub-periods^ and the most advantageous group of zones selected
for the first period, the next best group for the second, and so on.
Mgre precisely, once the length of the sub-periods is chosen, a
budget constraint is assigned to each period. The selection of
zones for implementation in the first period is then carried out
from among all the projects as if the first period were the only
one in existence. Then the selected projects are set aside and the
choice from among the remaining projects made for the senond period
if it were the only one. aad so on.1

3. Selection of Zones in one Time Period

Having broken down the problem of deciding which zones should
be taken up in which sub-period into one of choosing the most
desirable ones for implementation in a specific time period, all the
zones not implemented in other periods are ranked in descending
order of desirablity and the cut-off point for implementation
established, so that the budget allocation for that period is
exhausted.

1. There are cases where this method does not give an optimal
ranking. See Ilarglin, 1963, pp. 28-29, 51-52, for a precise
statement of the conditions when it does. Domestic water
supply projects normallly meet these conditions.
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A number of different ways to rank projects have been emplo-
yed in the past, not all of which give the correct ranking. In
fact, only one of them always gives the correct ranking in the
precensc of a budget constraint, while some others do so under some
limiting conditions. It will be demonstrated with a numerical exa-
mple how other ranking criteria produce different rankings , which
are incorrect.

The recommended racking procedure consists of computing an
index, which is the difference between the total implied benefits
and the toal cost multiplied by a coefficient (see Appendix B).

Index = Benefit - (Coefficient) x (cost)

This coefficient represents the shadow price of capital (the cost
of one shilling, so to speak) and is an undetermined value; it is
greater than one. As the magnitude of the coefficient increases, the
index decreases, until a point is reached where the index becomes
negative. Furthermore the ranking of zones according to the
magnitude of their indices might change with different values for the
coefficient. The desired ranking is obtained by adjusting the
value of the coe ficient until the cost for zones with positive
indices adds up to the budget allocated to that period. This
procedure , which is explained in some detail in Appendix B,
assures that those projects are built which best meet the given
objectives. • •

An an illustration, four projects are given, each being
the best for its zone. Three of them cost 815,000 shs. each, and^
the fourth 1,630,000 shs. It is given that only 1,650,000 shs. can
be spent in that ime period, so thfit a choice of zones for
implementation must be made. The bosts and benefits, in shillings,
are as follows: •

Project

1

2

3

4

Total Benefit

1,133,000-

1,101,000

749,000

2,040,000

,Total Cost

815,000

815,000

'••• 8 1 5 , 0 0 0

1,630,000

Average Cost

67.9

54.3

102.0

81.5

L _ J 1 ^ 1 _

following ranking of e zones by thjp size of the index is obtained:

s = 1
Zone

4

1

2

3

Index

410,000

310,000

268,000

-66,000

Total cost

1,630,000

815,000

815,000

815,000



s = 1.25

L, one

1

2

4

3

Index

113,000

80,000

0

-71,000

Total Cost

315,000

815,000

1,630,000

315,000

When s = 1, that is when the index is simply the difference
between benefits and total (posts, the indices of three zones are
positive, indicating thatSC eneB for these zones should be built.
This exceeds the budget constraint, and so s is giadually incre-
ased to make the index of some zones negative or zero. When s
= 1.25, only the indices for zones 1 and 2 are positive, and their
combined cost of 1,630,000 is equal to the size of the budget. It
should be noted that the ranking has changed with the increase in

It is interesting'to compare the results obtained from diffe-
rent ranking procedures, out of which only the one using the s -
coefficient on the cost term is correct. Zones are ranked in
descending order of desirability.

(i) Ranking index shown above(using s coefficient)

Zone 1 )

Zone 2

Zone 3

Zone 4

To be built

(ii) Difference between benefits and costs (i.e. s

Zone 4 ) To be built

Zone 1

Zone 2

Zone 3

(iii) Average cost

Zone 2

Zone 1 )

Zone 4

Zone 3

To be built

I
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The fact that procedures (i) &(iii) lead to the same overall
conclusion, that is to build in zones 1 and 2, is a coincidence,
because one can show that if the budget constraint were 815,000 shs
instead of 1,630,000 shsf by increasing s to s = 1.35 the solution
would be to build in zone 1» This is different from the answer
obtained by procedure (iii), which say to build in zone 2.

It follows that the importance presently attached to the
average cost is an inadequate measure of the relative desirability
of projects.

So far the ranking has been carried out only on the basis of the
results from the mathematical model. But as has been proposed in
the beginning of the paper, additional factors relating to aaah.
project should also be taken into consideration for the final
ranking. These could be, for example, the eoonomic development
potential of the area, the foreign exchange component of constru-
ction, and the condition of the present water supply. Bringing in
these factors might change the ranking obtained with the help of the
mathematical model, but the refining of the priorities will be
greatly facilitated if a preliminary ranking has i already been
done.

Conclusion

The planning picture can now be further expanded - and this is
only possible if project evaluation and selection are systematically
and rapidly handled - by setting different projections, estimates,
and objectives, and exploring what the outoome, in terms of project
size, location, staging of construction, etc. would be. One could
for example, determine what difference it would make to the staging
of projects over a 20-year period in a certain region if for
example water stimulated rapid economic development in some sector
of agricultural production, and what it would be like if it did not.
A similar exercise could be done for projections of people living
in Ujamaa villages as opposed to homesteads scattered over a large
area. By holding some inputs fixed and changing others, the link
between assumptions and their associated results can be fairly
simply displayed, so that the necessary decisions can be carried
out at the appropriate level.

The advantages of obtaining a preliminary project/with the aid
of mathematical models are not fully apparent in the simple example
which has been discussed. As more factors are added for each
project and as the number of projects increases, an intuitive
judgement becomes more and more difficult. Too many projects, too
many factors, and too many time periods have to be kqpt in mind.
The situation is somewhat like that of a card player's who is a
player at every table of a tournament hall where different card
games take place, and who goes from table to table making a move at
every table when his turn comes. He has to remember and history
of each game and its present state. This is where mathematical
modelling and the use of the computer become valuable tools
in decision making.
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I'JQDEL 0? A SETGJLE PR0J33T

The objective i s to ninintze tha total cost, C(::), of the
project, subject to tho constraint that a nininun nuaber of people .
P, nust be provided with water. The variable, x (which i s a dunny"
variable since air/ays for this no del x = P), i s the actual number
of people to bo supplied.

Model 1
&

llininize 0(x)

Subject to x ^

The solution to this problcki i s obvious, the population to be
served i s x = P and the cost becanes C(x) = C(p), 'Jo can, however,
gain an additional piece of information if we keep x as a variable
ernd solve the projblen by sone standard optinization technique. For;
our case, the ncyiod of Lagrangena. nul t ipl iers i s appropriate. The
Lagrangean function i s I = C(x) + k (x - P) where k i s the undej-
terminsd- Lc&ran/jjean nult ipl ier associated with the constraint.

The solution i s found by nafcLnizing L with respect to x,

dL-l = C'(x) + k L 0
• ' dx''

Where 0i(x) i s the first 'derivative of C(x) v/ith respect to x. I t
follows that k =:ir G l(x). I

i j
The Langrangean multiplier k represents the shadov/ price of P,
i . e . the benefits foregone by not supplying the (P+1) £>£
person. In our case the shadow price equals the negative
narginal cost evaluated at the Solution point ( i , e , x = P),

The reason why k should be detelrdiied i s that a slightly different
problen fonuulataon leads to exactly the sane result . This
alternative i\5raulation i s ; I •

i I
Model 2: Maxinize N = (-lp x - C(x)
The interpretation given! to (-k) here is the benefit

derived fron supplying one perpon vdth v/ater. The solution is:
i

dH a 71C | C«(x) a 0
dx ' \

i

and i t follovra Jbhat k =

i
For a proof t i t the two al
sane result seje Henderson &,

ernative nodels always give the
Cluandt, 1958,

t
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!_•£ can therefore use cither model to arrive at the sane
Jesuit. i'J'or model 1 the minimum number of people. 7i ha
,'3 be fixed, and for model 2 the unit benefit (-.!•:). The
j ;cision which formulation to use depends on the abi l i ty
i : assign actual values to these parameters. Present
{penning in Tanzania is done largely along the f i r s t
emulation ( i . e . cost minimization subject to a minimum
jiiber of people served).

The project cost, C(x) i.s composed of the capital
:st, CQ j, (fixed cost) and opera-tion/maintenanco/
aplacenient (OIJ?, running costs). The present value
f the annual OYJl costs is denoted by G'nMP

= C

o
V.'hero CQ = a + bx

and C0LR = hx

so that
C(x) = a + bxr + hx

This form of the fixed cost function was found
) f i t past project cost data in Tanzania.

Setting a = 200,000,, b = 0.0036, r = 2, h = 8, and

F = 12,000, the to ta l cost in shi l l ings i s ;

C(x) = 200,000 + 0.0036 (12,000)2 + 8 (12,000)

=719,000 + 96,000 = 815,000 shs.

and C'(x3 = rbx1""1 + h = 0.0072 (12,000) + 8 = 94.4 shs,

I t follows that the average cost is C(x) = 815,000/
12,000 = 67.9 shs.

Tschannerl and i.ilaki - "The Cost of Rural water Supply",'
LRALUP Report, in preparation.. 1\ solution for models'
1 and 2 can be found only if r> 1, that is when the
marginal cost curve increases (see Henderson <L Quandt 1958)

i

The his t or i cal d at a show e d iriv ar iably f unc t i ons with
r < l . Using the the pest tr,end,: however, these-curves
v;ere extrapolated'to the point where r > l , thereby
increasing the scale of projects. These considerations
suggest that water supply projects in Tanzania should
be built on a bigger scale tfhan up to now in order
to realize some economies o£ scale.

.• r -

• • • ! ? ;

i
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APPENDIX B

PROJECT RANKING IN ONE TIME PERIOD

Four zones:

Four ( mutually exclusive) zones are to be ranked according
to houj well the proposed water supply project for each
would fulfill the criterion of cost minimization subject to supplying
a fixed minimum number of people. The first zone is the one
discussed in Appendix A. The other zones have the same cost function
as the first, but they have different values .for the cost parameters.
The following is a summary of the notation which was introduced
in Appendix A.

a = constant in the capital cost function

b = slope in the capital cost function

r = exponent in the capital cost function

h = present value of OMR cost per person

P = minimum number of people to be served

(x = P )

Co = capital cost

= recurrent cost

I
j can tk
.esul t . p>T
\o be film
:j> C i s I o n v?j,
to s i i

amber o

e ;
I

eplcceraen"1.
)f tJhe

t t
it
anc -

KqLfit pas'i

C(x) =CO + CQMR total cost

MC = C'(x) marginal cost evaluated at x

AC = C(x)/x average cost

B = total benefits (present value)

NB = B-C net benefits

Ri = ranking index for i zone

s = shadow price on capital

The value for the parameters (a,b,r,h, and P)for the four
zones are given in table 1 together with the results from the
comoutation.
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TABLE 1, COSTS AND IMPLIED BENEFITS FROM THE FOUR ZONES

i

lone

|2

COST parameters

200,000 .0035

.313

No. of
people

cost, in shillings(notation on previous page)

P Cc

12,0P.0'.j 719,000 96.000

c(x) MC

015,000 94.4

16

3 *. 00,000

300.000

.00523

.154

10

1.6

15,000;i 575,000

8,000

2^0,000 ! .̂ 15, COO j 73. '\

AC

67*5 1,133,000 j 318,000

735,000 80,000 j 015,000 93.6

20,000

i

102.1

1,470,000 160,000 1,530,000 102.0 01.5

1,101,000

740,000

2,040,000

236,000

-67,000

410,000

NOTE; 1.A11 the cost figures are computed with the equation given in Appendix A.

2.The cost curves for the 4 zones (all having the same function but different parameters) are shown in Figure 1.

\
o
o
o
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RANKING

The ranking index is defined as:

R ^ (...!<);• - R C(x)

where s denotes the shadow price of capital die to a budget constraint
being present ( a scarcity of the shillings, so to speak). When the
budget constraint is binding, s is greater than 1. As explained in
the main text, the index R is calculated for each zone by setting
a value for s, and the desired ranking is obtained when the value of
s chosen is such that for the first project (from among all the zones)
which cannot be built because the budget mould then be exceeded, the
R is equal to zero.

Setting the budget constraint at Shs. 1,630,000 and defining
Ri as the ranking index for the i zone, the following ranking
occurs, in descending order of desirability:

T

s = 1 R4 2,040,000 - 1,630,000 = 410,000

Ri = 1,133,000 - 815,000 = 318,000 .

R2 = 1,101,000 - 815,000 = 286,000

R3 ••= 749,000 - 815,000 = -66,000

Zone 4 is the most desirable, 3 the least. The first three
zones should be implemented, mhich violates the budget constraint.
One, or two, zones (depending on which ones they are) must be driven
out. To achieve this, s is gradually increased until one zone (other
than zone 3) has an R of zero. This is reached when s = 1.25 .

s = 1.25:

R4

l,13o,G0u" - 1,020,000 = 113,000

1,101,000 - 1,020,000 = 80,000

2,040,000- 2,040,000 = 0

749,000 - 1,020,000 = -71,000

Remaining are zones 1 and 2, and their joint budget requirement
exactly exhausts the available budgeft. The solution is therefore
to implement the sbhemes for these two zones. The remaining tu/o
zones might still be taken up in a later time period, with the
selection being done by a separate ranking. It should be noted
that zone 4 has dropped from first place to third place with the
increase in s. This happened because the budget constraint makes

money scarce, thereby penealizing projects with a high cost
component. The cost for zone 4 is much greater than for the other
zones, and an increase in s makes it less desirable relative to the
other zones.

Suppose a solution had not been reached at s = 1.25, what happens
when s is increased further? The ft of the next project becomes
zero at s = 1.36 and the following ranking obtains:

*
t.

s = 1,36: R1
R2

The ranking is unchanged from
be implemented, which does nox. ioxi

ICJ i LJXX LJLJJ-I jy J. cai irs.t.1 ly uuua.

= 1,133,000'- 1,101,000
= 1,101,0004- 1,101,000
= 2^:040,000^- 2,202,000

749,000,' - 1,101,000

= 32,000
0

= -162,000
= -352,000

= 1;25, but only zone 1 is to
uti l ize the available budget.
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SUHVEYO kUv DEdIGN

O f fcUllAL V/A.rji(

By Andre Harlaut

- VBB, Stockholm, Sweden

1. General

i>ue to difficulties with communications and lack of accumu-
lated information the investigationss surveys and design for rural
water supplies a±e often difficult to carry out within the limited
economical range available. It is therefore necessary to develop
procedures in order to avoid unnecessary communications and delays.

The three principal bodies involved in a given project are
generally a Regional Office, a Head Office and opecialist Sections
such as engineer Geologist, laboratories, etc. It is advisable
to establish a procedure which allows a division of work and
responsibility between the three bodies and facilitates compre-
hensive overall planning.

The schematic procedure 3nould be based on the following
main principles:-

1. All work involving knowledge of local conditions should
in the fiist place be the responsibility of the Regional
Oflice.

2. All work involving special knowledge or equipment should
be carried out by Specialists sections.

3. All design work involving calculations, economic studies,
details design and standard design should be the responsi-
bility of the Head Office.

4- The project work should preferably be divided into three
main phases. Tne first phase should include all activities
in connection with the selection of the projects and the
overall planning. The second phase, resulting in a Project

. Report snould include all investigations and studies neces-
sary for the implementation decision. The third phase should!
include all surveys and design for the preparation of all
documents and drawings necessary for the construction.

The various seeps of the procedure are schematically
listed below;-

preenan, *>
Objc

Haveman, i
neni
4 (1

Henderson.,
1958

Haass, A..
* Male

Major, Da"
I Obj

'>

Marglin,

Tec

Tschanner
BILL

Water Master Plan
Three years Planing

PROJECT

Preliminary survey

Programme of investigation
of water source :
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Investigation
wa :er source

jpi

"Pr.ject report"

xJre-investment! studies
i

Implementation! decision
atiu actions .•

DESIGN

x sfuProgramme ox sjurveys

Surveys and survey
Reports [

Construction documents

In order to achieve the preparation and design of the projects
vith tiie rainimum of expenses, the third phase should be commenced
jaly after the implementation decision has been' finally taken. It
;ay however be advisable in many cases to adapt the time schedule
-,o the specific conditions for each project and the project planning
should find the most favourable time schedule for each project.
}he procedure adopted finally for each project snould always be
iiscussed with reference to the cost involved so that the cost of
preparation and design or the project is kept on a reasonable level.

2. Overall Planning

2.1 v/ater Master Plan

As a guide for the selection of projects it is in the long
run necessary to have in each region a Regional water Master
•Ian summarizing trie overall water situation in the Region.
Ihe Master Plan should siiow information on the main factors
to be taken into consideration such as population, livestock,
sxisting water supplies and sources, hydrology, hydro-geology,
possible water resources, etc. '.The task of establishing such
a Master Plan should' probably be given to a' central body or
to consultants, but the continuous revision and up-dating of
the Plan once established should be the responsibility of the
Regional Office. In many cases a preliminary Master Plan
could be compiled in the Region on the basis of available
information and used until the V/ater Master Plan for the whole
country is established.

2.2 Three Years Planning

Since the preparation and design of a project requires the
common effort of several bodies — Regional Office, Specialists,
iead Office, etc. --r- It is necessary, in order to avoid delays
2nd improvisation to plan carefully the programme of work for
the whole organization for at least three years in advance.
?he programme snoulel be revised continuously and should be the
responsibility of a; planning section.

3.

3.1

Project Preparation
t-.

Preliminary jburvey

The aim of tJhe p^liminary survey should be to collect the
information necessJry to access the main features of each project

a-
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As a rule the results ol a survey should be recorded on
standard survey sheets accompanied by a topographical sketch
of the project. The iollowing information should be collected:-

1. Existing water demand
Number ,.and location of*.-
Population
Institutions (cchools, hospitals, dispensaries, etc.)
Livestock.
Other water consumers.

2. Existing water sources
Type, number and location, quality of water,
present estimated water consumption.

3. Anticipated development and water demand.
Existing plans.
Expected development.
Estimated future water demand.

4. Topographical sketch giving the main features of
the area such as roads, paths, valleys, main
level differences, etc.

5. Possible water sources
Type, number, location and elevation

6. Possible layout of the schemes.
Location and elevation of reservoirs with
alternatives^ if any.
Location of mains with alternatives, if any.
Location of domestic points and home connections.
Possible extensions with alternatives, if any.

7. Special problems and other information of
interest concerning the project.

3.2 Programme of Investigation for Water dources

In many
information as
cases be neces
investigations
to be executed
needed by the
expected water

cases the preliminary survey may not give sufficient
to the availability of water. It should in most

aary to establish a programme for the required
by specialists of all the likely Water sources

The programme should include the information
specialists such as topographical sketches, •
demand, existing and possible sources, etc.

3.3 .project 'Planning

The work of the specialists should be coordinated by
planning section which should establish a time schedule for the
project. Close cooperation between involved bodies will have to
take place and a standard routine should be developed to avoid
unnecessary delays. It should, be the duty of the planning
section to achieve and maintain efficient routines for the neces-
sary co-ordination.
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The results of "si level survey could simply be a plan and a
nuiiioer of levelling sheets with the corresponding calculations.
It should be the task of the Design Section at the Head Office
to develop such standard routines.

It is also essenxial that all information of importance to
the project, e.g. nature of soil, obstacles, etc., ia conti-
nuously noted during tne survey and adequately reported.

4.2 Construction Documents

The construction documents should include the following
items:-

1. Construction drawings

2. Specifications

3. Bills of Quantities

4. Cost calculations

If and wxien it is decided that a contractor shall cons-
truct the project tnen the documents 1-3 completed with the
Conditions of Contract should form tae Tender Documents and later
on the Contract Documents.

Note;- The present paper is based on experience from surveys
and studies of rural water supplies carried out by
ovv'ECO-VBB, Consulting Engineers and Architects, Stockholm,
oweden, in Tanzania and other countries.
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SIGNIFICANCE OF FLUORINE IN TANZANIA

DRINKING WATER

i
S.L. Bugaisa,

Mineral Resources Division,Dodoma.

It is. generally accepted that the health of community depends
in large measure on the ample supply of a whole-some water supply.
Diseases of very varied character and nature can be, and are tra-
nsmitted to man by water. The casual agents conveyed by the water

' may be chemical poisons, pathogenic micro-organisms, and higher
forms of life, like worms. However, certain diseases have also been
ascribed to either deficiency or Tver abundance of certain chemical
substances in the water supply; for instance, it is sometimes
claijued in the medical field that absence of certain substance in
water, such as chlorine and calcium is detrimental to health. At
the same time the presence of certain substances in water such as
arsenicr lead, and fluorine, leads to ill-health.

Mottled enamel, a developmental defect of the teeth, was first
noted in 1901. among emigrants from Pizzuole, Italy, and has since
been observed to occur endemically throughout the world. From the
time of the first recorded investigations, suspicion was cast
on the water supply, some abnormal constituent of which was believed •
to be the casual agent. But the exact nature of the latter was
discovered only in 1931 when Chruchill reported the presence of
fluorine in the water supply of various endemic areas in the
United States. Later in the year some investigators produced^ the
condition in experimental animals fed on diets containing (a)
sodium fluoride, arid (b) the residue of the drinking waters from the
affected areas. Ample evidence has since been forth-yoming to confirm
the responsibility of fluorine in drinking water for this
teetch condition in man and other mammals.

For example in North Africa the presence of fluorine in soils
has been shown the cause bone diseases, in addition to dental
deffects ia horses and cattle. Sometimes acute poisoning has been
reported in aluminium factories where flueride is present in the
dust. However such severe effects are exceptional; most cases of
chronic fluorisis are limited to the teeth, and are due to the
continued ingestion during the early childhood of small amounts
of fluorine in the drinking water.

The t§eth- disease, known as mottled enamel - chronic endemic
dental fluorisis - is almost entirely confined to the permanent
teeth; and occurs solely during the calcification. Hence it is
chidren up to th3 age of ten years who are susceptible, and the
defect does not become manifest until after the permanent teeth, have
erupted, ie. from the age of six years onwards.

The infected teetch lose their customary lustre and become
chalky white, later they develop disfiguring patches of yellow
brown, or blkck staining and may ultimately become pitted and
absolutely black. The defect once established is permanent and
incurable. However, one curious result is that teeth, only
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iii) Serengeti area up to 150 ppm P.
iv) 01 Balbal depression - over 86 ppm F.
v) Mbulu District - Up to 99 ppm P»
vi) Lake Natron Basin - up to 330 ppm P.
,vii) Rivers from N.3. Meru area also known to contain

large concentrations of fluorine.

(iv) Musoma Region:

(Several thermal springs in Musoma District also carry
fairly large amounts of fluorine up to 25 ppm P.)

(v) Mbeya Region:

Rukwa depression — fluorine concentrations up to 75 ppm have
been encountered at Ivumba. And in other areas within
Mbeya Region, concentrations up to 96 ppm have been recorded.

Generally, fluorine is a rare constituent of groundwaters and the
fluorine concentrations in groundv/aters as outline above are

attributed to some geological and hydrological processes and conditions.

L) Volcanic Activities:

(a) Volcanic rocks including kimberlites, carbonatites, pyrodastic
ashes and salt deposits. The most obvious example of volcanic-
rocks, pyrodastic and ashes contributing to high fluorine
concentrations in groundv/aters in general is the east and S.E.
Meru area including the Sanya Corridor. Borehole water in
South sanya corridor was found to contain up to 96 ppm P., while
further north water contained only 8 ppm P. An area west of
Ngorongoro Crater and Lemagrut Volcanic Cone had fluorine
content in spring waters between 40 and 140 ppm. Probably it
originated from ash beds deposited in Serengeti Plains. A
borehole sunk north of the National Park boundary in basement
rocks has shown fluorine content of only 6 to 10 ppm P.
Another area where it is suspected that springs and •gnlicnrrfcr.
ashes have contributed to the high fluorine content is N.E.
Kondoa area. Again waters derived from kimberlites, as ±n
Shinyanga area show fluorine content of the order of 110
to 250 ppm.

(b) Thermal springs situated in or near deep fracture and fault
zones and connected with juvenile sources; this is exampli-
fied by thermal springs in Musoma District which carry fairly
large amounts of fluorine; and some springs in Mbulu area which
drain into Lake Balangida show concentrations of up to 99
ppm F. Extremely high fluorine contents of 330 ppm have also
been recorded in thermal springs in Lake Natron.

2) Concentrations through evaporation in undrainod areas of saline
groundwater and mixed juvenile waters. This is -examplified
by the exceedingly high fluorine concentrations in waters of
Wembere, Bahi, 01 Balbal depressions, Rukwa, Manyara and Arusha
Chini - Pangani basins and Serengeiji lake beds.

3) The presence of minerals such as fluorine and apatite in rocks or
lake deposits. For instance high fluorine content in Isanga
basin - Shinyanga area - is attributed to the mineral fluoride
which is known to occur in younger granites in Lake Region.
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In addition to these examples, certain rock formations atfe chara-
cterised by relatively high fluorine concentrations. Consequently
groundwaters originating from these rock formations are highly conta-
minated with fluorine; for example the younger granitic rocks$ with fl i
orine concentrations ranging from 11 to 36 ppn. and the Nyanzian forma-
tion have been shown to contain relatively high fluorine values of
more than 4 ppm.

CONCLUSION

The toxic action of fluorine from the waters of the contaminated
areas may not at first be apparent as the ill-effects are not dramatic
in the early stages. However, it should be borne in mind that toxic
action of fluorine in the long run is far-reaching and has ill-effects
on human beings and other mammals. In areas like Arusha, Kilimanjaro
Masailand , Mbulu, Kondoa, and Kongwa, 'a greater percentage of the
communities loose their teeth or develop deffective bone structures
in their early youth and a graivt number of domestic animals (cattle,
sheep, goats, etc.) are lost each year through bone breakage and
wear of teeth. All these are believed to be largely due to fluorine
toxic action. . . . - ~'

Nutrition authorities reckon that water supplies with fluorine
concentrations greater than 2 ppm are unsuitable for human consumption,
particularly where such water supplies are used by children from the
age of 6 years onwards.

A research Chemist in the Veterinary Department in Tanzania
came to the conclusion in the course of a fluorine survey that fluorine
concentrations of 18 ppm was the maximum amount compatible with good
husbandry of cattle and.that the abonormal increase of bone breakages
and wear of teeth was great above this amount.

Thus it is the duty of our v/ater supply authorities," the nutrition
department, institutions like school and nurseries, and veterianary
departments concerned •" with animal husbandry, to take necessary
steps to" Safeguard our youth and domestic animals against fluorine toxic'
action. As remarked earlier, once fluorisis has developed it is incurable.
Hence it is only through preventive measures that we can safeguard our
communities. This can be achived by either providing good fluorine
free water supplies and discouraging the use of fluorine contaminated
waters; or in areas where it is practically impossible to get fluorine
free v/ater to carry out possible chemical purification processes to
reduce fluorine concentrations in these water supplies to the permissible
limits.

Some.investigations of the possibility of removing fluride from water
have been made and various methods have been proposed. Of these,
treatment by"Trica lciurn. phosphate" appears to be the most promissiong.

TABLE 1 SOME WATER ANALYSES

I 1

LOCATION pp.2i. Fluorine

Shinyanga
Balii Swamp
Bahi Depression
W.D.D. Yard, Arusha
Wemb ere,Singida
Wembere
Mbutu, W. V/embere, Nzega
North Chubi
Ikasi, Dodoma
Oldonya Narok
Igombe, Tabora

3.0
26,6
123.0
3.5
26.5
27.0-34.0
34.0
80.0
25.0
11.0
2.9
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Valley, Tabora
Igoinbe Valley,Tabora
Uvinza, Nyanza Salt Mine
Ikasi , Dodoma
Ikasi Dodoma
Singida Township
Singida

i Spring Water
Moro 1 Spring V/ater
Moru I I Spring water
Marangweni Sprixig V/ater
Kidaraudango Spring water
NE.E, Eyasi Spring Water
Endarihuno Spring Water
Endamifaz Spring Water
S.W. of Msughaa and E. of Ikungi
Maji Moto Hot Spring
Manyoni Hot Spring
Bukene
Lake Kindai, Singida
Lemuta(D.S, 12)
Lake Singida
Kisangiro Moshi
Kisangiro Iloshi
Kikabogo, Morogoro
Seronera
Kitengure, Bukoba
Manyara, Singida
Mjimwema, Coast
Seronera, Serengeti
Magongo, Mwanza
Lake Magadi, Serengeti
Munarika Warm Spring
Byamoek Plot Spring
Easter Shore of Lake Eyasi Warm Spring
Crater Lake of Embogii
L. Magadi, Moru, Area, Srengeti
Meriannet 01doway
Ereneet, 01doway
Majo Moto Hot Spring
Bahi depression
Bahi depression
Bahi depression
Bahi depression
Igombe Valley , Tabora
Sanya Juu

Sanya Juu Mission, Maswa
Kiambai, Dodoma
Kititumu, Iramba
Kinamba

4.
4.

1 0 .
33.
2 2 .
1 2 .

7,
6.

75.
50.
9 1 .
35.
7 1 .
1 3 .
14 .
1 0 .
2 0 .
1 0 .

3.
6.

24.
1 0 .

2 .
360.
148.
112 .

8 .
3.
2 .

,6
,6
,0
0
,0
,0
5

,0
.0
0
0
,0
0
0
0
0
0
0 -
0
0 -
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5

12.5
-•5.6
12.5
1 1 .
2 3 .
68 .

130.
280.

40.
24.
2 3 .
92 .
30 .

7 .
7 .
4 .
8 .
5 .

1 0 .
6.
9 .

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7
6
0
0
0
0
0

42.0

7.0

*Taken from files of the Mineral Heeources Division, Dodoma.
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INACTIVE iiioJSS AND DOI-.03tsi'IC ,h\'£^ SUPPi

by David J. Bradley-

Sir •.(illiam Dunn School of Pathology,

University of Oxford.

I have been asked to take a critical look with yj|u at the
relations between domestic water supplies and health. By far the
greater part of tiiese concern infective disease; for this reason
and also because the cuemical problem of excess fluorid'e is being
covered admirably at this conference already, I shall restrict
myself to infections. ' *

Traditional water supply thinking, deriving from? experience
in municipal systems ior temperate countries, has been .dominated
by the common source epidemic, and rightly so, but in t'he varied
tropical situations there are many other hazards. I therefore hope
firstly to broaden our view of the ways in which improved domestic
supplies can affect health.

Secondly, it seems necessary that I should distinguish clearly
between what is known with assurance about the effects "of changing
supplies upon diseases and what is uncertain or speculative. You
may be rather horrified how little is certain, especially at the
quantitative level. Of course we cannot wait to do anything until
all the relevant data is to hand - otherwise nothing would ever get
done. J3ut equally we should clearly distinguish between those
actions that are solidly based and tne points at which we are
compelled to guess.

Thirdly, I would like to make some attempt to separate the
effects of increasing quality and quantity of water. V/hatever the
idealists may assert there are frequently situations where it may
be possible only to alter one ox tiiese and I would like to consider
the health aspects of such alterations.

There is certainly plenty of room ior changes. ' i'ig. 1 gives
some of the daily use levels for different East Airica'n communities
as determined in the rather widespread study by .Prof. */hite and
myself (i/hite et al 1971). f

We may for convenience in discussion, classify the infections
related to water as follows (Table l).

Category 1A, the classical water-borne diseaae4 are the
obsession of every temperate water-works. If a disease - typhoid
and cholera are examples - is to belong to this category the
minimal infective dose must be very low, that is, onl$ a very fev/
microbes must be needed to infect Lae recipient. There aren't very
many infections like this. For a common source" epidemic the water
supply must be polluted at some central point and theJinfective
water cai'ritid to the consumers. Ii the water supply is chlorinated
the residual chlorine will have killed the microbes before anyone is
infected. So three unlikely events ior a town system.have to occur
simultaneously: (l) pollution of the common source (2) the polluter
needs to be a disease carrier (j>) the ciilbrination system must be
in abeyance. Txie other mechanism by which this may occur is when
pressure in the mains falls greatly. There is a considerable leak
from many distribution systemrj and if similarly lcakyj.-sewers or
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sewage disposal pits are nearby there may be diffusion of infective
organism into the water supply. The size of the resulting epidemic
is chiefly proportional to the number of users of the supply. 'Il.e
likelihood of infective pollution is also related to the number SL
people around wno might pollute the supply, so that tne risircof
this sort of epidemic affecting a user of a system is proportional
to the size ox the system, other tilings being equal. So much for
large urban supplies, and tne moral is clearly to maintain jfche
pressure in the system and never stop chlorinating. •;

dfiseThere is a second group of potentially water-oorne dfisease.
These nave in the part been called faecal-oral infections, ithey
have higher infecting doses of microbes and generally are transmitted
via faecal contamination, of hands. In most circumstances water is
not sufficiently polluted for their transmission. However,; in
rural semi-arid areas one may get an exceedingly high level of
pollution and I suspect tnat then these faecal-oral infections become
water-borne. The infective dose being high, only few of the already
few users of such source get the infection so tiiat it is almost
impossible to study the situation by classical epideniiological methods.
The nearest example on a macroscale was infective hepatitis
(infectious jaundice) in Delhi. Usually the sewage from Delhi goes
into a river, well below the town water intake. Once after a massive
flood the river flow was briefly reversed, much swage got into the
water supply and before anything could be done many thousand people
were infected with hepatitis. The importance of this is that in
general the evidence is clear that hepatitis is not water-borne. I
suspect that here our methodology acts as blinkers, and that there
is a great deal to be gained by getting as many sources as possible
away from ti.e ultrapolluted condition, and of course, persuading
people to boil their water.

The above infections are reduced by improving water quality.
What about quantity? Here we snould be quite clear that increasing
the availability of water alone without improving quality at all
will reduce greatly the incidence of several unpleasant infections.
V/e have called them tne water-washed diseases. They are infections
of skin cr of tne intestine, and table 2 snows which they are, along
with the names pi the otuer wator-washsd infections. Qualitative
evidence for their reduction as water is made available is good,
the degree of reduction is uncertain. The diarrhoeal diseases need
a more critical inspection. These have tended to be put down to
poor quality water but careful studies, admittedly using the rather
specialised ohigella dysentery as an indicator, show clearly that
availability of waxer is important in determining their incidence
(Table 3). Diarrhoeal disorders are a major cause of illness and
death in young cnildren in East Africa and althougn not all causes
of them are water-related it seems reasonable to extrapolate to
saying tnat some are. Cutaneous water-washed-'infections are extremely
common (Table 4) and are mainly at the nuisance level though some
can be incapacitating. An attempt is made in i"ig. 2 to show the
effects ox cnangin^ the quality :~nd quantity of supply upon the
health of a community.

The water-based infections are locally of great importance.
Guinea-worm., though rare in East Africa, is one infection tnat can
definitely by eradicated by simple water supply improvements.
Bilharziasis can be reduced but only greatly so by a rather.carefully
balanced programme of water improvements or under particular circum-
stances.
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Table 2

E
I*

t IA

1 U
|iB

I I £

I.IB
riB

1 IB
fllA
[IIB
E
[iIB
fllB

UIB
t

f IIB

'IIB

jIIB

•IIB

;IIB
lIIB

IIB

IIU

IIIA

I IIB

^IVA
; IVA
t

- IVA

* IVB

water supplies and

Disease

Cholera

Typhoid

Leptospirosis

Bacillary Dysentery

Amoebic Dysentery

Tularaemia

Paratypnoid

Infective Hepatitis

Enteroviruses

Gastroenteritis

Skin Sepsis

Clu-onic bkin Ulcer

Trachoma

Conjunctivitis

Scabies

Yaws

Tinea

Leprosy

Louse-Borne Typhus

Louse-Borne Relapsing i'ever

Ascariasis

Ui'inary Schistosomiasis

Rectal ochistosomiasis

Guinea '..vorin

Yellow i''evyr

OnchocGrciasia

Malaria

Garabian Sleeping SicknciSB

Infectious Diseases

Common

(3)
2

1

3
2

1

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

3

2

2

3
1

1

3

3

3

(3)

1

3

4-

2

Severe Chronic

4

4

3

4

3

3

3

3

4

2

2

3
2

2

3
2

2

4

4

3

3

3

3

4

3

3

4

3

2

2

3

3 •

2

2

2

3

2

3

3

3

3
2

3

V/ater
Effect

PPP

PPP

PP

WPP

WPP

P

VP

P

VP

WPP

w
vv
vvv
vv
vv
V

V

vv
V

V

vv
PP
n

PP

Reduction

90

80

80

50

.50

40?

40

10?

10?

50

50

40

60

70

80

70

50

50?

40

40

40

80

40

100

10?

20?

10?

80

1
i
i
t
i
t
i
i
mm1
I
I
I
1
1
1
1
1



Table 3 A

Water-related Disease in the Rural U. J.A.

•i t

Water in
toilet in

Water in.
toilet out

Water out
privy out

; (Water on
(premises

iWater (
i out (Water off

(premises

Iviorb i di ty/'l, OOP Uobidity/l, OOP fe+ve

0-4yr3. All Ages Shigella Ascaris

428 139

829

1,140

953

1,320

Table 3 B

SHIGELLA in California (Migrants)

CABIKS

Inside water
Outside water

faucet + shower/toilet in
Paucet only in
lvlo inside water

% Children +ve

1.2
5.9

1.6
3.0
5.8

1 . 1

233

360

307

413

2.4

5.9

5.8

6.0

25

42

41

43

°/o families +ve

2.5
6.2

11.0

Table 3 C

ohlGELM in California

|i

A Moderate Economic otat
Water Inside

B Low Economic Gtatus
•7ater Inside

C Low ot- tus . V/utwr Out
15 families/faucet

D Lov/ otatus. -Vater Out
15 fauiilie3/j.''aucet

0 . 4

2 . 1

5.3

p»03 y

o.01 iiousing c; Sanitation

p.0001 Water Access
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Table 4.

Prevalence or water-related disease
in Ankole pre-scnool children

S cables..

Skin sepsis

Scabies and sepsis

Dermatophytosis '

Total with one or more of above

Ascaris

49.6 per cent

42.3

26.1

9-8

70.1

47*6

Table 5

Mean per capita daily use
in litres

Connected

Karuri . 32

Moshi 130

Dodoma 73

Iganga 85

Karnuli ^ . . . . . 86

Tororo A 161
11 B . . 100

l la i robi A 25'2
u B 177
11 C 161
11 v 3C

Dar es cJalaam A 25'

B

C

D

Unpiped

Kiambaa .11

Karuri 9

Mukaa 8

Iviasii 7

Ivianyata . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10

Hoey's Bridge ............6

Mutwot . 8

Hathuri 11

Mkuu 8

Moshi .......13

Dodoma 21

Kipanga 13

Alemi 18

Iganga R 13
11 ..,U 14

Kamuli 16

Hwisi 4

Kasangati 9

tluiago 13

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I



Table 6

East African habitats and Water

UiiEAU RURAL

Characteristics

People/3ource

Sources/Total Water

Sources/Unit Area

Financial Resources

Distance to water

Source Pollution

Dangers oi Disease

Needs

Present fulfilment

Moderate Purity

Great Purity

Volume

Increased Accessibility

New sources

Suppression all. sources

Special Measures

Costs

Lioderate' Improvements

Maximal Improvements

PRIORITIES

Lower High Semi- Highland Lowland.
Density Density Arid Humid Humid

++

+•+

1'

fl!

Hollister, A.C, Beck, k.D. , Gittelsohn, A.ii. and. Leraphill, E.C.
1955. Ameri J. Publ. Hlth. 45. 354-362. Influence oi water
availability on Shifiella prevalence in children of farm labor
families. (Data lor table 3B).

Schliessrnann, D.J. _e_t a_l. 1958. Relation of environmental factors to
the occurrence of entex'ic dise^.oes in areas of Eastern Kentucky.
Public Health Lonograph 54 > United States P. H.Li, publication 591.
(Data lor table 3 A ) .

Watt, J., Hollister, A.C.^ 3eck, M.D. and Mempnill, Li.G. 1953.
Amer.-J. Publ. Hlth. 43 728-741. Diarrhoeal diseases in.i^resno
County, California. (Data for table 3C).

White, G.i;\ , Bradley, D.J. and White, A.U. 1971. Drawers oi water;
Domestic ,<ater Use in East Africa. University of Chicago Press.
In the fress.
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*

RAINFALL VARIABILITY IN ZAMBIA

By

. S. Nieuwolt,
Department of Geography,
University of Zambia.

*

i*.

Zaiabi- is situated between approximately 8 and 18 degrees
southern latitude, and like most regions in a similar latitudinal
position, receives all its precipitation during summer. To explain
this seasonal distribution the synoptic situation over the whole
of southern Africa snould be considered.

During thi= winter the circulation is dominated by a large
and intensive nigh pressure cell, which has its centre at about
25 degrees south. Resulting winds over Zambia are the southesterly
trade winds. These winds bring continental air masses, which have
been stabilized by the predominantly subsiding air movements in
the high pressure area. Consequently they bring no appreciable
rainfall to Zambia. This situation prevails from about May to
oepteaber.

In September the high pressure cell begins to weaken
as the result of stronger insolation and higher temperatures
over th^ continent. The high pressure cell moves eastwards over
the Indian Ocean and the resulting winds over Zambia become more
easterly. They bring air-masses from the Indian Ocean, which
are rather humid in thexr lowest layers. Though they have lost
most of their moisture over the mountain ranges of Mozambique and
Malawi, they still cause convectional thunderstorms in Zambia,,
which indicate the end of tha dry season. October and November
are the hottest months in Zambir. and the high afternoon surface
temperatures favour trie development of thunderstorms.

The main rainy season lasts from about December to March
in the southern parts of Zambia, from November to April in the North.
During this period tne average position of the I.T.C.Z. is over
Zambia. Actually three main air streams converge; from the north-
east, from the soutnei.st and from tiie west. Especially the last
air mass, the Congo .\ir, is very humid and unstable, and it
yields large amounts ol xain wnen forced to rise> as is usually
the c-ae along the Congo Air Boundary, which can be considered
as part of the I.T.C.Z.. In most parts of Zambia, about SO per
cent ox the total seasonal rainfall is associated with the con-
vergence zones.

In April the synoptic situation closely resembles that of
October, with easterly winds predominating. Thunderstorms again
produce most ox the rainfall, but they occur most frequently in
the- northern part of Zambia, still relatively near tne I.T.C.Z.

Causes of Rainfall Variability

The '.-.bove description of tne seasonal changes in the synoptic
situation over southern Africa is based on broad generalizations
and average conditions. Actual situations vary considerably from
tnis basic outline.
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î or Zambia's rainfall, the movements of the I.T.C.Z. and
its C.A.B. - brancu are of greatest importance. Both its general r
southward movement, during October and Novermber, and its return
journey towards equatorial latitudes in March and April are often
and irregularly interrupted and sometimes even temporarily reverse!.
And from December to March, when the average] position of the con-
vergence zone is over Zambia, it actually oscillates between
extreme positions to the south and to the north of the country.
Sometimes, however, the whole convergence ar'ea remains in the
same position for weeks. "

The convergence zone also shows strong variations in intensity,
sometimes it cannot be located on weather maps because there is
almost no convergence. Often the zone disappears, to reappear
again in an entirely different new position.!

These irregularities in the movements hnd tue intensity
of the I.T.U.Z. are the main c^use of rainfall variability in
Zambia. • .

But also of groat importance is the very localized rainfall
pattern associated with thunderstorms. These produce large amounts
of rain over relatively small areas and differences between
adjacent stations can be very large, even if.they are only a few
miles apart. This second cause of variability is most important
during the beginning and end of the rainy season, when practically
all rainfall comes from small-scale systems.^ During these periods
one storm -can produce moro rainfall tu.cn the • monthly median amount.
But it is also effective during the main rainy season, because
most of the rainfall in the convergence areas is the result of
local thunderstorms. ]

short-term variability •

This term describes the differences in!-rainfall during
one single month. It can be shown only by daily rainfall figures.

Even,during thj presence of the convergence area over a
place large variations in daily rainfall totals are possible.
Highest daily figures are not necessarily related directly to the
I.T.C.Z, In Lusaka during 1969/70, the highest rainfall occurred
when cha convergence area was well south of Lusaka. This empha-
sizes the main difference in conditions to the north and to the
south of the I.T.C.Z.: on thtnorthern side equatorial air masses
prevail, wttich are humid, warn: and unstable, ̂ and thunderstorms
develop frequently. But to the south of the convergence relatively
dry and stable air masses predominate, which .do n'6't produce meny
thunderstorms.

This difference is clearly illustrated by the frequency
of occurrence of dry spells at tibala, in the North of Zambia, and
in Lusaka. In Lus...ka almost uvtry major displacement of the
I.T.C.Z. to the nortu is followed by a dry spell. But in Mbala,
which during most of the period ironi November, to March is to the
north of the convergence zone, interruptions ipf the rainy season
are rare. i

I
I

I

I
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i
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i
i
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i
i
i
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A third method to illustrate short-term rainfall variability is
to indicate the frequency of occurrence of raindays with speci-
fied amounts of rainfall, Tnis v/as done for 5 day periods (pentades)
and for twenty years at Kasama. 'fiie diagram shows .". clear attenu-
ation of rainfall during January, when th^ I.T.C.Z. is far to the
south normally Hov/evwr, this does not constitute an interruption
of the main rainy season.

Long-term rainfall variability

Most articles on rainfall variability study the variations
from year to year, because it is felt that short dry spells are
Iften compensated by wet periods. However, annual (or, in Gambia
preferably, seasonal) totals fail to show tue full extent of the
rainfall variability in its consequences for agricultural produ-
ction. The example of a station in the Southern Province of
Zambia during the 1969/70 seasonal variations show the seasonal
total was abouj? normal, but the very dry November and the exceptio-
nally wet December both caused a great deal of damage to crops
and the production was very low. The result was widespread famine
in the Southern Province during 1970.

It is therefore prefereable to use monthly figures. These
were collected for 1^4 stations in Gambia and were expressed in a
Variability Index, which is the quartile deviation in percent of
the median rainfall. The normal period of observations was 30
years, but this was not available at all stations.

The method of quartiles and medians was used, because most
of the compilation of data and subsequent calculations were carried
out by mathematically untrained students, without the help of
calculating machines. Thiu method is not very susceptible to
errors in calculation and it also copes well with skewn-jsd of the
frequency distribution of rainfall records.

The aaps of the Variability Inde^ saov; that the rainfall
variability is generally larger in the southern parts of Zambia
than in the north. This is true during all months and it can be
explained by the less frequent interruption of the rains in the
north and west of Zambia, caused by the prevalence of equatorial
air masses.

The Variability Index also shows a very significant corre-
lation with elevation. This correlation was calculated after the
eifucts ox latitude • •.nd longitude had been excluded. The residuals
of the V.I. on longitude and latitude showed a negative correla-
tion with height which is significant at the 6". 1% level during most
montns o± the rainy season.



ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF JAIN SHOWERS IN THE

TANGA REGION 0 f TiTANZANIA

by

H. T. Mofrth
E.A. Meteorological Department.

INTaODUCTION

Daily rainfall records are taken ajt nnmerous rainfall stations
throughout East Africa. From it are routinely derived and published
monthly and annual totals, number of raijidays, averages and extremes.
?or selected drainage areas the areal avjerage rainfall is given.

These data aril refer to point valutes of rainfall, or to areal
averaging of point values. They give nô  information on the size or
distribution of rain showers. i?or a direct measurement of these it
would be necessary to maintain very denae raingauge networks, with a
gauge, distance in the order of one kilometre.

In the following, an attempt is ma'de to derive, empirically, the —
number, size, and character of rain showers from a conventional rainfall H
network, with a gauge spacing around 25 km. ™

DATA

. Daily rainfall as published by the E.A.
has been used. The area is the geographical
latitudes 5° and 6° South and longitudes 58°
wing 16 stations have been used:

M.D. for the year 1959 -
1-degree square bounded by
and 39° East. The..folio.-.. I

95.38.03
95.38.04
95.38.06
95.38.07
95.38.08
95.38.09
95.38.11
95-38.13
95.38.15
95.38.17
95.38.18
95.38.19
95.38:20
95.38.21
95.38.22
95.33.25

Amani
Ambangulu E.
Pangani
Handeni
Korogwe :

Sakura E.
Ngomeni
Karimi E.
Hagunga E.
i/iandera Sisal E.
Ngombesi Sisal E.
Makinyumbi E.
Kwamdulu Sisal E.
Pongwe E.
Mwera E.
Kiwanda Scnool

50 31;s
5° 14

The area is, apart from the coast
southern end of the Usambara iuountains.

38°.38'E
38° 26'E
38° 59'E
38° 02'E
38° 28'E
38° 53'E
38° 54'E
38° 35'E
380 38'E
3,8° 20'E
•330 25'E
38° 37'E
38° 29'E
38° 59'E
38° 57'E
38° 47'E

2989
4000
30

2222
959
130 t
600 .
940 .
2000 1
1400 1
1100 L
850
1000 :
330
200 .
750 1

hilly and includes the
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Reports from the weather stations at Tanga and Mombo indicate
that much of the rain falls from cumulus-type cloud, in the form of
showers.

ANALYSIS

The daily rainfall during 1959 was extracted lor theae stations
(16 stations x- 365 days = 5840 station x days).

The days were grouped into 17 classes depending on how many of
the 16 stations reported rain on a particular day,, e.g. class 6 would
contain all those days when 6 out of 16 stations reported rain.

The area average of observed rainfall (Ao) was computed for each
day by adding all rainfalls reported by the stations and dividing the
sum by 16..

The maximum reported 24-hour rainfall (iVlx) was noted.

The figures were then scrutinised for consistency. Only one
report, that of Ilandeni for 23rd December, was rejected when the station
reported a fall of 2.15 inches while all other stations received no rain.

The numbers of occurrence for the 17 classes as well as percen-
tages and cumulative percentages are given in Pig. 1.

It was felt that a division into 11 classes (0, 1, .........10)
would be more desirable. A class is then termed ;iArea Index", in
accordance with, previous work Cn rainfall in East Africa (l), (2),

A simple transformation to 11 classes was made and the result
for the number of occurrences is presented in Fig. 2.

The means of Ivix and Ao were then computed for all values in each
of the 17 classes.

The results are plotted in Pigs. 3 and 4, and curves were fitted.

DISCUSSION

Pigs. 1 and 2 show ttuxt, during 1959, on more than 80/a of the
days, the Tanga xiegion received rain tnat wetted less tiian half of
the .ground. On more than 2Oyo of the days there was either no rain, or
so little, that less tnan 10/o of the area was affected.

Pig. 3 indicates a linear increase with area index of the maximum
24-hour rainfall intercepted by one oi the 16 gauges. The plot for 16/16
area index 10, is off the chart. Obviously, this class includes all rain
situations from the one where the showers just cover the total area to
any degree of overlapping. Therefore the plot does not belong to the
statistical population formed by the lower classes.

Pig. 4 shows a non-linear increase of observed area mean rainfall
with area index. Taking account ox the linear increase of I.bc with area
index, this means that not only the intensity but also tne area size, of
the showers must grow with area index. . . .

DEoIGN ^H

Taking note of the above, and guided by some preliminary results
(3) of the Tropical Urban Rainfall Experiment in Dar es Salaam, the
following assumptions were made;

1
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DERIVED FREQUENCIES FOR 11 CLASSES

IN 1959
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A rain shower •{

a) does noi move, j
b) is circular in shape, f
c) has its maximum precipitation in the centre,
d) has a linear decrease of precipitation fj-rom the centre to the

circumference, j
e) has a radius in km five times its centrajl (maximum) rainfall in

inches e.g. for Mx =0.6 inches the shower radius is 3 km.

The precipitation amounts can therefore be represented by a
symmetrical cone and the mean precipitation over the shower circle is
1/3 of the maximum precipitation.

Making the assumptions that in one 24-hour period

f) not more than one shower affects a raingauge,
g) the showers are all of the same size,
h) the showers are regularly spaced,

one can now, using the observed mean shower maximum t-ix for classes 1
to 9, compute for such design shower.

the size of the shower,
the mean rainfall in the shower area,
the mean rainfall (Ac) in a 1° -square,

iv) the number of storms (u) in a 1° -square,
v) the mean shortest distance (s) between showers,
vi) the mean longest distance (l) between showers.

I
I

I
I
I
1

The results are presented in the following table:

Area Index 1 2 3 4. 5 6 7 8 IWet Area (km )

Mx (inches)

•g- Mx (inches)

Radius (km)

Ac (inches)

IT

S (km)

L (km)

1210

0.19

0.06

0.95

2420

0.38

0.13

1.9

0.006 0.03

400 200

3.7 4.0

6.0 7.2

3630

0.57

0.19

2.85

0.06

146

3.5

7.3

4840

0.76

0.25

3.8

0.10

105

2.2

7.5

6050

0.95

0.32

4.75

0.16

86

2.5

7.4

7260

1.14

0.38

5.7

0.23

71

1.7

7.2

•8470

1.33

0.44

6.7

0.31

65

0.4

6.2

9680 10S90 1210|

1.52 1.71 1.90

0.57

8.5

0.51

48

-1.3

5.2

0.51

7.6

0.41

53

-0.1

6.1

9.5

O.i

-2.

4.

The theoretically derived area averages (Ac) are in i'ig. 5
compared with the area average means (Ao) that have been computed
from the observed data. The divergence ox the curves above area
index 7 should be expected as regularly spaced design showers
covering 80>o or more of the square will actually overlap (see
shortest distance S in the table above)., T,his will result in a
higher observed area average rainfall. The values of area index
10 have, for reasons given earlier, been omitted.

CONCLUoIOHJ

The high correlation between thu curves in tfig. 5 encourages
confidence in the basic assumptions on the structure of design showers
and their distribution. One must, however, bear in mind that these
relations pertain to mean values, and that departures from the model
are likely to be large on individual days.
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The above results provide a type of information that is normally
not available for lar^e areas. They are relevant to rainfall network
design, interpretation of point rainfall data, space diversification of
crops, and tr:e hydrology of small catchments.

i'uture work should extend this study in time, say over a period
of five years, and test the validity of the results for other areas.

(1) JOHNSON, D.H., MORTH, HI1.; Forecasting Research in East
Africa; E.A.&.D. Memoirs, Vol. Ill, ITo. 9, 1961;

(2) JOHNSON, D.H.5 Rain in East Africa; Quart. Journal R.M.S.,
88, 1962.• • '

(3) L>Ul>JJER, G.EL-, Qi.lCtik.liD, A.O. ; Report on Dar es Salaam Rainfall
December 1968 - February 1969; iDast African Rainfall Project;
Department oi Geography, Kings College, University of London, 1969.
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:OMPARISON OF OBSERVED AREA MEAN RAINFALL

WITH VALUES DERIVED FROM DESIGN SHOWERS
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ASSESSMENT OF V/ATER RESOURCES UNDER

CONDITIONS OP SCARCITY DATA

J, Bear
A. Issar
Y. Litwin

Balasha—Jalon Consultants & Engineers Ltd.,
Haifa, Israel.

INTRODUCTION

An evaluation of the available v/ater resources is the first
step in planning the development and management of water supply
systems, whether on a small, local scale, or on a large, regional
or national- one. Estimates of these resources are needed both at
the general planning phase, as well as for the design of specific
elements of the system. Obviously, because we are dealing with
a natural phenomenon - water as part of the hydrological cycle - we.
can aim at best, at estimates of long—term averages, expected values
or probability distributions of the sought quantities. The develop-
ment of procedures for predicting ; surface and ground water resources
has been the goal of engineers for many years and several such proce-
dures are described in the literature.

Different types of estimates are required for the two planning
phases mentioned above. In the first the general planning phase,
estimates are needed mainly of the long-term average annual ground
v/ater surface water yields. §hese are often expressed for each
available source of v/ater in the form of a safe yield, defined as
the amount of water than can be withdrawn annually without producing
undesired results, and limits of withdrawal which constitute •• . •; . '
constraints on the withdrawal based on present and future needs of
downstream areas. For the design of specific hydraulic structures
which constitute elements of the water supply systems, the data requ-
red include such items as peak rates of flow, annual and monthly
flows of specified frequency, etc

There is no need to elaborate on the fact that the only source
of information from which any estimates of the above planning and design

parameters can be derived is actual observations of various
elements of the hydrological cyc3.es: precipitation, ground v/ater
elevations, spring discharge, surface runoff, etc, ,Because of the
variability of these observed parameters, resulting from the random
nature of the precipitations7 which may be considered as the input
to the hydrological cycle, it is the length of record which determines
the accuracy of any evaluation of water resources. Whenever a record
of basic data (e.g. streamflov/ for surface water and elevation for
ground v/ater) is of a sufficient length and is available at the
point of interest, the required assessment of v/at'ar resources is re-
latively simple and can be obtained by a number of known etapirioai-̂
mathematical or statistical mothodst Unfortunately, in practice,



especially as far as surface; water is concerned, it isjjonly seldom
that data are available at the point of interest and far a sufficiently-
long period. This is especially true in developing cc
the observation network is rarefied. In such cases, t
of water resources for point of interest must be based
approach.

mtries, where
e assessment
on a regional

In the regional approach, the hydrological behaviour of a
watershed or a ground water- basin as a whole is taken .irtbo account.
Obviously, the first step in such an approach is the definition of
the region whose regime is H;o be investigated. In ground water, it
is an aquifer or a group of aquifers. In surface water it is a single
watershed or a group of watersheds, which behave in a similar manner
from the hydrological point of view, Tests are available for
checking this homogeneity in a hydrological regime.

The more simple regional analysis procedures include the
extension of streamflow records by comparing them with those of
rainfall. Rairifall records are usually available for a much longer
period of time, thus enabling interpolation between stations for which
observed data are available, and establishing relationships between
flow and watershed parameters.

The problems and complexity of regional studies vary widely fron
one climatic region to the next. For example the problems encountered
in humid areas differ considerably from those encountered in arid or •
semi-acid areas. The size of the considered region arid its geogra-
phical and toppgraphical conditions also greatly affect the selection
of an appropriate regional study procedure. 'Moreover, because
of the large variability in these and other conditions, it is pra-
ctially impossible to develop a universally applicable procedure
for evaluating water resources. There are, ">o of course, certain
basic principles which are oommon to all procedures, but beyond
these principles, procedures are based on such local conditions
as availability of data, homogeneity of region, etc.

The objective of the present paper is to review briefly
several techniques commonly employed for the assessment of water
resources and to outline a methodology developed in connection
with two large-scale development projects carried out by Balasha-
Jalon Consultants and Engineers Ltd. In both projects, an assess-
ment of the water resources was required.

The two case histories to be discussed are the evaluation of the
water resources of the Benue Plateau State (B.P.S.) of Nigeria as
part of a Master Plan for Water Resources Development (Figure 1) and
the evaluation of the water resources of the Jiroft Valley in Iran
as part of the Jiroft Development Project (ff. 2). In each of the two
cases, both surface water, and ground water have^een considered.

PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH THE ASSE55KEI1T OF SURFACE WATER RESOURCES

The main feature of surface runoff is its variability which is
composed of both deterministic elements (e.g. seasonal changes) and
random ones which can be described by probabilistic methods.
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In view of the stochastic nature of surface runoff, three major
problems of assessment nay be distinguished:-
(a) determination of the frequency distribution of the various
parameters characterizing the flow (e.g. annual flow, peak discharge),
(b) analysis of iClow fluctuations (e.g. seasonal fluctuations,
occurance of wet or dry sequences and serial correlations^ ,and
(c) analysis of the continuous flow changes in tine. Vfhenever a
record of sufficient length (approximately equal to the design period)
is available at a site of interest, the assessment of surface
flow is based directly on an analysis of the available record. When
the area of interest consists of a number of secondary watersheds, with
records available only at a snail number of gauging stations located in
only part of these watersheds, correlations are established between
the flow paramters (e.g. annual flow, or annual peak dischage) and
watershed (measurable) factors such as area, shape, size, elevation,
etc.

In practioe, especially in developing countries, the density
of gauging stations is low and the records are of a short duration.
In many cases, although the total length of record seens to be of a
sufficient duration, gaps and discontinuities exist ..- la the record and
in some cases the station underwent continuous changes and shifts so that
the value of the record is

In order to overcome some of the difficulties mentioned above,
methods have been developed fofombining records of individual
stations in a region. Several problems are encountered in applying
the regional analysis method:

(a) Scarcity- of data (streamflow, rainfall etc.) due to both
small number of observation stations and infrequent observations,

(b) The large fluctuations In hydrological ~. and climato-
logical data. These Increase with the size of the water-
shed and are especially high in mountainous areas in arid and
semi-arid climates.

(c) Inhomogeneity in watershed parameters (e.g. topography, shape,
slope, vegetation, etc.) as the considered region becomes

1 .r olarger.

A criterion for the success of a regionaL.neth.od is the possi-
bility of assessing the- accuracy of its results, using statistical
methods. However, in nany cases, it is difficult to carry out this
assessment (e.g. in the forn of confidence limits) because of the
snail number of actually observed data which are available.

Some of the methods employed by engineers for the assess-
ment of surface water resources arc rather simple, especially
those based on a single parameter. Others, which are based on
multi-parameter models of watershed behavior are complicated.
Obviously, there is no U3'J in utilizing sophisticated models
for cases where only little data, and of poor quality (e.g.
reliability) are available. The various methods may be classi-
fied either according to the typo of required output (e.g. peak
flows, monthly flows, annual flows, etc.), or accrding to the
type of input information which they required (e.g. runoff
records, rainfall records, e t c ) .
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OP SCARCITY DATA

Most methods mentioned above are based on data on streamflfow
and rainfall available at the site.of interest. In preparing thJe
Master Plan for Water Resources Development in the Benue Plateau
State it was required to evaluate the water resources of the State
(area of 38,000 sq. miles) as a whole for the purpose of planning
the/development of rural and urban water supplies as well as
irrigation projects (Fig. l). The planners in this case needed
data on available water resources not at a specific location, but
rather for all watersheds in the State. The results of the inve-
stigations had to be presented accordingly. Because no specific
project was considered, the results included various types of
information, from mean annual flows through a frequency distribu-
tion of the flow in the thirty driest days of an average year. In
the Jiroft Valley, on the other hand, the planners needed informa-
tion on water resources in connection with a specific project cove
ring a specific watershed (Fig. 2).

In both cases, the amount of measured data was insufficient
and methods had to be devised for producing synthetic streamflow
data from rainfall data which were available in larger quantities.
Accordingly, the analyses in both cases consisted of two steps:

(a) Collection and processing of available data and supple-
menting records by synthetic data derived by specially developed
generation medels in order to arrive, as far as possible, at
records of a uniform character. In the B.P.S. the reoord
thus obtained covered a period of 20 years, whereas in the
Jiroft Valley it covered a period of 50 years.

(b). Analysis of the surface runoff records obtained in the
first step in order to arrive at the information requested
by the planners in each case.

Figure 3 summarized the methodology of the investigations
of surface hydrology of the Benue Plateau State. A similar
sequence of investigations was developed for the Jiroft Valley
project (Fig. 4). Four common basic phases can be distinguished
in both cases:

A. Preliminary analysis of available rainfall and streamflow
data,

B. Supplementing incomplete rainfall and streamflow records.

C. Producing of sj/thetic s Cueamflow and rainfall data.

D. Deriving the required planning and design data by analyzing
the available records, and presentation of the-'results.

Following is an elaboration of each of these phases.

A, As a first step, the investigated region was defined and
tested for homogeneity (t}-(2). Essentially, the homogeneity
tests determine whether recorded observations in a group of stations
differ from each other by amounts which cannot reasonably be
attributed to chance. The analysis of data was then carried out for

1. Dalrymplc, T., Flood Frequency Analysis, V.S. Geological Survey
Water Supply Paper, 1953-A, Washington, I960.

2. Report on the surface Hydrology of the Halil Rud Basin, Ealasha-
Jalon Consultants & Engineers Ltd.. 1970.
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homogeneous regions only. The watersheds oomprising of the homo-
geneous investigated region, or regions, were also defined and
their physical characteristics studied. Figure 5 shows the availa-
bility of rainfall data for the Halil Rud Basin in the Jiroft Valley.

B. Because of the general scarcity of data, an effort was made
to complete the records in which data were missing for certain
periods (from days, to months), so that they could be incorporated in
the analysis. V-arious methods are available for supplementing such
data, depending on the intended use of the considered records, and
the type of data contained in them. For the B.P.S., the objective
was to obtain continuous records of monthly rainfalls at stations
where a relatively small number of months was missing in each
record.

V/hen at least two rainfall measurements were available for the
considered year the rainfall in any missing month was assumed to
be a product of the long-term average for that month and a
coefficient (c^) calculated separately for the rainy season (in
the case of B.P.S, six months from Hay to October) and for
the dry season (during the remaining months of the year-). In each
season:

for 1 <k<5 = 1
k

3=1

for k = 0 CL, = 1
K

Yfhere: CL, = seasonal coefficient (there are two such coe—

fficients for each year with R=1 or R=2 for the dry
or the rainy season, respectively.

k = number of moths with available record in a season
(k = 0,1,2,3,4,5)

R. = rainfall during the jth month

R. = mean rainfall in the jth month.
J

Because too large sampling errors were obtained by using C
when only a small number of aonthly rainfalls was avail able
for a particular year, the coefficient CR was replaced by an adju-
sted coefficient CA which takes into account the number of months
within the season for which data were available:

= 1 + (CH - 1) .k/5
H

(2)

was obtained:
By combining (l) and (2), the following expression

+ 1 £ R /R
5 1 J J

(3)
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It should be noted that for k = 0,

for k = 5, CR = CR

= 1 a

The synthetic monthly rainfall (R* •) in any missing month
was therefore calculated by: 1

R*j=C4 . R3 ;; (4)

Monthly rainfall data supplemented according to Eq. (4)
proved to fit measured rainfall data rather well.

&. >.

In the JiPoft Valley, the length of rainfall record differed
from one station to the next. In this case, a procedure was
developed, on the basis of 44 years of record, for adjusting means
and standard deviations according to some common basic period. The
adjustment of means was based on a simple proportion between means
of corresponding years at stations which differ in length of measured
record, but which belong to a hydrologically homogeneous region.
The adjusted standard deviation was calculated from the adjusted mean
using the coefficient of variation (cv ) which was assumed to be
independent of the length of record. This procedure may be illu-
strated by the following example.

Let Station A have N years of rainfall record with a mean R
and a standard deviationvS'.ŵ  both parameters calculated for
the period of IT years, and Station 3 has M years of record with a
mean Rgĵ  and a standard deviation O'-QW . Assuming thai; M > N, the
adjustment for a longer period of the first two moments of rainfall
data for Station A is done as follows:

(i) For the mean

R
AM

RAN
OT:

R,\H = (5)

Hi. '

(ii) For the standard deviation

n. R
,T = Cv!I v (6)

"AM

Hence:

(7)
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Several additional methods were developed for su)
missing streamflow records:

iplementing

(l) Reconstruction of hydrographs

This method was employed when observations of wdber stages
in a stream were interupted for a few days only. In j^uch cases the
hydrograph was first drawn fgr all time intervals foi
streamflow were available. Then the hydrographs were

which data on
extended to

cover also the periods for which no data were available. Finally
estimates of the missing streamflow values were read {directly from
the curves. s

(2) Streamflow recession at the end of the rainy season

Whenever the period for which data vrere missing .lasted not more
than several months, and occurred during the dry season or at the
end of the rainy season, continuing into the dry season, the flow
recession curve was employed for supplementing the incomplete
record. From the preliminary analyses of hydrographs of streams for
which streamflQw data were available and the pattern'of rainfall
distribution during the year, it v/as concluded that for the dry
period, lasting in« the Benue Plateau State from November - December
to March-April, the entire streamflow is a baseflow withdrawn from
storage in the adjacent aquifers. During this period the hydrograph
takes the form of a recession curve described by; .'

= Qo exp (-c<t) (8)

Where:

Q - Streamflow at the beginning of the recession period

Q. - Streamflow at time t

- recession coefficient (< > 0) which depends on
watershed characteristics.

t - time

(9)

Prom Eq« (8) it follow that:

Qt - Qo (QT/QC

where:

Q - daily streamflow just prior to t = o

Q - daily strcamflow just following t = T

Eq. (9). may be employed for supplementing missing data for
a period of T days.
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•i

(3) Correlation of streamflows !

In many cases two or more hydrometric stations are located seve-
ral miles apart on the sane stream., Usually the daily flov/s in two
such stations are highly correlated, with an appropriate time lag. . •
Such a correlation, when found, justified the supplementing of
incomplete records at one station by using the measurements taken
at another station on the same stream. This approach can easily
be - extended to a larger number of stations. For arid and semi-
arid regions, it was found convenient to carry out the correlation
analysis with respect to a dimensionless discharge variable X.
defined by.

X, = Q±/Q. (10)

where Q^ is the daily flow, i is an index running through the
entire period of record and § is the monthly average flow for the
specific month to which Q^ belongs (1 cj<Ll2). The variable x^
is a measure of the relatxve streamflov/ at the station only when a
flow record is available; otherwise x^ is undefined.

{, The various methods of supplementing missing records described
;: above have been repeatedly justified in the literature and shown to

•^yield results which are accurate for all practical purposes. By
" employing these methods complete rainfall and streamflow records
': were made available for the analysis of surface runoff. One should
•»: recall that the alternative to the approach of supplementing missing

records, is the immediate initiation of a data collection programme
; for several years at a larger number of streams. This will-
k. postpone the evaluation of surface v/ater resources needed for the
v preparation of the project until more data become available.

In all cases,the actual computations were carried out by means
of digital computers.

'\ C. In the Benue Plateau State, even with;all available stream-
flow records completed as described above, the:* numb er of years for

^ which streamflow data are available is still insufficient for
f a reliable evaluation of the State's water resources as required
: for planning purposes. On the other hand, as in most other cases,
I rainfall records are- available for much longer, periods of time and
\ at a larger number of gauging stations. These'-records can be uti-
•) lized for the reconstruction of the historical streamflows at the
& existing hydrometric stations for the entire period for which
:; • rainfall records are available. The reconstructed records can then
; be used for the estimation of the mean.and standard deviation of the
•f historical flows and for a frequency analysis of streamflows at each
I station. •"
•f

"i The transformation of rainfall into streamflow data is carried
•\ out by means of a generation model capable of producing a synthetic

record with frequency characteristics similar,, in the statistical
v\ sense, to those of the historical flov/s.
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The following scheme describes the concept of this transformation;

Input (Rainfall)
Watershed

Transformation system
output (streainflow)

The input consists of a sequence of average rainfalls over the
considered watershed. The output has the form of a sequence of
generated streamflows for the same period and the same, watershed.

The watershed transformation sysxem may be described by various
mathematical or statistical models. In each case, the choice of
model depends not only on the physical relationship between input and
output, but also on the type of input data and intended use of the
generated output data.

In the case of the Benue Plateau State, a general multi-linear
regression model was employed. This model is descrbied by the
following equaiion:

(11)

where Qj_ and Q-J.-1 £>J?e the monthly streamflows (in volume units)
during the i-th and (i+1) moths, respectively, counted from the
beginning of the generated sequence; Q. and Q ^ M are the mean
monthly streamflows during the j-th and (j+1) months respectively,
withing a repetitive annual cycle of 12 months; Rj_ and R-5I1 are
the monthly rainfalls (in depth units) during the i-th and (i+1 )
months respectively, counted froxa the beginning of the generated
sequence; Rj and Rj+r{- are the mean monthly rainfalls of the calendar
month j and j+1 (l<j<.12); is a multiple regression coefficient
of Q ^ on Q-| when Ri+-| are kept constant; ^ is a multiple re-
gression coefficient of" Q^+^ on R-j when Q^ is kept constant;
Y is a multiple regression coefficient of Qi+1 on Rj_+-| when

Q^' and Rj+-| are kept constant, vj_.i is a random number drawn
from a normally distributed population; A ^ is the area of the
r-th watershed; £j_+i i

s a*1 independent error term.

The model's details shown schematically in Figure 6, Comparison
of measured and generated data for a 3 years period is shown
in Pig..7

The model as described above is -.based on the assumption that
sufficient rajjifnll data is available. Quite often, rainfall
records are also poor. Then it is necessary to generate them first
and to use the generated rainfall data as input for producing
sequences of synthetic streamflows. (l?ig<- 3), •'••

From the streamflow records, both measured and synthetic, general
estimates of streamflow parameters (flow duration curves, frequency of
occurence of"annual runoff, etc.) can be derived for planning
purposes. Because data'are generally available for a snail number
of watersheds, the regional approach was employed for each of the above
strGamflow parameters. For example, to obtain a regional frequency
carve of annual runoff, frequency rraxvos are first developed for
each hydrometric station. Then these curves are transformed into
a dimcnsionless for (=rati<. of annual runoff to its long-term mean)

I
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By comparing dimensionless frequency curves of stations belonging -to
the same region (defined by using a homogeneity test) a regional

frequency curve is obtained. Figure 9 shows an example of such
curve obtained for a certain region of the Benue Plateau State.

In order to estimate the annual flow in various streams, a vo
volume-area relationship can be established for an investigated
region which includes watersheds of various sizes. The assumed
relationship has the form:

V = CAn (12)

where:

- mean annual flow volume

C, n coefficients

A - area of watershed

Figure 10 shows the volume-area relationship obtained for
the Benue Plateau State )(excluding the hydrometric stations
on the Benue River itself). The high computed correlation coe-
fficient (r = 0.97) indicates a rather high reliability of this
relationship^ Whenever a frequency of occurrence of a given
volume is required, it can be obtained by using the regional
streamflow frequency curve and the volue-area relationship
simultaneously.

In addition, flow duration curves and monthly distribution
of flows were prepared for the planning of water resources in the
State.

In the Jiroft Valley Project, also because of scarcity of
measured data on surface runoff synthetic sjreanflows were obtained
by using rainfall data collected in the surrounding area. These
available for much longer periods of record^ The compiled data
v/ere tested for regional homogeneity. The rainfall stations which
passed the tgst were included in the regional analysis of annual
rainfalls. This analysis, is characterized by an effort to utilize
the maximum amount of data available in the region of which the
investigated Basin is a part. Data from stations included in this
analysis were used for deriving annual rainfall-elevation relation-
ships for various frequencies of annual rainfall. By combining the
hypsometric distribution with the obtained rainfall-elevation
relationships, areal averages of annual rainfalls for specific fre-
quencies over any basin inside the investigated region were derived.
Employing the method of regional analysis, these averages were j

used for establishing several frequency curves of annual rainfall f
for various watersheds within the studied basin.

i
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After verifying the results by comparing them with short tern
records measured inside the watersheds of interest, the basic input
parameters, 50-years sequences gf annual rainfall were generated for
each of these two watersheds. These sequences then served as input
for additional models by means of which sequences of equal length of
synthetic annual arid monthly streamflows were generated. Essentially
these madels were based on the relationship between the average
annual '.rainfall over the entire watershed and streamflow, determined
on the basis of a record of approximately 10 years. In a similar way
synthetic sequences of monthly rainfalls and streaaflows were also
generated. These were later used for planning water resources
projects in the Jiroft Valley*

As emphasized in the introduction, because of the large
fluctuations in streamflows (especially in arid and semi-arid
regions), the available water resources cannot be expressed as a
single figure. The type of information needed as an assessment
of surface water resources p e s on the type of the project
under consideration and its stage of planning and design. Several
methods were described above for obtaining the various types of
information under conditions of scarcity of data.

ASSESSMENT OF GROUNDUATER RESOURCES

Whenever available, ground water is a most attractive source of
water which has a number of advantages over surface water. For
example because of the usually large volume of water available
in storage in the aquifer at any instant, this source is more
reliable and less subject to fluctuations which depnd on climatic
conditions.

It is also a source which is less susceptible to polution.
Whenever both surface water and ground water are available, their
conjunctive use is usually recommended. The decision in each case
however, is based on local conditions.

UnfortunateLy, unlike surface water whosepresence is easily
determined and one has only to evaluate its quantities, the
utilization of ground water requires first an exploration phase in
which the presence of aquifers and ground v/ater basins has to be
determined. Once these sources of water have been located, the
quantities available for exploitation have to be determined. Acco-
rdingly, scarcity of data in this case means scarcity of data
for both stages.

When ample data are available, ie.e. when the.iquifer if well
defined, its hydrological properties (hydraulic conductivity, trans-
missivi-y and storativity)known, and records on water level^

^elevations
exc available at a large number of observation wells and
for a sufficient length of time to yield a reliable statistical
averages, the available quantities of water can be estimated
from th=i v/ater balances prepared for an investigated aquifer.
These water balances, based on Dgrcy's lav/ take on the form:
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£=1
B.T.J. + N + G + = S A Ah (13)1

where:

A

S «•

N

P

• G • -

Ji -

Area of investigated region

Average storativity of investigated region

average • rise in water level over A during period
of balance t.

natural'replenishment over A

pumpage in A. '

return flow in A

length of i-th segment of boundary of investigated
region.

transmissivity along B.

hydraulic gradient normal to B.

-

Obviously this quantitative evaluation of available ground
water resources cannot be carried out in the first stages of a
regional development. Because of the large investments involved
in the exploration phase, especially in drilled wells, an approach
is recommended which combines exploration with the actual develop-
ment of a region of interest. According to this approach the
hydroeological investigations of a region in which little or no
data are available consist of four stages:

Stage 1. Reconnaisance;

The purpose of this stage is to find out whether ground water
basins or aquifers exist at all in the investigated region and
whether the area may be regarded as generally rich or poor in ground
water.

In order, to answer those questions, the genex&l hydxoJeological
model of the region has to be established. This model is composed
of the following components: climate, geology, morphology and
surface water in the region.

The climate component can be established even on the basis of
rather scarce meteorological data, or with supplementary observation
from the vegetation and information gathered from inhabitants.
When even this is not available, information can be obtained from
comparison with other regions of the world with similar geographical
conditions.

The geological component has to be based on a stratigraphical
and structural analysis of the region. In the stratigraphical study
the geological section is divided into hydrostratigraphical units,
i.e. into aquifers, aquitards and aquicludes. The thickness,

1
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The activities during this stage are similar to those
undertaken during the second stage, except that as more data
become available, the obtained results become more accurate. A
new feature in the analyses carriecĵ ut during this stage is the
time factor. Additional and improved water balances can be
prepared and spring discharge fluctuations can be analyzed.

Stage 4. Accurate hydrological balance stage;

In tMs stage, more advanced methods of investigation, explora-
tion and evaluation are applied in order to arrive at a higher degree
of accuracy in the estimation of the ground water development
potential. In this advanced stage possibilities of utilization of
one time reserve as well as artificial recharge, conjunctive use
techniques and detailed mangement programmes are also studied.

Data during this fourth stage is obtained from the actual
operation of the project. The emphasis in this stage is on improved
management procedures and on efforts to reach optimal utilization.
During this stage, ample data is already available on the aquifers
and a mathematical model of it is usually established for the pu~
rpoee of determining its optimal yield.

In the Jiroft Valley Project, Stages 1 and 2 have been completed
by now and a large number of wells are already in operation. These
wells served first as exploration wells which supplied information on
the quifer, and then were equipped as pumping wells. Pumping tests
in these wells provided information on aquifer parameters. V/ater
levels measure in these were used for draw±ng contour maps, which
were in turn used for establishing a prelirniary water balance of
the aquifer.

The project is now at its third stage of refining the information
on available ground water. Plans are also being prepared for conju-
nctive use of surface and ground water resources based on the evalu-
ation of surface v/ater resources described in the previous section.

In general, actual development nay start following the second
stage. As the development continues, more observations of water
levels (in time and space) become available and the assessment
of water resources can be refined and up—dated continuously.

The various metfchods described above for supplementing missing
data, preparation of synthetic sequences of natural replenishment^
etc., can also be applied in the assessment of ground water reso-
urces.

The methods described above for the assessment of water
resources under conditions of scarcity data, are by no means the only
ones or the best ones. They were presented here as an example
of how relatively simple methods can be employed in-'order to
or ercome the barrier of lack of data, both at the prelimrbaarytstages
of planning the development of wate^esources and at the more
advanced phases of detailed design of projects.
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All shallow artificial recharge methods involve the spreading
of water over the ground surface. Trie larger the wetted area over
which water is allowed to spread and eventually seep through the
zone oi aeration into the zone of saturation, the better. The
infiltration rate also increases with the length of time water is
allowed to stand on tue surface soil. Thus the time and area over
which water is recharged influence the success or otherwise of
shallow artiiicial recnarge methods.

shallow artiiicial recnarge may be classified into five methods.
It is outside trie scope oi this note to discuss the possible appli-
cation to iiast .airica of every metnod in detail. This is because the
topographic, geologic and soil conditions and other relevant factors
and parameters vary from one country to trie other in East Africa,
and withing the same country i'rom one location to the other. However,
the particular experience in Sudan is referred to whenever it is
relevant. Whether tnat particular experience can be efiecti\eLy
applied here in ^ast Airica is left for the rural engineers to judge,
each in nis own jurisdiction and according to the conditions
prevalent there.

2.1 The i'loodinp; method.

This method can be used in rural areas v/iiere the topography
is flat or the land slopes are very gentle. It is particularly
suitable in the basins and deltas of flashy streams that flow only
for part of the year. Tne geologic and. soil formations of such
basins and deltas should, as a rule, be suitable to accommodate and
permit the recharge of surface wat^r in the zone of saturation. This
method is mainly used to irrigate rural lands for the cultivation of
quick-ripening crops that satisfy their watir needs irom water
stored in the zone of saturation. It can also be used for rural
water supplies. An advantage or this method is that recharged
areas do not need to be elaborately prepared ana the cost involved
is minimal.

In this method, the recharged areas are first enclosed by low
banks or small canals to effectively control the distribution of
water throughout trie Hooding period. Regulators are also needed
to regulate the release ox water at suitable intervals over- the
upper reaches of tne flooded areas, l-ractice in judan and elsewhere
tells us that it is better to flood the recharged areas witu a thin
.sheet of water and that this water should be made to flow at a
minimum velocity so as not to disturb tne aoil.

In Sudan the flooding metnod is practiced to irrigate the
deltas of tne Gash river and the Baraka river in the eastern Sudan
and in the Abu aabl stream catcnmcnt in the -./estern J>udan. The
practice followed in the .river Gash catcniaent in .Eastern Sudan will
be discussed here as an example.

The Gash river is a flashy, erratic stream flowing from the
Ethiopian highlands near Asmara.

i

The river is in flow for about three months, the bulk of the
flood arriving between mid-July and early oentember. u'low is very
Variable and flushes of 7.60 m3 per second- have been recorded. The
average flood volume rarely exceeds iiali a milliard in any one year.



The Gash delta, in Sudan covers roughly 30Q,,000 hectared. The area
effectively irrigated varies^onsiderabiy according to the magnitude
oi the flood and may reach 30,-OOG hectares'in a fairly good year,
that is, 10 percent of the total available area.

rig. 1 shows a plan cf t..e Gash de;lta in LSudan below Kassala
town. There are five head regulators wiiich regulate the flow of
the flood waters over the Gash delta. The opening in the head
regulators, which are usually about five metres high, are contro-
lled by means of stop logs which are inserted and withdrawn by
hand - poerated steel hooks. The water from the river flows into
main canals tnrough these head regulators and from the canals/the /to
plots by means of small water courses. The system of small water
courses covers the: whole delta. The crops grown in the Gash delta
are millet and cotton wnich depend ior their water supply on the
water stored in the zone o. saturation in the delta.

The flooding metaod in the Gash delta is also used ior rural
water supplies. A head regulator- v/ith a design capacity of 20
cumecs feeds a natural spills channel. The diverted water is used
to replenish the natural underground sand reservoir at Gammam
village. The well centre at Gamaiani village is not far from the Gash •
river, as shown on i?ig. 1. Water Is pumped from the Gammam well
centre,into overhead tanks for distribution by pipes to all parts
of the delta. Water pumped xrom the well centre is of a far better
quality than the contaminated silty water of tne Gash river. .

More important still is the fact that except during the rainy
months of July, August ^nd September ŵ -ea tne Gash river is in
flow, there is a severe shortage of water in the delta. Water
artificially recharged into the Gammam aquifers during July, August
and September, is the only source of water in thi delta during the
rest of the year. The system is designed to deliver 100,000 gallons
of water per day, with scope ior an additional 300y000•gallons per
•day.

The flooding method is used in the Gash delta both for irri-
gation and water supply purposes. The same method is successfully
adopted in the Baraka river catchment and the Abu Habl stream catch-
ment. The possibility of the adopting this method in East Africa,
both for rural irrigation and rural water supplies, could be the
subject of further studies.

2.2 The Basin Method

The basin method is used in rural areas where the recharged
area lies alongside a surface stream. The geologic and soil
formations of such recharge areas should be suitable for artificial
recharge. The basin method is mainly used for rural irrigation
Projects and rural water supply Projects. With this method is
used, the land bordering the stream on (i) one, or both, banks is
divided into basins by the contruction of longitudinal banks
parallel to, and as near to the stream as they.'^ould safely be
placed, and (ii) of crosa banks joining longitudinal banks to
from a network of inter-connected basins in series. The layout,
size, and shape of the^e basins is dictated by the local topography
in each particular case. Pig. 2 shows a typical system cf
recharge basins in series.

If needed a diversion structure is built across the main
stream cnannel. Water iu then admitted through on inflow canal
into the upper basin. When the first basin is full, water
overflows through, an section into the second basin (at a lower
elevation; ., and so on, until the entire system of basins is full.
Water is then allowed to stand on the basins until
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percolation to tne zone o^ saturation is complete. The remaining excess
water co.n then be returned to tne main at ream channel througn. an outflow
canal, i'he basins then is ready ior cultivation. V/ater stored .in the
zone of saturaLion supports Uie plants throughout tneir growing phase.

The success of this method depends on the infiltration rate
of the particular location considered. The- method could be ruled out
in silty and clay formations, where tuts infiltration rate is adver-
sely low. Recnargc rates of up to 9.6 feet per day had Jeen observed
in Santa Ana iiiver, California.

Today the basin method stands out as the boat aetnod of arti-
ficial recharge on account of economy, ea^e of construction and
supervision, and efficient use 01 space. Vast stretches of waste
lands have been reclaimed by using this method in many countries of
the worId.

In Northern Sudan this metnod
practiced in the Shen&i and Dongola
are a series of natural depressions
Just before tne peak of the annual
through a simple regulator into the
average depth of two metres. It is
and then returned to the river Nile
sufliciently. The following table
Shendi basins in a fairly good ye^

is extensively and successfully
districts. The Shendi basins
near the banks of the Main Nile.
Nile flood, water is admitted
se basins, filling them to an
held there for about 2 months
after its level had fallen
gives the -ar̂ as flooded in the '
, in hectares.

Basin

llugna
Ilamid
Basabir
Salawa
Sayal
Guw
Taiy
Kelii
Kumeir

Area flooded, in ha

840
3,800
2,100
3,000
1,300
1,300
3,000
4,600
1,300

The total area floodeu in a fairly good year is of the order
of 20,000 hectares. The flooded area depends on the extent of the
Nile i.lood and may vary from 4,00 hectares to 40 .,000 hectares
depending on the floods. The crops grown are quick-maturing mainly,
millet and chickpea because the basin metnod allows a single heavy
watering during autumn with a single crop grown during the following
winter.

The Dongola basins are similar to the ohendi basins, but the
only ones ox any importance are the Kerma' basin and Letti basin.
In a fairly good ye_r they watv_r 13,000 hectares and 3,000 hectar.es,
respectively. In order to improve the watering 01 the Kerma basin
and to augment the artificial recriargu oi ground water a system of
16 inch tube-wells we^e drilled covering tue Keruc basin. The
results were immediately felt. The volume of water recharged under-
ground in the zone 01 saturation increased appreciably to the extent
that a second crop was grown after the first was harvested. Peasants
in tiie Shendi and Dongola basins draw their water supplies from
wells which are recnarged by the .nnual flood waters ox the Nile
when admitted into the^e basins.
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2.3 The Natural Channel method

The essence ox this method is ]
over which water is recharged from a;
the natural flow of water,, and by sp

o increase tne time and area
natural stream by both retarding
eading it over the iloodplain

of the stream. In this method, longitudinal banks running alo::g
and some distance from either- bank o* the natural steam are constru-
cted. Low check dams are then builtaacross the stream and connecting
the raised bandks on either side of *ne stream. These check dams
are spaced at predesigned intervals.'* The natural flow of the stream
is tnen dammed upstream from these check dams - in such a manner
that recharge ponds are formed. Surface w^ter from these recharge
ponds then seeps down to the zone of(saturation and replenishes the
underground storage (see fig. 3).

Another version of this metaod'is to construct a series of
staggered temporary earth dykes traversing and spanning the larger
portion ô; the stream section from which they begin. The flow of
the natural stream uhen spreads across and is contained within the
banks on either side of the stream. The serpentine path followed
by the waters of the stream helps to retard the flow of surface
water, giving it more time to seep underground over the extended
recharge area (see fig. 4).

The natural channel method is extensively used in audaru A
typical example is the river Kahad. The river liahad is a seasonal
stream, that flows in spates for tnree months every year. V/hun
the river bed is dry, the farmers build low check dams of rock and
wire across its dry bed. When the river falls, recharge ponds are
formed upstream from the check dams., ourface water from these
recharge ponds seeps down to the zone oi saturation and replenish
the underground storage. A variety of quick-maturing crops, like
millet and water melon, are then grown on the floodplain of the Rahad.
Villagers depend ior taeir existence on these crops on which they
live for th<s whole year. Almost all the domestic water supply of
the villagers along the river Rahad comes from, wells dug in the
floodplain of the river Hahad upstream from the chuck dams.' The
same welle are used to recharge the underground water storage when
the Rahad is in flood. Useful pasture lands are provided on the
Rahad floodplain upstream from the check dams, when the Rahad falls,
Villagers have also found that such recharge ponds provide them with
a good supply offish. It can also be mentioned hero that the Dinder
National Park Lodge dep^ndc ior its water supply on a system of wells
dug in the river Dinder iloodplain upstream a check dam.

The natural channel method is used here in East Africa mainly
to reduce tue flood hazards oi erratic streams. There is however
scope j.oi- itis use in water supply and irrigation projects.

2.4 The Ditch bethod.

This method is ideal for undulating land where the terrain
is not flat. A ditch network bordering one or both banks of a
natural stream is dug (jsee fig. 5). The peripheral ditches should
be larger than the intermediate ditches.. Ab a rule these ditches
should be flat-bottomed, shallow and closely spaced to obtain maximum
water-contact area. Water is tnon admitted into tue system of dit-
ches and kept tuers unitl percolation to the zoms of saturation
is complete, A collecting ditch at the downstream end oi the area
returns the remaining exĉ iiS watt,-r to tne main stream. Where the
land slopes are steep, cnecks could be built and incorporated in
the ditch system to facilitate a bettor water distribution.

ft-
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Fig-

Engineers have developed many different designs of ditch
systems. Each design is dictated by the local topography and
available recharge ^rea. In America, thui contour ditch type, the
lateral ditch type, and tnu tree-shaped ditch type are most common.
The ditch method might be used in East Africa to advantage because
the terrain is generally irrigular.

2.5 The Pit method.

Where rather impermeable subsurface strata (hardpan, clay or
silt) within the zone of aeration cannot transmit water readily
downward to the zone of saturation, the spreading techniques outlined
above become invalid. '//hen and where it is economically possible
to remove such impermeable intervening strata by excavation, arti-
ficial recharge in pits may be attempted. Pits are dug to such
depth that the impermeable geologic formations which restrict tiie
downward flow of w-ter to ta^ zone of suture.tion are removed. The
sides ox the excavated pits should be nearly vertical, which avoids
the deposition of silt on trie sides so that side infiltration is not
restricted.

Recharge through pits can only be used for water supply
projects, and not for irrigation projects. This is a considerable
drawback as far rural artificial recharge is concerned, because
pits and shafts cost more to construct and recht.rge smaller volumes
of water than do other methods mentioned earlier. Also in East
Africa the use of the pit method to obtain potable, wholesome rural
water supplies could be more expensive than the conventional chemical
treatment of surface water. In developed countries where the rivers'
water are polluted by industry, the use of the pit method could be
economically acceptable, but most probably not in East Africa.

Recharge through pits could be economically acceptable in
cases such as abondened gravel pits bordering newly built roads, or
when the excavated soil from recharge pits could be utilized
elsewhere. But, often such cases occur only where there are no
rural settlements to make use oi them or where there are no surface
streams to feed the recharged pits.

Aftrificial recharge through pics and shafts could be ruled
out in East AiriCw. due to, among other factors, the economic cost
involved and the limitations in recharge volumes and consequent
limitations in the field of application of this method.

3 - CONCLUSIONS

The object of this paper is to introduce the different methods
of shallow artificial recharge of groundwater. It is outside the
scope oi this not to discuss tiie possible successful application of
any one method in E-.ut Africa. This is governed by the local topo-
graphic, geologic an<s soil conditions of tho different" regions and
Localities in East Africa. Such conditions vary greatly from one
country to tuo otiur in '̂:.ut Afric^. ..nd within any one country in
East Africa one region or location to the other. Abo tut; successful
application of any onu motnod in East Africa depends on tho volumes
of available water to be recharged and the ultimate water use,
whether ior rural water supplies or rural irrigation projects or
both. The l^nd value, water quality and climate may sometimes play
a decisive role and have to be considered. Evon if ^.ny one method
proves to be applicable hurt- in East Africa, the economic cout
incurred has to be reasonable and the coat-benefit ratio favoux'able.

C;
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The shallow artificial recharge met lods cost least and can
be used both for rural irrigation projec u and rural water supply
projects. These methods are therefore bfeen treated in this note.
The experience in Sudan is referred to whenever relevant. Of
course, the successful application of tijfese methods in Sudan does
not me ion that they can be successfully implemented in East Airica.
This again depends partly on the topography, geology and soils
of the particular location considered, j
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WATER SUPPLIES III SEluI-ARII) CONDITIONS

PEI-IAEABLE DAiiS

R.L.
Raikes and Partners, Consulting Engineers
and Hydrologists, Homes, Italy.

1. INTRODUCTION

I am assuming that this conference is essentially concerned
with the practical aspects of Rural Water Supply. These aspects
range from the location and listing of sources of water; the
hydrological assessment of their long-term yields; the efficient
long-term extraction of water from-them; its distribution to the
point or points where it will be consumed by people, animals or
crops (under irrigation); purification of the water to the various
standards that good public health practice dictates for various
uses; and finally ensuring that used water> whether used by
humans or animals or in irrigation does not contaminate water
sources and, ideally, that it does not get wasted.-

My concern is with location and extraction whether from
surface of underground sources and, since the long-term use of
underground sources can only be ensured if there is adequate
natural or artificial recharge of the aquifer, I am also concerned
with v/aste water as a potential source of recharge.

As regards this last I will only say that conditions can, or
can foreseeably, be such that the full requirements of a particular
scheme can only be met by a considerable degree of "recycling'' of
used water. The subject that I have chosen for this paper is that
of intentional^ leaking, or permeable dams. They are sometimes
. called detention dams as opposed to retention dams, the inference
being that detention implies short-term storage: they are also
called recharge dams. All the descriptions are valid. The concept
has the advantage ox intrinsic cheapness. It also hats the advantage
of flexibility in use: e.g. it can be used for direct flood irrigation
or for recharge (of pumped aquifers) or both.

2. RELEVANCE TO TANZANLR •

•

Lluch of Tanzania is semi-arid. These conditions are on the one
hand aggravated by low latitude and on the other are somewhat mitigated
by fairly nigh altitudes. The conditions are however, as i'ar as
climate is concerned, fairly characteristic of semi-arid tropics:
high evapo-transpiration; high maximum temperatures; high diurnal
range of temperature; pronounced seasonality ol'.rainfall (often
bi-modal); rainfall characterised by high intensities, high totals
for single storms, short duration of individual storms and high
seasonal and areal variability.

2.1. Under sucn conditions the run-off t.-iat results from rainfall
is almost always more or leso flashy in character and oxten with
high peak discharges. I am only concerned in this paper with areas,
such as ior instance parts of the oerengeti, where torrent beds
are dry except immediately after flood-producing rain. The
hydrograph of a typical flood from even a small catchment of sub-
catchment (of the order of say 500 sq. km. are.*) is seldom the

I
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product of rainfall over the ..hole of such catchment or sub-catchment;
it is more likely to be the result of a single storm system (generally
moving) of wuich only a part may cover the catchment in question or
of wnicii the wiiole may only cover a part of the catchment. The shape
of the hydrograph under such conditions is extraordinarily constant
as between one part of the world and anotuor, particularly as
regards the time base or duration. The run-off from larger catchments
tends to take a more complex form since in effect the hydrographs
of various individual storms are superimposed on each other with
various lag times. The overall effect remains however much the same,
with high combined discharges of relatively short duration or maybe
a fairly quick succession of flood peaks at the outlet of the catchment.
The outlet of the catchment for present purposes is tue point
under study at whicn it is proposed to conserve water for rural
water use.

3. B PALIS

The basic intention hehind a permeable dam or detention dam
is to convert highly variable flood discharges into long-term flow
of low variability (generally a combination of surface and sub-
surface flow) with the smallest and cheapest structure practicable
The conversion is acuieved by:

(a) Allowing water impounded behind the dam to leak safely through
it and under it ('./hien requires tnat there should be permeable
river-bed alluvium) and

(b) By using either a permanently open draft pipe or conduit, or
one with a valve or penstock, to discharge water at prede-
termined rates depending on the head (i.e. maximum at full
supply level, minimum at the take-off level) to direct flood-
irrigation use or for recharge of an aquifer whose top surface
is at a lo\*er level.

Very often the aquifer is the same river bed alluvium,
downstream of the dam, and if tnis is of not very great capacity
complete absorption of outflow for recharge may require several
kilometres.

4. CHOICE Oi'1

Detention of all, or a predetermined proportion of, discharges
at the outlet would require a very much larger capacity and larger
dam structure than would be required for detention of all, or
the same predetermined proportion of, dischargee at each sub--
catchment outlets. But assuming that the main outlet 3ite and
sub-catchment outlet sites have approximately similar snapes as
regards longitudinal slope, side slopes, proportion of widtn of
channel to height of dam (i.e. much narrower at sub-oatchment
sites) and form of upstream basin, the same capacity as is achieved
by one dam of height H at the main outlet can be achieved by 8
dams of height ii at sub-catenmeht outlets.

2 .

5 5l'or capacity & height and H = 8.

The ratio of 1:2 for heignts ij cnosen for iliuctr.-tion only.
Since the volume of material in any eartii bank is> in practice
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and when account is taken of berms and of some additional top
width and free board in the case of nigher banks, approximately
proportioned to H-> it follows th-.t the volume of material in
multiple sub-catcnment detention structures would ba approximately
the same as tnat in a large structure at the main outlet.

5. AI) VANTAGES Oi? lviULTIPIuJ SbiALL' DAivik

However there are certain very great advantages, some more
obvious than others ̂  in using Multiple low dams. They may be
grouped under the headings of hydrology, hydraulics and
construct ion:-

5.1. Hydrology

Provided that reliable rainfall data are available, particularly
as regards intensity/duration, daily depths, and their distribution
in time and provided that some (probably short-term) related run-off
data are either available or are made available during a preliminary
phase OJ. a water supply project, it is not difficult to determine
the approximate thalweg length of a sub-catchment (for length is
more important than area) for which the maximum probable flood
event would be that due to a single storm. This is not necessarily
a storm covering the whole oi the sub-catchment since the duisbions
critical for shorter thalweg lengths are associated with higher
intensities of rainfall. The long-term flood regime of such a
sub-catcliment is generally easier to forecast with less dependence
on subjective assumptions or onlnng-term flood records than that
of the main catchment would be.

In studying rainfall and its related run-off the
establishment of criteria we are searcning to quantify such
concepts as initial loss, surface detention storage, infiltration
rate and so on which are often without much eiror treated as
constants for a given catchment although not in fact so. Both
initial loss and infiltration rate, ho.vever assessed, so diminish
rainfall available for flood generation (rainfall excess) that
an increase of rainfall intensity from i mm to (i + i) mm
may double the peak discharge resulting.

The outflow regime and its effect on available storage in
similar downstream structures is generally of little more
significance hydrologically than low base flo.w even if overall
cost effectiveness requires detention of only a part of available
flows (after making allowance for designed outflows) with some
occasional substantial spillway discharges. The routing of
•floods through storago for arriving at economical and effective
combinations of storage and spillway capacity is much simplified
in the case of carefully selected sub-catchments.

5.2. Hydraulics

There is firstly the-question of flov; through and under the
dam determined normally by the flow-net matuods originally
developed in India fox- dams and barrages on permeable foundations,
i'hese methods although neat and elective are considerably dependent
on assumptions raaue o.s to the degree of compactness of relatively
coarse material in the dam itself. •.Vhilo the use of under-drainage
or toe drainage can eliminate a^mott ail risk that excessive seepage
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may cause flotation of particles of the dam material (piping) the
risk nevertheless remains. In the c-.se of a small dam the
construction of a downstream berm to increase the flow path can
be quickly and fairly cheaply done and is a permanent cure.
The larger the dam t:±e longer thisj operation would take and time
might be import-inc. A large penstock controlled outlet ;..or use
in emergency is advisable if the dam is just upstream of a
settlement.

Secondly there is the question of the drait pipe which I perfer
to visualise as permanently open without valve or penstock. The
selection of the size of this is not very easy, the main problem
being that of limiting tne velocity of flow in the pipe. This
requires careful consideration of nea.d. As part of tnis question
taere is also that of siltation: it is recommended that the designer
accept an amount of dead storage wiiich represents the ebtiinated
amount of siltation in a given number of years. This may be at
as much as half the height of tne dam vvxiile representing only some
10/b - 15>o of its volume. It is recommended that tne draft pipe be
set horzontal at tnis level with a simple screened intake structure.
It siiould be sited at a distance upstream from the dam, and at one
side of the impounded basin, such that the velocity in the pipe is
within the safe limit for the material used. This will still
normally be a fairly considerable velocity and it is therefore
recommended that the horizontal draft pipe be led to a small stilling
pond downstream of the dam (and on the flank, of the valley) from
which the water can be conveyed to the river bed by an open cnannel
in cascade.

5.3. Construction

On the one hand a large dam enables equipment to be used
for a longer period in one place while possibly involving longer
leads: on the other hand the multiple small dams mean shorter
periods of use between moves but possibly shorter leads. Dams
snould preferably not all be constructed simultaneously unless
completion before the flood season can b& guaranteed since it is
essential tnat upstream dams be completed first if 'the scheme
is to operate as planned.

5.4-. Materials

belection of the material to place in txie dan) requires
considerable judgement. Clay is out of the question, since it i.=
impermeable: a predominantly silty material is pror|e to "piping'1

and therefore requires more accurate flow-net calculations and
very careful design of "inverted filters" at underd.rains; neither
of thete factora justifies rejecting silt but they both require
that the design be undertaken by cperionc^d engineers.
A sand/silt mix is generally easy to deal with bui;,, even sand alone
can be used if vary fine-. However sand nau the disadvantage that
the great permeability requires a longer flow path^aad therefore
wider section and greater volume. At tî e same time sand unless
very fine and rounded can be relatively difxicult to load fast
into scrapers wnile being easier tnan some materials.tto compact.
All these construction iictorL, ,.iici other not mentioned, have
to be taken into account wnen designing.



6. 'f ION

The end product of a system of permeable dams is that xloods
generated above each unit are temporarily slbored (and perhaps
partially spilled) by that unit which, so lpng as there is water
in the unit, will be^discnarging botu throu%h che draft pipe and
underground. Phreatic levels in t-.ie river feeds will rise and in
certain circumstances ./astaincd flow may result all through the
rainy season. Piireatic water may be extracted by pumping, from
wells or galleries, any largo volumes of aqfuifei that may be-
identified by geophysical soundings; naturally trie wells must
be near where the water is required. Liuch pumped parts oi the
aquifer will act as drainage sumps for both surface and underground
flow. In the case of sustained flow it may be most effective to
lead this off at suitable points ^or irrigation or it may be allowed
to flow unchecked to those dr.'.inage sumps. Extraction oi ' groundwater
can be done in several-ways - shallow bore.holes, pumped galleries,
gravity-flow galeries etc. depending on the conditions. It is
worth noting that tne.̂ e detention structures perform a valuable
flood control task as well: indeed one could almost say that
they are basic flood control and utilisation structures.
Although I have referred specifically to t@rrents that are normally
dry it is not difficult to modify tne principle so as to apply it to
small sustained seeisonal' streams. In these cases the main benefit
is from increased surface flow for irrigation or other uses. Any
recharge of groundwater in these circumstances can generally only
be achieved by diverting regulated surface! to potential groundwater
reservoirs away from the river. I

7. CONCIUoIOH ;'

•ihe foregoing describes a cheap type of earth dam that avoids
the cost and difficulties of an impermeablje core and deep cut-off.
Any mobile earth-moving equipment can bu ufced and skilled labour
and rigid materials are required only for it no spillway, draft
pipe and, in certain circumstances, for th% toe drain. Points
to watch in design are:- the estimated triansmissibility of the
dam material and the measured transaissibility of tî e undisturbed
material below it and their use in constructing a flow net; the
risk ox slips in cn«:upstream face due to relatively rapid drawndown
if a silty material is used. However the most important point of
all is to get the hydrology right before design starts: This method
oi construction, properly designed and carried out, can control
and utilise irregularly occurring floods by combined use of
short-term surface storage ;-.ind long-term ground storage.
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BASIC CONGIL^JIATIONS J:'OR TIjk .UOJ

Or HURAL WAT

By Andre Harlaut

SWECO-VBB, S tockholm, Sweden

1 . r e n e r a l

The final objectives of any public water supply
system are:- i

to supply safe and wholesome water,

to supply water in adequate quantity,

to make water readily available.

From the purely public health point of view there is no doubt
that the above objectives should be fulfilled also for rural water
supplies. Unfortunately full satisfactory water supply systems
are expensive and beyond the financial means of most rural water
supply programmes. Alternative solutions must be compromises
between economic realities and public health necessities.

However, the search for economical solutions which will serve
a maximum of consumers within a given finanaial frame should not
result in the implementation of inadequate systems which in the •
long run do not improve the public health conditions and may
thus be even more uneconomical than more; elaborate and expensive
systems. The implementation of limited 'systems is justified
only as a first step towards a more complete soluti'on. The
possibility of extending and improving the systems in the future
should always be borne in mind.

A single water supply system which could apply to the whole
country does not exist. The types of water resources available
and the water requirements differ widely and, consequently, a
great variety in conception and design of water supplies is required.

The rural population is very often scattered over large areas
or is grouped in small communities. Concentration is being encou-
raged by the development of Coromunity Villages but the process of
concentration will most probably be slo\y and for many years to come
a considerable part of the rural population will remain scattered.

x'or villages tind communities where an increasing concentra-
tion and a future development can be foreseen, provision should be
made, v/herever possible, for the ultimate distribution of safe
water to points easily accessiole by the majority of the people.
The distribution layout and the general design should iacilitate
future extensions and future individual house connections. The
first step towards developing a more comprehensive water systec
could be a piped supply with limited distribution facilities but
with the main structures designed so that future extensions could
be easily carried out.

For areas with scattered populations it is not generally pos-
sible to provide tne same distribution facilities as for communities.
An improvement of the water situation cian be obtained by creating
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safe and wnolesome water sources or by improving existing water
sources. Wells, boreholes or water points with ample protection
against pollution and equipped with mechanical lifting devices
should at many places be a satisfactory solution. In most cases it
would not be feasible to provide distribution facilities.

2. Design Period

The period of operation for which a new water supply system
should be designed is governed by a number of considerations, the most
important of which are the anticipated grov/th of the population and
water consumption, the durability of materials from which the com-
ponent parts of the works are to be constructed and financial rates
of interest and amortization.

Theoretically it should be necessary to have a reliable
prognosis of the anticipated water consumption for a period longer
than the most durable part of the works and, considering all the
above mentioned factors, to search for each compnnent part the
most economical dimension.

However, since unexpected alterations in the prognosis made
must always be anticipated, it is usually economical and reaso-
nable to limit the design period ior a water supply system to the
period for which the prognosis can be considered as reasonably
reliable. The general possibility to extend the works in the future
should, however, alv/ays be borne in mind.

For urban conditions it is usually considered as economical
and reasonable to limit the design period of a v/ater supply systera
to 30 to 40 years. For mechanical equipment such as pumps and
motors which have a high rate of depreciation and for those parts
of the works that can easily be extended or doubled the design
period may be 15 to 20 years or even less.

i?or rural water supplies there is no agreement^clesigners /between j
as to a suitable design period, but it is advisable to consider
wherever possible an overall design period of at least 20 years.
The system should be planned for the final stage at the end of
the 20-years period and the possibility of development in stages
and the necessity of replacing cei'tain items of equipment at
certain intervals should always be considered. The general possi-
bility of extending and improving the system in the far future
should always be borne in mind.

3. Number of V/ater Consumers to be Served

In order to arrive at an estimate of the number of water
consumers to be expected throughout the whole design period it is
common practice to consider the changes which have taken place in the
past. In rural conditions, iiovvtvur, even tht determination of the
present population is in itself a difficult task, and attempts to
forecast the future population generally encounter great difficulties.
The designer must consequently exercise considerable judgement in
predicting the future development.

4. Water Consumption per Capita

In rural vv̂ .ter supplies the consumers are mainly the domestic
consumers, thy institutions, .such as schools and dispensaries and



the livestock. In certain cases irrigation may bo combined with
domestic v^ter supply but in this case special studies are
required v;/hich are not considered in this paper. Generally
there are very few reliable date, regarding the present water
consumption in rural areas. li'roin the few research studies avai-
lable the following observations c-tn be niad.j:-

- The average daily consumption of water provided from public
tap seems to be lesi tnan 5 gallons (23 litres) per capita
per day.

- The average daily consumption of water provided through
house connections is considerably higher but does not seem
to exceed 20 gallons (91 litres) per capita per day.

Generally it is considered that, including leakage and waste,
an average of 10 gallons (45 litres) per capita per day is re-
quired for domestic purposes, i.o. drinking, cooking, ablution
and laundry and that the provision of 25 gallons (about 110 litres)
per capita per day is uost desirable in hot countries.

bince the construction costs and the operation costs of water
supplies are dependent on the amount of water provided it will
be necessary to reach a compromise and adapt the final goal
of the rural water development to the financial means available.
However, since limiting the water consumption is always connected
with technical and social disadvantages it is necessary to be .
prudent in this matter and alv;ays make provisions for an unexpected-
ly rapid growth of the water demand. As a first approximation
to be confirmed by study of the real conditions it seems reasonable
to assume that when water is available in sufficient amount the
water consumption including leakage and waste grows as follows:-

Average daily consumption per capita
vth

.Domestic Consumption

In densely populated
areas with piped sup
plies and easily ac-
cessible public taps

Ditto with, house
connection .

1st year 10 year 20L year
litres gallons litres gallons litres gallons

30

90 20 135

10

30

70

180

15

40

areas without distri-
bution facilities or
with poor distribution
facilities

Livestock Consumption
(per livestock unit)

15 18

23

23

I
Taking into account local variations ox conditions higher or

lowex- values should be considered in certain areas. For the livestock
hither values should apply if and where the future plans iniude
the implementation of organized dairies.



5» V/ater source

Before installing a water supply system, investigations of the
available water sources are an important part of the design. It
is necessary before deciding to invest considerable sums in systems
such as extensive piped supplies, which in themselves attract a
population concentration around the tiiw facilities,, to make sure
tnat the water sources available will oe sufxicient not only in
the near future, but also in trie long run. i'he water source finally
selected should in any case be capable of meeting .the water demand
expected after 20 years, and further reserves should exist for
considerable extension if required after the considered 20 years
period.

6. Pump Capacity

There is little information available as regards the dura-
bility of pumps and motors in rural conditions. It seems, however,
reasonable to provide a pumping capacity sufficient to satisfy
the expected water demand after 5 - 1 0 years and to make provisions
for installation of larger pumps wnen required.

It is generally recommended to provide xor a certain emer-
gency capacity, However, for economical reasons provision of such
emergency reserves should always be weighed against the possibili-
ties ox obtaining water from other sources during emergency
periods- For most supplies tue provision of two pump units
together capable of delivering the daily demand with an effective
pumping time of 12-16 hours per day should provide sufficient
emergency reserve. The capacity of each pump unit should be
chosen in each particular case with due consideration to the
characteristic curves for pumps and water mains.

7. Storage Capacity

Generally the cost of storage tanlcs is an important part
of the construction costs. Storage tanks are usually provided
in pumped supply systems in order to maintain a necessary balancing
effect as well as a certain emergency reserve. Cfonaidering the
construction costs involved, it ia advisable to investigate the
necessary storage capacity for each particular case taking into
account the advantages of a reserve in relation to the investment
cost. ipor a pumped supply system equipped with two pumps as
described above the need for reserve is less than for a pumped
supply from one single borehole with one single pump. In many cases
it may be economically and technically advantageous to construct
a small tank in a first phase and to add a new tank in ciie future
when the v/ater consumption has increased. ouch possibility of con-
struction in phases should be considered in each particular case.
For supplies by gravity from ponds or streams it may not be neces-
sary in many cases to provide any storage capacity in the distri-
bution system.

As a general indication it seê is advisable to determine the
storage capacity to be installed in a first phase on the basis
of the water consumption expected after 5 - 1 0 years with due con-
sideration given to the future possible extensions.



The volume required for balancing the daily variations in
consumption can be calculated if the expected variations are known,
i'or urban conditions this volume is usually 20-30 % of the daily
consumption. However, if it is accepted lor economical reasons
that snortage of water may occur during short periods of tne day,
the said volume could be less.

The need ior reserve will vary from project to project as
mentioned above, but tliu storage capacity should always be sufii-
cient to meet the water demand during the snort interruptions
of operation wnich may be required for daily or weekly routine
maintenance. It does not seem economical to provide reserve
for major repairs which, iy tiiey cannot be made within a few
hours, will probably need several days of attendance. Emergency
of this kind snould be met by other means and principally by
rationalization and increased, efficiency of the m3.intenr.nce
routines.

Ground reservoirs are much cheaper tnan elevated tanks and
should be prefer red \i'aen possible. 'The storage capacity could be
chosen somewhat larger for ground reservoirs than for elevated
tanks.

It must be borne in mind whan choosing the storage capacity
that the operation of the water supply system is more complicated
vvnen the reservoir volume is small and if one wants to avoid waste
and water shortage.

8. Pioework and Distribtuin facilities

Depending on the layout of trie particular scheme and on
the relative location of the water source, storage tank and
distribution points, t^e xlow to be t-fxen into consideration,
in dimensioning the pipes will vary between a value equal to the
puap OX' intake xlow ^nd a value equal to tne peak consumption.

It is thus important to design tne general layout so taat
a minimum cost is obtained for tne wnole of tne supply system.
A development ox the water mains and networks in phases should v

always be considei-ed.

In most cases the pipework and distribution system are
the moyt costly components of the water supplies. If and where
a reduction of the initial construction coot is required., it seems
advisable to. consider in the first place a reduction of the distri-
bution facilities providing that due consideration is given to
possible future extensions. Such a reduction will involve; a certain
amount of inconvenience :tor tne population scrvuu, and eill in
itself result in a lower consumption of water1.. The risk oi the con-
sumers turning away from the supply towards easier but perhaps
unsafer water sources should always be borne in mind.

A.S a general rule the dimensions or the pipes snould be
calculated for tho flow expected after 10 - 20 years. ./hen pumping
is involved it is usual to determiae v.n economical diameter for
the pipes by taking iuto consideration the balance of the con-
struction costs for tne pipes against the .jperation costs A or the
pumping.
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9. Dams and Charcos

Very often, dams and charcos are not provided witii distribution
facilities other than hand pumps or intake wells in the immediate
vicinity of the embankment. Considering the rather high costs
involved, the implementation of dams and charcos without piped
distribution systems should always be based on a serious investi-
gation of the real possibilities ior the population surrounding
the site to obtain water frum the supply.

10. Otner features

Considering the distribution of a population where a large
part OJ. the rural population is scattered and considering also
the costs involved in the implementation oi piped supplies> it is
necessary to provide, in uhe water development programmes, ior
simple aaa cheap forms of water supply tuat could be installed in
areas where Lie construction costs of well engineered piped supplies
would be prohibitive. In this connection, it seems advisable to
initiate special studies in order to examine and develop possible
innovations. In the first place two objects seem wortuy of special
attention:-

1« The development of design and construction methods for
low cost shallow wells with high hygienic standard and
equipped with hand pumps preierably of local fabrication.

2,. The development of standard types of small rainwater catch-
ments with prefabricated or locally made tanks for areas
where groundwater is not available. Thy possible use
plastic material should be investigated.

11. "water 'Jeatment

The question of the water quality and the necessity of treat-
ment is not discussed in this paper but should always be subject to
initial examination. |

Note:- The present paper is based on ^.periance |rom surveys
and studies on rural water supplies carrild out by
ioWECO - VBB, Consulting Engineers and architects, Stockholm,
Sweden in Tanzania and other countries.



INTERMEDIATE TECHNOLOGY AI-TD RURAL V/AT^ii iJUPPLIES

by - .

Gordon H. Batenian
Department of Applied Physical Ŝcience

University of Heading

INTRODUCTION

Water supply in the rural areas of developing countries is a
subject th-t fur too long has been seriously neglectedy and it is
heartening that interest in East Africa has now reached the stage
where a major conference on the subject is being held.

In considering rural water supplies it is interesting to look,
at the way in which the whole subject of development in the developing
countries has been approached in the past. Consider the country
depicted in Pig. 1, which could be almmst any developing country. It
has the natural resources shown in the diagram. The traditional
approach to development would be to send a team out to review and
advise on how to develop the resources of the country to the most
economic advantage, i.e. to reduce large-scale imports ana expand
large-scale exports - the factors which are basically involved in the
economy of the country in relationto other countries. The team :
identifies the resources in Fig. 1. The river then provides a dam
site, which leads to hydro-electric power and irrigation. The power
means the mineral deposits can be readily exploited and industry
developed (Fig. 2).

3?rom the capital, and from the impact/export balance sheet of
the country, all looks well. But lor the vast mcjari-fry of the people
of thu country, who are living in the greater part of the country
(Fig. 3) life is just the same. They subsist jn rain-fed agriculture,
they have no large rivers, no mineral deposits, no natural resources
of note: hence the survey team mentioned above made no recommendations
for the development of their part of thu country. But they art
people and they must be involved in development just as much as the
others if the country in the longer term is to truly develop. If
they are not involved in development, they will migrate to the
industrialised areas and overload them - there are plenty of slums
and shanty towns in the world to bear witness to this fact. The
only logical way to reduce this migration is to develop the rural
areas sufficiently so that all benefit, thus removing much of the
incentive to go to the big cities.

How can these areas be developed? Briefly, the approach
should be to start with what the people already have, with what they
are doing and to build on. it step by step. This is tla* approach
developed by the Intermediate Technology Development Group and the
reader is referred to thtir various publications for a more detailed
study of it.

The Needs for Water

In the traditional approach to development outlined above,
the attitude was,'in the c'.se of w.iter, "Here is water, a large river,
what can wo do with it?" and the answer was ''Build a dam, generate
electricity and irrigate crops:'. In the rain-fed areas the approach
should rather be, ;:iiere is a need for water, how are we to meet it?",
i.e. start with a definite need..
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Y/hat are the needs with regard to water? Consider a typical
individual household in -the ar^i. \ia:\t ::.re the- actual water needs at
the home? Water is required for drinking, c-joking, washing the pots,
and for bathing and washing clothes. i'he latter tv;o'uses could be
performed away from the hone, though the preference is most definitely
for them to be carried out at the house. The point of consumption is
in the house itself and ideally the wvter should be supplied at the
house. This is the first set of needs and it applies just as much in
every house in the rural areas as it does in the big cities. Y/hat
can be dune to meet the need?

The second case is that of a farmstead: again there is a
need for water at the house for domestic uses, but in addition there
is a need for water for the animals, for irrigating a vegatable
kitchen garden (not ior field crops as it 1L a rain-fed agriculture).
What can be done for this set of needs?

Thirdly, consider a complete village together with its lands
around the village. In the village itself there are all the houses
providing points of consumption for domestic water. There are all the
little vegetable gardens, all the animals both near the house (especially
chickens and goats) and out on the pasture land, and also water for the
animals and men working on the arable land. How can all these needs
be met with a supply of water right at the point of consumption, so
that the traditional and very costly system of carrying water can be
eliminated?

Possible Sources of Water

In seeking possible sources of water I think it is useful to
consider the hydrological cycle, which I have depicted in Fig. 4.
There are to my mind three major point3 at which water can be extracted
from the natural cycle and put to man's uses:

(a) surface water
(b) ground water
(c) rainwater.

The use of surface water to precisely meet the needs listed
above is costly - because those needs not only indicate a quantity
of water, nor only a quality of water but also a location - the point
of consumption to which our water supply scheme musii deliver the water.
The obtaining of surfaces water will perhaps include, a dam or weir, as
well as a distribution system of pipes and taps, andf in places where
gravity feed is not possible, pumps or hydraulic ram's are necessary.
It is technically possible to provide a piped water supply to almost
anywhere - but the economic factors make it impossible.

Ground v/ater may be a possibility, although there are plenty
of places where groundwater is not present. If shallow water is
available then there is a good chance that people are already using
it - I recall the many hand-dug wells I saw in India. Deep ground-
water is more difficult, of course, and its tapping is an expensive
operation, including the inherent risks that not eve.r̂ " borehole will
be a success giving a good yield. There is the need for ?. pump,
which on deep boreholes will almost certainly need tjo be pov/er operated.
Also, most boreholes give suxficient water to supply all the needs of
a considerable area (which they uust to make tnem financially worth-
while) - and that entails an expensive distribution systems as
previously mentioned. x-Jven with shallow wells it is quite likely
that each well will have sutiicient yield for a large number yf
households.
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Thus both surface water and grjundwater,|except perhaps very
shallow groundwater, generally have the disadvantages of requiring
an expensive structure to obtain the water, and of haying a lot of
water in une place which then needs distributing to the points of
consumption, i.e. the availability is poor.

However, the third source of water is rather different,
obviously so in its availability. The area is; based on rain-fed

-fr I agriculture, so there is rainfall everywhere, i.e. at every point of
consumption. All that is required therefore is a means of catching
and storing the water. The fact that 1 inch o*f rain falling on 1 ft2

gives about 0.5 gallons means thut even with JxLy a modest rainfall
of 10 inches and a catchment area of 100 ft^, the yield is about 500
gallons, assuming almost 100>t> run-off. Larber

; catchment areas will
give greater yields. Rainwater has an advantage from a purity point
of view as it is pure until it hits the grounct (wo are not concerned
here with industrial areas and attendant air pollution), so if our
catchment and storage system is constructed so| as to keep the water
clean there will be no need for expensive purification plant for the
domestic water. (I shall return later to the^matter of purification).
Indeed rainwater catchment and storage is an qfcncient system of water
supply, but it has taken on a completely new look with the advent of
modern impervious membranes, plastics, resins^ etc

I was pleased to see that rainwater catchment tanks appeared
in the Workshop on Rural Water Supplies held in Dar es Salaam in 1969,
in a paper by Barker (l), where the use of butyl rubber membranes was
described. While this is a perfectly good method of construction,
it is very expensive and I will briefly outlined a method which is far
cheaper and in Sjne respects technically superior.

The Mud/t'olythene/Sausagtt Method of Constructing Rainwater
Catchment Tanks )

This particular design was first developed in Kjrdofan irovince
of the Sudan by MG. Ionides, Project Manager if an i1'.A 0. Land end
Water Use Survey .Project. Io has since been used in Botswana, and more
recently in Swaziland. I

The design is fully explained in the re.:
of Rainwater Catchment Tanks and Micro-Irrigo-1

Briefly the method is to dig a hole to the ap jroxinate size required
(e.g. a 10,000 gallons tank might be a rectan
the surface, sloping to 16ft x 12ft at the bo.

)ort on the Introduction
;ion to Botswana (2).

;ular hole 20ft x loft at
;tom, with a depth of

6.5ft). The system yf lining is to put in this tank a 3eries of
layers of mud and polythene interspersed with* "suasages". The
''sausages'' are layflat polythene tubing whichi is 4 or 4.5 inches
wide, made of 150 gauge polythene. The tubir^ is cut into lengths
of about 18 inches and filled either with dry? sand (sand sausages) or
a cement-sand mix (cement 3ausagos). The cement sausages are
filled with c dry mix of 15 parts of s..nd xo ''one of cement (compared
with 3 or 4 to 1 for ordinary cement work). Knots are tied at both
ends and it essential that the sand is completely dry and the mix is
v/ell tamped down in the sausage for full compaction. In the case of
the cement sausages, small holes \re pierced p.long one side ox the
sausage, it is laid holes down in about half an inch of water just
long enough to absorb capillary water, '.nd then laid in position.
In this way only just enough water to cure the cement is used and
nearly 100;* compaction is achieved. ' It is for this reason, together
with the mix buing enclosed in polythene and thera&re in ideal curing
conditions that such a weak ceiaent-sand mix can be used.



The order of the various layers in the lining is shoi
Fig. 5. It can be seen that the cement sausages provide a

n in
protective

revetment. This lining was used in the' tanks built in Botswana for
irrigating vegetables, and the cost of materials on site in Botswana
in 1967 was £12.50 sterling for a 10,000 gallon tank. There were no
labour costs because the school children (even the eight year old
ones) built it. The process is made up of a series 01 Very repetative
operations which can be quickly luarnt. Clearly a 10,000 gallon tank
is a very small one, in the Sudan tanks up to 0-5 million gallons were
built: the larger tanks have a lower ratio of lining to volume stored,
but there will be limits on size imposed by other factors,ie.g.
availability, i-'or domestic uses, a sane; filter system can? be built
as shown in Pig. 6. The "beehives" are also made froin cement
sausages reinforced with wire pins, i.e. they are reinformped concrete
structures which require no external shuttering.

However, much further work needs to be done and other types
of lining need to be evolved. At present I am working in Ghana,
where polythene is over twice the price of polythene in Southern
Africa - making the exercise not such an attractive one. ,

Table 1 gives the approximate quantities of materials
required for a 10,000 gallon tank (drinking water type). These
figures are based cm the experience of my colleague iJaul Moody.

Other. Factors to Consider

To leave the details of theue particular desings and return
to my earlier argument on the use ox rainwater compared with other
sources of water, it should be realised that the cost per unit
volume of water is greater for catchment tanks than for other-sources,
e.g. dams and boreholes. Upton found this when he made an economic
appraisal of irrigation in Botswana (3). Such conclusions are" ' '
typical of many facets of life - the small-scale iteu costs more per
unit than the large-scale. However, there is the question of the
availability to consider - whether or n^t the water is available
exactly at the points of consumption it is to serve. In the case
of rainwater catchment tanks it is nearly always technically possible
to build a tank just where the water is required. Such a Statement
cannot be made ox dams and boreholes, l-'urther, catchment , tanks
lend themselves to self-help (indeed they would be most unattractive
financially if they were built with paid labour) - and it-;is becoming
increasingly recognised that the only way the developing countries
will develop is by helping themselves, by using local materials as
much as possible and. by capitalising their labour.

I have already mentioned the matter of water purification in
relation to rainwater. However, there is a more general point that
should be made. There is a school oi thought which takes the
attitude th,.t if any improvement in drinking water supplies is to
be made, the system must provide pure water, up to V/orld Health
Ox'ganisation standards. There is some strengtn in this argument
when applied tj a water supply scheme which will serve several
hundreds if not thousands of people - for if an infection like typhoid
or cholera did enter the system then a large number of people Would
be affected. But when taken literally the unreasonableness 01 the
arguement is demonstrated by the case of a village in Ghana. The
village people have two sources of water.- one is a very low yielding
underground seep which contains guinea v/ji-n amongst crmy other
infections. The other is a small dug-out which 1 would imagine from
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the colour and from the numbers of small words' and larvae in it to be
worse than the- seep. On one occasion a water supply man visited
the village, tested the water xrom txiu two sources, and declared the
water unfit for human consuption. He then told the people not
to drink it, and departed - making no further attempt to improve the
situation. To him and to all of similar persuasion 1 would point out
that the human body has unfortunately the ability to produce pangs of
thirst, and that it is just a little unreasonable to expect people to
live for years and riot to drink from their sources of water (their
only sources) because the water has been declared unfit for human
consumption.

The water from the drinking water design of catchment tank I
have described above is not pure, but at least it is reasonably clean
and is a big step forward. ;/e all hope that one day everyone will
have pure water, but th..t day will not come overnight, and in order
that the greatest number might benefit from Some improvement
intermediate steps are necessary.

However, I do not wish to leave the impression that I
consider rainwater catchment and storage as the only possible way
of providing water - it is nut. But it is a most neglected subject,
one that almost never figures in the standard engineering texts.

The Literature Available

This in fact is what is required - a text of ideas and
methods on what Ionides calls the ''Theory and irractice of Village
Water Technologies1'. There are a number of references here and
there on this level of technology, but they are rather few and far
between. At Intermediate Technology Development Group I carried out
a literature review on low-cost water technologies, which was published
as a Bibliography (4) and a few ideas and sources of information
came to light. Volunteers for Intei>n*~tional Technical Assistance,
New York, have published a number of ideas, principally in trie Village
Technology Handbook (5). The Community Water Supply Research and
Development Programme J£ ..'.H.O. have produced two background papers,
"The Village Tank as a source of Drinking Water" (6) and "'Biological'
or 'Slow Sand1 Filters'1 (7). The first of these in particular
contains a number of ideas ,;n simple pieces of equipment which could
be made fairly easily in the village - though I understand from •.v.H.O.
that most of the id-eas have not been actually tried out, so far as
is known.

Various ideas have been put forward ior simple pumps - perhaps
the diaphragm pump is one that will come into vogue more and more with
the availability of plastics and synthetic rubbers, making the
diaphragm itself more reliable. I/iention should be .uado of a special
reprint of a series of articles by l.icjunkin and Vosilind (8) on the
subject of practical hydraulics for thy engineer. It is all basic
material on the essentials of hydrostatics and Hydrodynamics, bringing
into a compact format the various equations for_,ilov/s in pipes and open
papers and ideas which to a varying extent contribute to knowledge of
low-cost water technologies have been included in. the Bibliography.
The overall coticlusi ,ri which I very definitely came to was that very
little has been recordeu on the techniques of village water supplies.

.Future Work

In association with Intermediate Technology, further work on
pumps is being done by a research worker at the University of
i.lanchester Institute of ocienee and Technology. Desalination is a
subject that is often raised as answering i.any problems, but while it
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has its place, it should riot be allowed to grow out of perspective:
there are only a limited number of places where saltwater is available.
One aspect of it, solar distillation, is being looked at by •>?. post-
graduate student at Glasgow University. At the National College
jf Agricultural engineering a postgraduate student is studying the
problems.oi utilizing catchment iiank water for irrigation in the
most ec^no^ic way possible - hopefully producing the poor nan's
ansvjer to trickle irrigation. •'• 'j

i..y own work is to identify (quantitatively, qualitatively
•and specially) the water demands and needs of selected villages in 3.E.
Ghana, and also identify all t̂ e local resources - present water
sources, soils, topography, village skills, traditional construction
techniques, etc., th...t could have a bearing on the choice of design
of v/ater supply system, including the materials to be used. . The
intention is then to call on technical expertise in Britain to suggest
how the use of imported, goods (imported to the country and/or trie
villages) using the overall concept of rainwater catchment anu storage.
It seems likely that other designs,. wiiicn would be alternatives to
the on<^ outlined above, cuuld be developed. In particular the
work is centred on providing good drinking water.

Much further work is needed, interest must be generated .~nd
ideas exchanged. Hence I was very pleased to learn of the growing
interest in East Africa in rural water supplies, which has lod to the
present conference taking place.

1
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5
Table 1. Materials required fur o. 10,000 g.jllon

lyiud/Polythene/Tiausage Catchment Tank . - i
Incorporating a &?.nd f i l ter

Dipensionsi

top
floor
depth

20ft x 16 ft
16ft x 12 ft
7ft

Iaported Materials

(i) Polythene sheeting (150 gauge, clear)
3 rolls, 6 ft wide and 100 yds long

(ii) Polythene tubing (uLayxlatu 4 or 4.5 in wide,
150 gauge, clear) 13 rolls of 500 yds.

(iii) Wire (8 gauge, plain galvanised)
4 rolls of 100 lbs each (apprux. 485 yds
each)

(iv) Cement
30 pockets (94 lbs/pocket)

(v) Insecticide (50)o Dieldrin powder)
3 lbs-

(vi) String (meduini sized r.;lls)
r

Locally Available Haterials

(i) Mud (free of • stones, grass, etc.)
(ii) band (as clean as possible)

Labour

Total of approx. 250 Kan-days.

42 lbs .

70 lbs .

400 lbs .

2,820 lbs.

3 lbs .

5 rol ls

Approx. 5 "tons
Approx. 24 tou
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THE EXPERIENCE WITH RURAL SELF-HELP WATER SCHEME

IN LUSHOTO DISTRICT

by

E.R, Tiatango
Maendeleo - Lushoto

3.

ro l l s

x. 5 tons
~~ 24 toe

and

Do Mayerle
LIDEP - Water Development Section

GENERAL BACKGROUND

The importance of water for human needs is understood not only
as an absolute necessity for life, but also because its quantity
and quality make significant contributions to national development
of any country. Tanzania has contrasting water-problems, ranging
from arid and semi-arid areas without any water, to areas with
plenty of water:. some areas have either dirty water or scattered
waterpoints where women have to walk long distances to fetch it;
some have very little water, in which case the women have to queue
for long hours at the wells for watar. Tanzania's Rural Development
Policy has purposely given a high priority to rural water supply -
"for provision of better domestic water supplies (for health reasons),
to reliease labour for other productive purposes and to allow a more
efficient pattern of settlement".

Besides the natural contrasts of water problems, there exist
great imbalances between demands of v/ater in areas where'it can
be made available, and the administrative resources to meet them,
between the meagre a-roilable funds for water and the non-exiatance
of alxeady trained personnel to implement them in the villages.
In the following pages an attempt is made to show what has been
done and is being yardsticks for economic growth, the experiences
with v/ater schemes in. Lushoto may not apply to other districts of
this country but it shows what people have managed to do with
little funds, technicians and craftsmen, and the problems encountered.
One should in mind that an important aim of providing water in the
rural areas' is to serve where possible as a catalyst for Rural
Development, besides being an economic investment and a social
service.

Planning and Implement at ion

Ths Ministry of Regional Administration and Rural Development
released Shs. 5495/00 for 10 shallow wells under Rural Self-Help
schemes in Lushoto District, at the same time provided one
technician and one lorry to form a Mobile Field Unit for Lushoto.

Funds v/ere released and transfered to the Regional Office in
Tanga. The area to start work was picked ouf'of Lushoto District
Second Five Year Development Plan. Lushoto Division (ubiri) was
one of the areas indicated for starting rural v/ater supply in
1970/71 - if funds aro available. Ubiri was therefore selected
for being in the plan and nearer to the Administrative centre
to people of Ubiri in the schemes was strongly felt, and it v/as
realized that a self-help spirit among the people, we had to avoid
full involvement in the running of the schemes„ The TANU-branch
Chairmen, Div/anis (councilors), and Village end Divisional Executive
Officers from the wards in Lushoto Division (Ubiri) were invited to
a meeting at the Ward's Headquarters,.
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and the decision was^nade, first to .elect a Divisional Rural Water
Supply Committee, made up of 5 TANU-branch Chaimen (from 5BWards),
Ward Executive Officers (Village Executive Officers), 2 Tenjjcell
Leaders from each Ward, and 5 Diwanis (councillors). Secondly,
15 small committees made up of ten-cell leaders with TANU Chairmen
and the Ward Executive Officers as ex-officios, to be elected by the
people in each area v/here a scherie would be started. These! small
committees had to supervise the work, and in particular to Insure
that every person in ten cell units reported for duty. If a person
failed to do so, the committee would devise ways and means |o
prevent absentism and create deterrents. It was also theirjj duty
to impress upon their people that the solution of water problems
was within their own means, while Maendeleo Division could provide
the technical know-how. ' |

The Divisional Committee had the power to allocate the materials
to these water schemes and to withdraw or transfer the same* materials
for schemes in which people are not willing to participate,;; and to
re-allocate the materials to other schems where people are prepared
to work*.

Another duty for this committee is the allocation of materials
to water projects, and to serve as people's repre'sentative in the
whole operation. \

. • , #

There was a feelings to involve TANU at a higher level than the
branch Chairmen. Two members of parliament were involved as catalysts;
one in laying a foundation stone and doing the actual work fifor some
days together with the people. A cinema-van came from Maerideleo
Regional Office for a dual-purpose in reinforcing the campaign to
complete the water schemesj firstly, by showing films on the spread
of waterborne diseases and effects of drinking dirty water, and
secondly, it showed films on self-help work done in West African
countries, and the effect of such projects on rural life.

The Mobile Training Unit under the District (MTU) leader, is
XU-LJLUVVCU.

footsteps of. the film—van and conducted lessons on the need for
clean water foe domestic supplies, waterborne diseases, their prevention
and cure. While the work was in progress, Maendeleo Staff served
the schemes in advisory capacity (Washauri), except for technical
organisation and supervision with the people badly needed. In some
schemes there was good response from the people, in others a very
poor one. A number of reasons for these tendencies were observed,
in areas where people turned out in great numbers to work, the
balozis were capable to organise the people and there was l'ittle
friction amongst them. In areas v/here there was a poor response,
we observed that people felt it was the duty of Maendeleo ijivision
to construct the water schemes for them and expected to be paid
some wages they turned up for duty. Also there was little |
co-operation among the balozis.

Besides these setbacks, there were other factors wĥ Lch •
necessitated the progress In these schenes to be slow.''when
the work started, for instance, people were fasting (Ramadlani),
and were at the same time expected to work on their shambas.
There is a fixed timetable for self-help work in the Division
(twice a week). Water schemes, therefore, increased the rnanber
of days these people have to work on self—help and so deprived
them of part of their free time. *

*In fact, up to now, it has occurred only once, when the
Committee withdrew sand, aggregated and comant from one
scheme and re-allocated then to another for failing to
comply with the requirements.



In addition, there are other seious problems which have
brought some of the schemes to a complete halt. The technical
advice available could not serve every scheme at the tine it was
needed.

There was only one technician whose movements were limited
partly by lacking transport to reach the schemes or to deliver
the materials, and sometimes was necessary to spend two to three
days with one scheme before entrusting the work to the local
craftsmen. Materials could not reach the schemes in time, because
they had to be purchased in Tanga or Dar es Salaam, or because
there were no transport facilities for the affected schemes. lack
of some tools like orga bits or bunka-drillers made the outcome
of borehole-schemes uncertain. In some cases people thought there
was water underground, but after digging ten feet they did not find
water; such schemes are lagging behind now.

Despite all these difficulties there is progress. Three wells
are now complete (see Appendix 1) and three more are nearing
completion. More precautions are being taken to avoid problems
to the villagers, particularly delays of materials and technical
advice. Maendeleo Division has approached XIDEP (Lushoto Integrated
Development Project, Soni) which also has some experience on rural
water supply in Funta, Mayo and I/Hola, with request to merge the
two field units after which their services can be maximised to
benefit more people than before. Already this new move has made
•it possible to complete Kwemlazi Water Scheme in a shorter period than
was anticipated. LIDEP and Maendeleo have also agreed to share the costs
in some of these schemes. It was mentioned above that the Ministry
of Maendeleo had given Shs, 5495/00 for ten wells. Already this amount
could not suffice even to construct ten wells (see costs in Appendix 1).
To strengthen the merged field units, the Ministry has now employed
2 more technicians who have, however, to undergo an on-the—job training
in this field before they can work alone in the villages.

Opportunities and Problems of Self-help in Rural Water Supply

It is not intended to raise an argument of whether or not there .
are potential opportunities yet to be exploited in our endeavour to
develop the rural areas. Mwalimu Nyerere's authentic statement of_
"while Bone nations aiin at the moon, we are aiming at the village" ,
made in 1961 has its relevance here. Which is the best rural development
strategy to use if we have to aim at the village? Do we make plans
in the central government and impose them upon the people of the
rural sector for implementation, or can we plan and affect rural
development from the bottom by giving some autonomy to local units,
like Ward Development Committees (WDCs)? Or can it be done by
compromising on using two principles of working from top to bottom,
and vice versa together, which might mean abandoning all of them?
Besides the choices of where plans are made, there are questions
of improving quality and quantity and even technical designs to
facilitate repairs and anticipate the likely future demands for
more water through increased population, change of people's
attitudes to water use and animals; and the elemination of water
pollution. .

For the experience gained in various self-help work in .
Lushoto and elsewhere in Tanzania, there are convincing reasons
for the need to exploit more the field of self-help. There is
firstly the need to understand the people's problems, more so
to those unknown to the villagers. Secondly to educate the
people so that they understand their positions as individuals
in their society, nation or the world; making them aware of the



rights they deserve and what they can do to change their enviro* aents
to reach their desired goals. To this end we can bring our peo] Le's
relations closer, as a group of common problems rather than tha- of
blood relationship. It is true that every villager feels the n< ed
to have a water point at the door step but not every one knows ]ow
much pathogenic organisms in the water contains, nor does he re! lly
know into how much productive use could his idle labour or wast
time on fetching water be? We need not draw instances from out;
Usambara which show that people's attitudes change according to

ide
their

knowledge and feelings at given situations. Between the period
1885 and 19H the Germans in the Usambaras found it difficult t(
get sufficient labour fource to work on their coffee plantations.
They resorted to recruiting the labourers from Tabora, and madejuse
of Hehe captives in constructing roads; later on they had to use
force. Merensky, one of the German missionaries - (a) protested
against the use of raw force to obtain labour (b) advocated the|
protection of the African from exploitation, and (c) advised the
German administrators to get to know the language and the culture
of tlie Snnboas,

Certainly in this way he felt there was need to know the
problems, attitudes etc. of the people first before involving,
them in a programme. Today the Sambaas are among the well organised
Tanzanians in doing self-help work if only they know how the project
would benefit them.

3?he second instance is cited in an article by Dr. J. Kreysler,
"UHURU NA MAJI" . While collecting survey date for his Nutrition
Research in Lushoto District, he found the Mayo village population
highly infected with inteatinal parasites. This was brought to the
people's attention, and then guidance was given to make use of
latrines and an improved piped v/ater (supply) system for the village.
People responded positively by doing the work themselves, collecting
funds from amongst themselves to meet any necessary expenses. This
doss not oni"" mean that th.6 people volunteered to do the work
because a group of leaders who were development conscious set the
rolling but it is also because the people were educated, felt the "
need, and were given guidance and the necessary assistances. .

The third instance comprises self-help projects in this \
district. The Maendeleo Annual Reports for 1969 and 1970 on ,?

self-help shows that in 1969 there were 59 different self-help i
projects. If we can examine the money saved on the completed •
projects in 1969 we get the figures of Shs. 312,065/75 while the
figure for the 110 projects in 1970 is Shs. 724,256/70. This 5
is a clear indication that self-help schemes could provide a '
viable rural development strategy if approached through the :
light channels. j

It does ixot suxfxce to writs only on miracles v»6 expect
to see in this field v/ithout exposing the problems facing
self—help schemes. In fact at tines those who advocate the
promotion of self-help spirit are accused of being saboteurs
of the schemes when they want to employ higher efficiency to
complete the work in the shortest time possible. It has
happended in several cases that when the labour force which
was expected to come through self-help was not forth coning,
a decision was made to employ paid labour to complete the work.f

I
I



In our introductory remarks above the problem of lack of
technicians is emphasised and the instances mentioned where we
encountered problems with our rural eolf-help v/ater schemes.
There are many challenges which arise out of the analysis of
self-help projects. Do we have any standards, judgement values
or yardsticks in the field of sell-help? Have we any evaluation
units to determine whether our inputs for self-help and the outputs
have relationship to the rural development strategies?

While we acknowledge the importance of planning, we need to
survey our own resources for enhancing better plans on the village
level. Without this,, it is most likely that risks of-starting
ambitious self-help projects; v/hich village resources can not meet
will be great* We must also look into the better utilization of
funds and skills and determine how to motivate the people and
formulate training programmesP ••:•..

The totality of all this would amount to formulating a policy •
for rural development „ These arc some of the very serious problems
facing a developing country like Tanzania and a conference as this
would recommend ways to improve the situation

Maintenance and repair •

Nearly all the self-help projects In lushoto face, shortly after
completion, problems of maintenance and repair, This problem is usually
not considered in the initial planning s when this results in broken-down or
half-working projects., the interest of the people rapedly fades. This
could very often be prevented by simple planning: choosing the right
design and materials and providing training and funds for repair.

Some of these problems oan be illustrated by the experience at
Funta. As a source for improved supply 2 wells were available? one
at a destance of one kilometre from the village, but about 40 metres :
below the village, the other 3 kilometres away at a site 18 metres
higher. The latter site had a srvaller flow and- a night storage
tank would have been required with an additional costs of Shs. 3>000/00.
The village favoured the first sito? enthusiastic for-having a piece
of modern technology,, But the- experience' in the Usambara and elsewhere
showed that shortly after installation, pumps operate at half their
expected efficiency and frequently break down. • Also\ the petrol cost
of Shs. 55/00 per month would in 5 years outbalance the higher cut
of the tank. • " ' : : ' .

Other design problems include taps: the stopcocks at Punta
attract the children to open and close them. But the usual onsvferf
spring taps, provide even greater attration and loss of water.
More successful v/as the material chosen for the tank: locally
available stones and galvanized bati roof,,.easily replaceable.

To provide for repair cervices v.-hen a project is being finished,
a naiaber of the village :s trained to carry out minor repairs. The
necessary tools are supplied Shs. 60/00c This mafi. was not paid but
having been selected by the inhabitants of the village, he therefore.
was freed of all other common duties. This solution is not regarded
as optimal because some of those men leave the area or change
villages.

In the middle of 'l 970, LIDEP started a training programme for
Rural Mechanics at Soni.. The- six-nonth training course also covers
skills required for maj.ntsnaree and repair of v/ater supplies.
The trainees, supported by reyjlar smr.ll workshops (outfit Shs. 650/00),
are expected to remain in their villages0



Almost all of the trainees come from areas where the LIDEP-
MAENDELEO Field Unit is in operation on water project; this soliftion
which combines water repair with a basic trade can be regarded
nore successful.

But the best solution would be if the Field Unit of Maendel
could be a pemanent operation over the years, and included a '•
programme of maintenance and repair of self-help projects in th ir
operations plan. Further, the +illagers could be encouraged to
provide a small contribution (for example per house and year .<
Shs. V 0 0 ) while tho TO & ID rate per month is Shs, 6/00). The!
collection of this fees should be done by the responsible body Of the
village, (village Headman, TANU Chairman, VDC) for the expected;
upcoming repairs of the Water Supply (washers, taps, etc.) One
characteristic which all self-help projects have in common (Food Mills,
Water Supply) and should be encouraged is the creation of a personal
and communal feeling of pride for their achievements, thus making
each villager feel responsibility for taking care of the project,
which is the best form of maintenance.

Posts of Self-Help Water Schemes

From the point-of view of district development the critical; cost
problem is how to provide the maximum improvement in water for people
given a limited budget for materials with the available manpower and
transport. The economist's point-of-view is somewhat different'for
he is concerned with "opportunity" costs, maintaining that even: the
labour from self-help is not really free, if the labour can be more
productively used elsewhere.

For the 15 schemes in Lushoto Division and the other 4 schemes
located elsewhere.in the district, the estimated costs are shown
in Table 1 along with quantity of water supplied, population, served,
and quality, where available. Excluding Funta, Mayo, Mlola, Mbula B
and Majenga, where complete data are not available, it is anticipated
that 4,840 people will be served with an improved water supply for a
total cost of Shs. 63,730/00, including Shs. 26,490/00 for materials,
Shs. 10,500/00 for technical supervision, self-help v/ork Shs. 13,840/00
and transport estimated at Shs. 11,900/00. This gives a per capita
cost of Shs. 13/10, reflecting both the ready availability of water
in mountain areas and the considerable economics of siaall-scale-self-
help project. Maintenance and repair are similarly low-cost involving
some training costs, a set of tools worth Shs. 60/00 and self-help
labour at each project site. {

Change in Water Use • |

A programme of base line studies and evaluation, by Dr. J. Heijnen
of the Bureau of Resource Assessment and Land Use Planning, Unjfrersity
of Dar es Salaam who at present attached to LIDEP, accompanies'-the
programme of Rural Water Development. The research is still underway
but results of a short question given to 100 residents ,of Mlola^are
available. Of these 59 residents lived within 5 minutes distanpe
from a tap, the others had to walk an average of 21 minutes to a?each
the nev; water source. All respondents used the tap water exclusively;
no rainwater was employed. "



The first results give rise to a few preliminary comments:

1. The. system..of distribution appears to be of paramount importance.
Tine savings only occurred in a significant way foor those within
a short distance from the tap.

Average tine spent (in minutes) to collect water

Before tap
installation

After tap
ins ta l la t ion

Number of
people

5 min
or less

85.03

25.06*

59

nore than
5 minutes

108.95

105.15

41 . .

Total

94.84

57.89

100

(a) Significantly different fron "before tap" tine
(at the 0.1 level)

(b) These are man-equivalent units after Collinson who used
to make comparisons betv/een men, women and children,

2. In part this is caused by the fact that many people (58 in a
total sample) collected nore water. For example, -those 15
minutes away.from the tap often would spend nore tine actually
carrying water. • • '

3. A significant increase in consumption per head could only be
demonstrated for these living in 5 minutes walk: from the tap.

Consumption per head in litres

Before

After

t a p

t a p

5 min
or less

13.4

19.2a

nore than
5 minutes

13.4

15.7

Total

13.4

17.8

(a) Significantly different from "before tap"
(at the 0.1 level)

Although a single 3tudy in a specific environment is, of course,
far from enough to justify any sweeping statements, there are sone
points to be learned, at least for future research on the subject.'
The increase in the consumption per head of the uncontaminated improved
supply is presumably one of the main justifications for supplying the
water at all. Secondly, there is the time saved and both elements
have medical, social and economic aspects. If it is true that only
a supply brought within 5 minutes fron the house will bring the
desired effects, that is a significant increase in consumption and
time save, than the cost of a programme to supply the rural areas
with improved supplies will go up tremendously. The present design
criterion is to supply water within a distance of one mile.
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It is suggested here that a carefully designed study be set
to measure the effect of even sraall distances on changes in cons
rates. Unfortunately the sample will have to be rather large in
of the large variance encountered in surveys of this nature.

mption
view

The multiplier effect of self-help water schemes on Bural Development

It is an accepted fact that in Usambaras, and everywhere injDanzanic
and the rest of Africa, women work hard and for long hours on th13
shanbas. They go a long way to fetch water and they queue for 3 mg
hours to get it. First,- it is obvious that the amount of tine i isted
walking long distances end queuing at the water points can be us Dfully
utilised for other productive activities if the women can get wd ter
right in the village. Searmdly the labour which is wasted in carrying
water across the fields can also be employed somewhere else for ̂ better
profit. We have observed women queuing for hours at Kwenlazi and they
even now continue queuing at Mcesse where it takes about 20 minuftes
to get 4«5 litres of water. The population which depends on this
source of water is 625 of which about 200 are adult women. It jis
not amazing to learn that besides the time they waste, the wate^ they
draw is not clean. It is open for all possible contermination -which
in turn makes them not healthy, feeble and unable to work hard t'o
produce more than the subsistence level. The improvement of noal
water supply would provide more opportunities to improve socialj
economic and political conditions of the rural people.

If we take same improvements into large settlements like Ujamaa
villages and other communities, we shall hare set the pace-to create
multiplier effects in rural development, particularly if from the
planning stage considerations for future expansions are taken into
account and necessary data collected for future plans. Villagers,
being trained to combat their own problems right from the planning
stage to implementation, will it possible for their plans to be in
line with national plans. • ' '

it
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I
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Table 1

Preliminary estimates of population, serveds quality
and cost of Lushoto District Self-Help Schemes

!lo i
v-

-

1,

2,

3.
4,

5.
6.

7,
8,

9.
10,

li,

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17,

18

19

Name of
Scheme

Lushotc

Mbula A

Vulli

Kwemlazi

Mhelo St

Mhelo K.

ICwemdimi

Nkesse

Mhande

Kabei

Bondei

Mabughaa

Kazurabai

Maindei

Kbula

Majengo

Type

Div.

SC

SC

SC

SC

SC

SC

BE

SC

SC

B:-:

BJi

BE

3I-I

yt ,7,

SC

Other Div.

Rangv/i

Funta

Mayo

Ml ola

PV

FV

PW

P¥

Total of
14 proje-
cts only

Flow
l/min

" 24.C

7.3
3.8

10.8

4.8

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

n?.

11.G

na

na

Popu-
lat-
ion

285

217

322

465

325

635

625

395
176

325

295

255
220

na

na

300

750

600

650

1

E,
Coli

Nil

Uil

Uil

Nil

Nil

Nil

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

Mil

Uil

na

Cost
of

mate-
rial

1125

880

600

875

375
850

895

745

745
820

600

600

880

na

na

16000

9000

30400

6650

26490

Cost
of

Self-
I-Ielp
lab-
our

IO4D

380

44o
360

450

555
350

630

600

275

438

433

373

na

na

7500

4200

Cost
of

trans-
port

Estim

total

11.900

(aver)

of one

lorry

load

per

day

40 mil

landra

fialy)

3159/80

na

1

;13840

na

11900

Technical
Supervi-
sion

Sstim

total

10.500

100y:

time

1 fundi

1 tech.

60jt time

I tech.

assnt.

30v:- time

1 dev.

organ •. )

10599

CO
• d-
Pi
r;
cs

tc

tc
PC

IP

SF

IP

SP

IF

IF

SF

US

1TC

SI

SA

IF

rc
FC

PC

Grandtotal of costs; Shs0 63730/- or Shs. 13/10 per capita

Key to abbreviations %
SC = Spring catchment
B>; = Borehole
P\J = Fipe System
na = not available

PC = Project Completed
IF = In Progress
SP = Slow Progi'ass
ITS = Hot Star ted
SA - Scheme Abandoned

*The location of schemes is shown in Mao 1
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The object of t h i s paper i s to bring out p:

M.3NT

s Ltd.

Dblems encountered
in planning., implementation and managment of water resources
specific to developing countries. The objectives of water
resources development and the methodology of planning are summarized
and illustrated by projects recently completed byjBalasha-Jalon
Consultants and engineers Ltd. in Africa and in Iapan.

In developing countries the major objectiv-es of water
development are:

(a ) Provision of adequate, elope at 'nr\nx\ , hygi
and dependable domestic water. T h i
red!rally improves public health, serves a
permanent settlements, both rural and uxb;
necessary prerequisite
activities.

(b)

for modern social ajnd economic

I

snir-.ally safe
immediately and

a basis for
a and provide '-iie

Provision of irrigation water, especially in arid and semi-
arid regions. This faciliates a rapid increase in agricultural)
production to provide adequate nourishment to the population
as the first priority, and may also produce exportable
cash crops to provide income for continued development.
Irrigation will also greatly mitigate the effects of
droughts. Irrigation, coiuoined with ott _
techniques, will also replace shifting agriculture by
permanent settlements.

(c) Provision of water for industry, with due Regard to quality
requirements of specific industries.

(d) ii'lood protection and drainage of agricult
urban area.

Priorities in the implementation of these
assigned according to local conditions and devel

In developing countries, types of project
technological sophistication and rates of impleii

iral lands anc

objectives a_e
spiaent policies.

degree of "heir
entation must

conform to the technical ability of the population and the
availability of skilled manpower for execution dnd management of
tne projects. V/ater development must be integrated in the
framework of the national economic development.

Because of budgetary limitations and theagru.dual inci\ -se
of demand, from the initial very low rates to tae considerably
higher ultimate rates, projects uiust be implemeated in stage:-..
Staging must be such that tangible benefits canlbe derived
in reasonably short times and especially with relatively uioccst
investments. In many cases this gives groundwater exploitation^
a decided advantage over suriace water utilizat
field with gradual, well by well expansion, as
and impounding reservoir).

Lon (e.g. a wo11
gainst a dam



In developing countries> water planning is usually
characterized by a lack of basic data, ranging from scarcity
of maps, flow records, rainfall data, etc. to loosely defined
development objectives. Demographic data on existing and future
population, rates of demand, economic and social trends, etc. are
very hazy in most cases. xherefore, techniques for producing
synthetic data and correlations have to be evolved. Also,
continuous collection of additonal data has to be incorporated
in the design and the normal operation of the projects,
especially in their initial stages. The initial, basic data
can thus be reviewed and updated so that the design of
subsequent stages is b^sed on more reliable information. Designs
have to be inherently flexible enought to permit radical adjustments
within the lifetime of the projects, as new data becomes available.

The normal stages of planning are:

(a) Evaluation ox present and future demands, by stages, for
domestic, agricultural and industrial consumption. In
forecasting future demands, special attention must be paid
to the feedback effect of the development and the ensueing
rise in standard of living.

In many cases, plans for economic growth and agricultural
and industrial development, wriich establish future water
demands, are totally lacking. It trien becomes the task of the
planning team to outline such development programmes in
sufficient detail to pernit it to estimate future water
requirements.

(b) Evaluation of available water resources, of both ground and
surface water. Quantity and quality and their areal and temporal
distribution must be ascertained.

(c) Planning of water supply projects, basically accomplished by
the superposition of present and future demands on the
available water resources. Economic evaluations of the
projects themselves, as well as their impact on the overall
development scheme, sarve as a basis for decision making in
the- planning process. Kowevex-, in addition to economic consi-
derations, intangibles, like social factors, national aims
and local traditions must not be overlooked.

The planning approach should be regional, so that all pertinent
factors are taken into account. The resulting optional solutions may
take either of two forms. - intergrated regional schemes, or independent
local schemes, covering thu entire region. In developing countries,
the latter form is often preferable, in view of tne foregoing remarks
on technical capability and the need for staging of 'construction. The
design, howeveij must envisage the possibility of a future integration
of local schemes, waen local conditions arc ripe in order to increase
flexibility and dependability.

The construction, operation and mansQsnont of modern water
resources projects requires an administrative framework based on appro-
priate legislation. Guidelines ior the necessary administrative and
legal steps must be integration in the planning.



Three examples from the recent practice of Balasha-Jalon
Consultants and engineers Ltd., are presented to illustrate
the application of the above concepts to actual engineering
designs.

The first example is a domestic water supply system, installed
on an area o£ about 1,600 sq. km., in the Nzega liegion, in Central
Tanzania. Although the soil in tnis area is relatively good, the
area was sparsely populated and served only ior seasonal
grazing because of lack of drinking water in it. By the
introduction of a domestic water supply system and the provision
of stock watering facilities, the are-, is opened for full agricultural
utilization and previously semi-nomadic population are expected to
establish permanent settlements.

The second example is a Master Plan of Water Resources
Development in the Benue Plateau State of Nigeria. In this
faster Plan, a programme for the development oi the water
resources throughout the State, up to the year 2000 is presented.
The programme provides the Government with a fundamental
policy document on water development and can serve as a basis
for the detailed design of the various schemes recommended in it.

The third example is the Jiroft Valley Development Project,
in the semi-arid regions of south-eastern Iran. Here, detailed
designs and plans ior an area of 20,000 hectares of integrated
development is provided, including agriculture, flood control,
infrastructure and the required domestic and irrigation water
supply project. Thereby, the present practice of soil robbing,
shifting agriculture will_ be replaced by a modern, efficient
agriculture. I
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THE USE OP WIEDPOWER IK RURAL V/ATER SUPPLIES

F.J.H, van de Laalc
Mdoleleji Water Development Scheme

1. INTRODUCTIONTT

1

I

Rural Water Supplies have high priority in Tanzania, especially
low-cost projects benefitting a large number cf people. Villages,
especially Ujamaa villages with their development potential, receive
priority because of their population concentration.

In many areas where villages are still fey/ and widely scattered
and where water sources allow this, it will be often cheaper to
construct small supplies for individual villages rather than a large
supply where water is piped to many villages from a •sntral source.
Also, small village supplies may be a temporary or not so temporary,
alternative to waiting many ,>ears until a large central supply
becomes economically possible.

Vfater sources for one-village supplies may be concrete lined
wells in the sands of river beds, lined wells dug into the water
bearing strata of the cub-soil, or boxed wells. Often such wells
are located some distance from the village, and pumped supply
piped to a storage tank in the village may be desirable. However,
small piped water supplies in rural areas present some problems
which grow larger as the number of such supplies increases.

Piped Water Supplies for Rural Villages

Engine powered supplies

Once it is decided that a village should be provided with a
piped water supply, a power source must be chosen to pump the water
to the village. Generally the employment of an engine is thought
of as most obvious and reliable. The question is whether this is
true.

Engine powered supplies have substantial recurrent costs
aggravated in rural areas by the distance from the supply and
repair facilities, and the condition^ of the roads to the
villages. Engines need fuel to run,; and they need.a daily
attendant, either employed from public funds or recruited from
an Ujamaa village itself. The reliability of the system and
the frequency of breakdowns and costly repairs depend mainly
on the skill of this attendant. Days may be lost in reporting
breakdowns and for the impair team to reach the village.
If breakdowns occur •during the rainy season, the village may
well be out of water for weeks because of impassable roads.

If a power-source could be found with lower running-cost
and repair characteristics and v/ithout diminishing the reliability
of the supply or requiring a substantially larger investment for
its installation, such a power-source would be more in accordance
with the low-cost requirements of the Second Five Year plan and
its alternative to engine powered supplies deserves careful
attention.
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It is my contention that in many instances a<wind-powered
supply compares favourably with engines for pumping water in rural
areas.

V/ind-powered Rural Water Supplies

Experience in the Shinyanga East Region with;an 18 ft Climax
windmill, and more recently with a locally manufactured 16 ft
windmill, show that windpower can be a cheap and reliable power
source which can easily complete with engines, provided that
the choce of the mill is adequate for the work it has to do.

1. Windmills, one installed, require no fuel and not daily •
attention. They operate automatically and protect themselves
from stom damage. Repairs are few. Maintenance is limited
to at mos"U a half-yearly oil change and check-up. Erection
is relatively simple and cheap, A correctly installed mill,
receiving its required maintanance, will often operate trouble-
free for twenty years, and more. Mechanically, therefore,
they are much better suited 'than engines to meet rural
conditions. Hence, the main argument against windmills is r.ot
on its mechanical features but on the availability of wind.

2. Investment costs for a windmill installation appears to be the
same or only little higher than an engine powered installation.

Wind-data

When designing a pumping plant an engineer who recommends an
engine feels a security which tends to desappear when he wants to
prescribe the use of a windmill„

The reason is that while engine performance can be accurately
predicted from the manufacturer's specifications, in the case of
windmills this information has to be supplemented with data about
the reliability of the wind at the site of the plant. In Tanzania,
windrecords suitable for windpowered plant design are scarce and
usually inadequate; for most areas they are non-existent. The
design of windmill plants then becomes only guess—work.

Considering the superior mechanical feat-ores of windmills as
a power source in rural axeas, it would pay to install the necessary
with recorders at strategic central points, preferably at the district
level. Reliable data on windregicies wi]l then become available, and
wind-mill performance predictions can be made with increasing
accuracy in the course of years, making their reliability comparable
with those of engines.

The recorders should be of the automatic type where windspeeds
are continously recorded on a chart. When further windrecords are
made at the site of the proposed plant, and at timos shown in the
central records to be crucial for windmill performance, comparison
of these records with, the central charts will show the relative
windregime at the site, and an adequate windmill plant can be
chosen.
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To iny knowledge, windrecords available at present are often
on a 24 hour mileage basis. Such records are inadequate for inland
conditions. Experience in the Shinyanga East Region has shown that
at crucial times, usually at the change of theseasons, the 24 hour
mileage record may show, for example 70 miles of wind. In reality,
a windmill may pump on that day enough water for the daily require-
ments of the pump at all0 The reason is that the mileage show may
in fact be an hourly wind average of 2.9 miles/hr., at which speed no
windmill will operate. The successful pumping may occur when the
reading of 70 miles per 27 hour indicates a day of calm, except for
two hours of hard wind exceeding 25 miles/hr. a normal occurance in
the rainy season, During such a period, our climax mill which we
have installed at Ndoleleji would pump in excess of 1500 gallons.

In the Shinyanga East Region, days of complete calm are few and
occur only during the rainy season. Prolonged periods, exceeding
three days consecutive calm, are very rare and are often followed
by days of hard winds. Three years in Ndoleleji showed only four
calm periods — crucial for the water supply - the longest of which
was seven days. It should be noted that villagers, depending on a
windmill operated system, soon find out "its peculiarities and tend
to be careful with water during calm days. The eason for the shortage
can be noticed easily, as it is a natural phenomenon which farmers
experience each day3

Contrary to what is generally assumed, a windmill plant need not
operate on a 24 hour basis to be reliable, provided storage is
available. Inland wind conditions are of a nature where winds
occur over limited periods during the day0 In lidoleleji, night
breezes often pump more v/ater than the few hours of hard during .
the day.

For Rural Water Supplies, the dry season with its regular, winds
does not usually present a problem. The rainy season with its
irregular winds, varying from l^ght breezes to periods of calm
followed by hard gusty wands, is a crucial tiiaec Windmills- should
be designed to work with reasonable pumping capacities during light
winds, at the same time being able to make use of short periods of
hard winds. As pumping capacities ri&e to the square of the wind
velocity, this dual demand presents no large problem. Windmills
therefore, should in general be designed to niatch rainy season.
conditions, and excess water pupped in the dry season can be used
for cattle drinking water, or irrigating a village garden, or it
can be returned to the well via a float valve and pressure relief
valve system. Float systems in the well, operating a return valve
for the Y/?.+e"!*; can take care of the problem of exceeding well
outputs.

The demand for power in low winds calls for large sizes, of
mills matched to large pumps. For that reason many windmills
which perform unsatisfactory in Tanzania are tod'"small. These
depend on long hours of operation in suitable winds. It is
interesting to note that Australia; with its vast inland area,
depends for many of its sheep farms on windpowercd supplies and,
to my knowledge, the Australian manufacturers are the only ones
who manufacture mills in sizes larger than 18 ft diameter sails.



In the Shinyanga Region, windmills generally perform well if
there size is determined on the basis of a 5.6 miles/hr. wind and
the actual size of windmill and pump is one size larger than that
recommended on the windmill chart. ?

Windmill Construction *

The ordinary automatic govemed-type windmill, suitabUfc £or
rural areas, is the so—called multibladed windmotor. It isj simple
and robust and makes use of reciprocating pumps. The connection
between the mill head and the pump is a wooden pumprod, moving
between guiles in the tower.

The rotating action of the sails is translated into a ,
reciprocating action by means of two large gearwheels to which
an accentric is connected. Usually the motion is geared down from
three to four revolutions of the sails to one up and down stroke
of the pump. Some Australian manufacturers (Comet, and Southers Cross)
have direct acting mill heads, whereby the reciprocating action is
obtained by means of a crankshaft. One revolution of the sails
results in one up-and-down movement of the pumprod. The results
is an extremely simple constiaction with few moving parts, especially
the Comet mill. The manufacturers of Comet have added to this
feature whereby the dead weight of pumprods and connections are
balanced on the sailarms, taking some of their weight off the
active stroke of the mill.

A disadvantage of the conventional type mill is that only about
half of the windmill capacity is used for active work. The down
stroke is a free stroke.

In the 16 ft locally manufactured windmill, at present
installed in the water supply of Shaginilu village in Shinyanga
East, the construction on this mill allowed for it to be used
to full capacity. Because of.lack of means to manufacture the
normal moving parts, car parts were used. A landrover- gear axle
was placed horizontally on top of an Austin rearwheel which was
fixed vertically on top of the tower. Another landrover axle was
placed down. The differential pinions were made to face each
other and were connected with' a pipe. To the wheel end of the top axle
a gearbox, activating a crank, was connected. The crank operates a
seesaw via s short connecting rod, and to the seesaw the pumps are
attached, each on one end of the pivot. The seesaw enabled the
balancing of the mill with connecting rod and crank, and the
balancing of the output, whereby on the up-stroke of the crank
one pump operates, and on the downstroke the other pump, on the
far end of the seesaw, operates.

The windmill starts in very low winds, and when necessary
the output can be more than doubled by a simple shift of gears.
It may be worthwhile to investigate the possibility of further
developing this system for local manufacture, possibly diminishing
the capital costs of windmill plants.

Recently, experiments and development of windpower have
resulted in windpower plants making use of propellors. A Canadian
experiment deserves mention in this respect where the Ero.ce Airscrew
windmill was developed incorporating a 32 ft three bladed Airscrew which
operates a centrifugal pump. In its experimental stage it v/as used
for irrigating a 10 acre plot and performed satisfactorily. In
18.5 miles/hr. winds the mill developed 10 HP, and in 30 miles/hr.
winds 50 HP. It can be used for water supplies and, depending on
wind power available, for irrigating fields and operating maize
grinders.

Jl
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Another propellor-type wind power pump is manufactured in
Germany by Lubing, Sarnstorf. These are cheap and range in price
from Shs. 600/00 to Shs. 1000/00, They are used for small capacity
cattle drinking water and garden irrigation. Their outputs are
from' 444 gallons to 1320 gallons per day at a head of 20 ft and
in winds of 6.7 miles/hr. The firm, also manufacturers larger
plants on the same system suitable for small village supplies
under certain circumstances? costing up to Shs. 6000/00.

Conclusions

I?rom the above it may be concluded that the use of windmills
for pumping water in rural water supplies should be seriously
considered. Satisfactory windmill operated supplies enable funds
and manpower, otherwise used on existing supplies, to finance new
supplies. They are a means to speed up considerably the spread
of rural water supply, which has high priority in the Second Five
Year Plan.

i
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FIELD INVESTIGATIONS OH FRICffiON LOSSES

OP "SII.BA" PLASTIC

P.M. Todorov
Regional Vfater Engineer, Ministry

of Water Development & Power

I. INTRODUCTION . : .

The friction losses along the water supply pipes are the
basic element on which all hydraulic calculations are based.
The discharge coefficient " C , which is most commonly..used for
designing water supply, is based on experimental data. The
possible deviation by using different formulas can be neglible '
in the comparison with the possible errors caused by a wrongly
estimated friction coefficient, . . . . .

While for the GSP those values are quite well established
and properly used, this is not the case for the comparatively
newly -fabricated.plastic pipes. This paper is intended as ..
a modest contribution to the problem of producing more accurate
values for the friction losses of "Simba" plastic pipes.

The presented data are the result of the field experiments
carried out in V/.D & I.D.' depot at' Tanga. The findings should
not' be treated "as-final, since -the:- number of -the pipes . ...
measured is rather small. Further investigations are still
•going on. , _ . ' : ' • ( • • - :

". !
•II. METHOD OF. EXPERIMENTATION .

For the field investigations, a simple experimental stand
has been installed and used (see Fig. 1). The test plastic pipe
has been connected to a water supply steel tank as a water source
and the outlet: of the pipe connected with a stop-valve, where the
water discharged is to be measured by a V-notch spillway. : Two
transparent pipes are fixed and graduated at tooth ends of the test
-pipe to show the differences between piezometric level by varying
the .water discharge. Knowing the actual value of the'water
discharge and the hydraulic gradient, and with the relationship

i = (D
it is possible to draw graphs of the actual friction losses for
different diameter pipes.

For the purpose of better analysis and discussion of the
results, the Hazen - V.'illians formula has b'e'en used to calculate
the actual values of 'G•. For this calculations the old
"foot-cusec" system has been used:

V = 1.310 x 0
•nO.63

x

OR Q - 0.432 x C x D 2 ' 6 3 x

0.54

0 # 5 4

(2)

(3)
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As the logarithmic scale is most suitable for the case, the calculations
of 'C are made on the "basis of:

Lg C = LgQ + 0.J6453 -2,63LgD-O54igi (4)

0 5 —1
The dimensions • of f C are f t x Sec or djn the metric system
M * x Sec " , and if we take the metric value of C:

C(M) = 0.3048 = O.552iO /ftN (5)

For easier comparison the values in the table are' given in the
English system.

0 *

O «,

0.5l

o - ^
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III. RESULT AND COMMENTS

The results are show in Table 1. 'An increase in the coefficient
'C with pipe diameter can be observed. The result of the 3" pipe
does not seem correct and it most liicely not representative since
only one pipe has been tested.

Table 1

PIPE

1!l Class
»Bl

l i " Class
' C

i i » Class
'B'

2" Class
•B'

3" Class
»B»

Nos. of
pipes
Experi-
mented

2 •

3

3

2

1

Nos. of
ExperiS
merits
carried
out

12

12

13

9

6

VALUE
Actual
average
Exp.
value

171.1

172.6

204.2

204.0

167.5-

OP C (EITCx.
Reduced

by
12.5%

149.7

151.0

178.7

178.5

146.5.

STAHDARD)
Recomme-
nded

150 .

150

175

175

145

PIPE-

• 1" (B)

ii-"(c)

ii"(B)

2" (B)

3" (B)

For the practice a friction diagram with reduced values in
recommend (ss Fig. 2). Here 12g/o allowances are made, accounting
for the inperfect pipelaying and the different fittings.

Unfortunately, no data for the change of the roughness of
the plastic pipes with age are available; therefore such experiments
are strongly recommended.
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IV, COITCLUGIOIJ ; '

The use of available data for tho friction coefficient 'C'
could often result in wrong calculations, causing technical
failures and economically unjustified projects.

Field experiments can produce the actual values of the
friction losses, and such investigation are therofoer
for all new types of pipes.
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FINAL HSCCMOTMCIOCTS
1

Planning and Policy

(D

(2)

Considering the large number of regions for which water
development master pirns are to be prepared, the conference
reconaends that guidelines be established to .standardize
the approach to study terns engaged in .the preparation of
such master pleais in order to facilitate the f ind decision
making process. The standardization shcjuld include the
design, and analysis of projects, as well as ooiection
criteria? construction cost, maintenance co!3tf water quantity
and quality standards, terns of finance, etc.

The conference draws attention to the need for an inter-
disciplinary approach in the preparation of national and
regional master plans for the development of wcvi.br resources,
bringing in and strengthening a variety of institutions on
the national and regional level, Furthermore, the preparation
of' regional master plans by various teams should be preceded
by preparatory work, on an interdisciplinary basis, by the
government of the respective, country, so that the teams can
be given uniform guidelines at the start of* t-'ieir studies.

(3) The conference recommends that intensified comparative research
on the social, economic and health effects of water supply
in different rural environments be undertaken on a national
and international level.

Hydrolo,°y anC

(4) The coj&forence notes the inadequacy of meteorological data
in 2ast Africa as reported in the Workshop on Sural V/ater
Supply in Sant Africa, December, 1969j Dar es Salaam,
which i s highlighted by the proceedings of t?Jis conference.
Considering the urgent present .and future needs for
adequate avid high-quality meteorological data -or development
planning, i t i s recommended to:

(a) bring the existing raingauge network to existing standards
of operation,

(b) ensure a regular inspection and maintenance of all
meteorological stations, at least twice a year for main
stations raid once in. two years for rainfall stations,

(c) expand the raingauge network to meet need3 for data
sparse areas,

(d) install an adequate network of wind recorders (apart
from ixa meteorological inport.ince this would provide-,
placing data for windmills and other engineering projects),

The recorinendatioii3 were drafted by the workshops and approved
in the final session of the conferencee

See D. tfamcr (ed.), 3ural '."ater Supply in East Africa, proceedings
of the workshop on Rural Vfoter Supply, BRALUT Research Paper KO.H,
1970.



(e) upgrade all main meteorological stations-to Penman
standards, and

(f) qualify the publication of meteorological data by
/the indicating the date of last inspection and/organization

responsible for it#

(j?) The .confe-rence further recommends:

, (a) placing greater importance on adequate maintenance of
the existing hyarolo.'.qcal network,

(b) expanding the network in areas lacking data, and

(c) giving particular attention to instrumentation and data
"collection in small catchments.

(6) ' The conference, noting that different types of instruments
provided by different countries are presently in use in
the meteorological and hydrological services now operating i
in East alfrica, recommends that appropriate arrangements
to be made by the responsible authorities in the meteorological
and hydrological services to ensure standardization of
instruments in use by these services. It also recommends
the standardization of observing and maintenance procedures,

1 .--• and of staff training. This standardization- should be
l' effected by means of close liaison between the respective
?; • services, through cooperation between the IHD national
j| oommittoesj to become operative as soon as possible. The
=; conference also recommends that the presentation and publication
•' of data in these fields be standardized as far as possible.
' ! . . . . ' • •

I Designt Implementation and Health

<j (7) Further research is needed to provide a better basis for
''}. the selection of design criteria< including per capita
j; water consur^tion,' water quality, length of design period,
I storage tank capacity, pump capacity, peak flow, and
1 materiel of pipes. This research might be carried out by
^ the countries' research institutes in conjunction v/ith the
i respective departments of water development.

f, (8) • Present policy in East Africa assumes that a lalge part of
) • ' the health benefits from improved water supply can be obtained \|;;
:• by providing standpipes. The evidence to support tliis
j • assumption is not strong, and there is some evidence,
; relating to infectious diseases, hat suggests the contrary.

The conference strongly recommends a comparative study in
\ Tanzania's Ujamaa villages of the benefits and costs of

designs in relation to health.

; (9) The conference stresses the importance of continued
•j ' s emphasis on training of manpower on all levels in the
j field of water resource development. In particular,
: a major shortage of technical staff exists to work under

the direction of professional engineers. The rural.
; ' water supply .programmes could be accelerated if more

techiiitians were available. 'Je recommend thai, in
collaboration v/ith the Ministries of Education, on in-
service training and advanc orient scheme be established to
assure the promotion of specially able serving technical

• .. • officers and works forcner.- according t their ability.
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Monday, 5 th April

9,30

11,00 - 12,30

2.30 - 3.30

Introduction: Dr. I. Katoice, ..s-ociata Dean,
Faculty of: Arts and Social Soionio

1 • University of Dar cs Snlaan.

Opening Address: Dr, 77.K. Chagula, Minister
for \7ater Development and Pov.-or
(delivered by I.Ir. F.IC. L'.re/p.rulila
Principal Secretary, on his boh^Li"

Planning «- Master Plans

Chaiiinan: F.X, Ly/egarulila

Robert W, Kates, "Flexibility, Coordination
and Choice in ./ater Resource
Planning: The Utility of Recent
Planning Innova-'oions for Water
Development in Taii

Len Berry and Diana Conyars}
"Planning for Rural Water-̂ .-.v

- Developuent in ̂ anzania" 'rf-v*-'

•'••••• EiishdlTi Henin, "Deteruinntion of the'"
Base Population of the Area and
Future Population Size"

Planning ~ Policy

Chairman: Teshona

Ian Burton,
"Tov/ards a Rationale for Yfater
Supply Policy in Developing
Countries"

J-3 . Heijners. and Diana j
"Inpact Studies of liural Water
Supply"

t
11

4.00 - 5.30 Planning -• The Broader Context

Ghaiman: Haaisi rivanyijoloa

Hartnut Walter, "Sducatior.r.1 taiu Ecological
Aspects of Uurol \7ater Planning"

Roger IToodsj "Social StruQfere and T7ater'
. . . . .... Supply - Questions of Rural

• _ Development Strategies in
Tanzania

it

Tuesday;? 6th April

9.00 - 10.30 Plnnnin/<~ Procedures

Chaiman: G» Schultzberg

George V,r, I r r in , "Problems, ox Benefit Cost
Analysis in Plarir-ii^j'df Rural

• - . - - ' 7ater Supply"

•. Gerhard Tschannerl, "The Use of Mathenatical
Models in Y»'citer Supply Planning"

Andre Harlaut, "Investigations, Survey and
Design of Rural V.'ater Supplies"



11.00 - 12.30
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.^inking

disease

ns for the
'«upplie s"

'elf-Help
•o District",

_teus of
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ldpower
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vaves,

2.30 - 4.00

4.30 - 5.30

Hydrology and Meteorology (continued)

Chairnan: H.T. Mtfrth

ELfatih A. Hasan, "Shallow Artif icial
Recharge of Groundwator"

R.L. ScdlcGs, "Rural "Vater Supplies in
Seni~Arid ConCitioiis - Pemeable
Dans"

V/6rkshops (see below)

'•York shops

Thursday, 8th April

Morning

2.30 ~ 3.30

4.00 - 5.00

* * * * * * • * • ; : - * • « • • « • - * * * • * * • * • * • * * * * * • * * - * * * # •

Visit to Kere^e Ujanaa Village

Reports froa the 'workshops •

Adoption of resolution and closing address

V/ORKgHOPS

GROUP 1

GROUP- 2

GROUP 3

3 groups n.eet concurrently iii tho afternoon
of the 7th. They have the following thenss.

lTG :JJD POIICY - ARTS SSillTAA ROOM B

Chaiman: G. Dekker

HYDROLOGY A*:TI) METEOROLOGY ~ ARTS -SBIIHAR ROOI-I C

O h a i r n a n : U. R i i s e

D3SIG1I,
- ARTS SailNAR EOCM D

V.T. Kiossev

The chairnfai report on the discussion in their group au& draft the
final resolutions* . • •

f
„ y

of. Rain
Region of*'

.Resources
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